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ABSTRACT
Finite Element Modeling of Shallowly Embedded Connections
to Characterize Rotational Stiffness
Trevor Alexander Jones
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Finite element models were created in Abaqus 6.14 to characterize the rotational stiffness
of shallowly embedded column-foundation connections. Scripts were programmed to automate
the model generation process and allow study of multiple independent variables, including
embedment length, column size, baseplate geometry, concrete modulus, column orientation,
cantilever height, and applied axial load. Three different connection types were investigated: a
tied or one part model; a contact-based model; and a cohesive-zone based model.
Cohesive-zone modeling was found to give the most accurate results. Agreement with
previous experimental data was obtained to within 27%. Baseplate geometry was found to affect
connection stiffness significantly, especially at lower embedment depths. The connection
rotational stiffness was found to vary only slightly with cantilever height for typical column
heights. Results from varying other parameters are also discussed.

Keywords: finite element modeling, finite element analysis, lateral stiffness, rotational
stiffness, shallowly embedded connections, embedment, column connections, stiffness
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background
Steel buildings are relatively common in the United States and other industrialized nations.

Steel is a material that is relatively strong, lightweight, and durable, and design with steel has
advanced significantly over the last hundred years. Steel buildings typically require foundations
that are constructed from reinforced concrete. The connections between steel columns and
concrete foundations typically come in one of three varieties: shallowly embedded, exposed, or
deeply embedded. Figure 1-1 illustrates the three connection types. This thesis will focus on
shallowly embedded connections.
Shallowly embedded connections are comprised of a column, a baseplate, anchor rods, slab
on grade, grout and a blockout concrete area.

Figure 1-2 illustrates this configuration. A

baseplate is welded to the bottom of the column, which distributes forces and moments into the
foundation. Anchor rods are embedded into the foundation and protrude sufficiently to allow an
interface with the baseplate. Beneath the baseplate is typically a layer of high strength, nonshrink grout. The column itself is installed in a sizeable void left in the slab on grade, called a
blockout, which allows for the installation of the column specimen and grout layer. After
installation is complete, the blockout is filled with additional concrete. This process allows the
work of the concrete and steel contractors to remain independent of each other.
1

(a) Shallowly Embedded
E

(b) Exposed

(c) Deeplyy Embedded
d

Figure 1-1
1: Base Colu
umn Conneections (Barrnwell, 20155)

Figure 1-2:
1 Shallow
wly Embedd
ded Connecttion Detail

The other two types of co
onnections sh
how in Figuure 1-1 will also be brieefly discusseed. In
exposed connectionss, the baseplaate and colu
umn are not embedded aat all into thee concrete. T
These
connectio
ons are comm
mon in indu
ustrial buildin
ngs, where aaesthetics aree less imporrtant. By conntrast,
deeply em
mbedded co
onnections are
a embedded into the ggrade beam, and so havve reinforcinng bar
(rebar) running
r
conttinuously ab
bove the baaseplate. Thhese connecttions can be expensivee and
2

complex,, and requirre coordinatiion between
n steel and cconcrete conntractors. Thhey are typiically
reserved for connecctions in moment
m
fram
mes, wheree a fixed-tyype connecttion is requuired.
Peripheraal studies off these conn
nections are treated in tthis thesis’ literature reeview, since their
behavior is relatively
y well-understood, and some aspeccts of their bbehavior relate to shalloowlyembeddeed connection
ns.
Pile cap conn
nections also
o show somee similaritiess to shallow
wly embedded connectionns, in
that they both consist of a steel member
m
emb
bedded severral inches innto a reinforcced concrete slab.
The literature review
w will discusss several sttudies of pille cap conneections. Pilee cap connecctions
connect driven
d
steel piles or pierrs to a concrrete mat fouundation (seee Figure 1-33). Studies of pile
cap conn
nections havee shown that piles with minimal reinnforcement and embedm
ment can devvelop
significan
nt moments.. These testss strongly su
upport the iddea that shalllowly embeddded connecctions
have sign
nificant rotattional stiffneess and stren
ngth.

Figure 1-3: Typical Pile Cap Connections;; fixed (a) an
nd pinned ((b) (Richard
ds et al., 20111)
1.2

Mo
otivation
Structural eng
gineers typiccally model connectionss as either fixxed or pinneed. If the fleexural

capacity of the conn
nection exceeeds the column strenggth, the connnection is cconsidered ffixed.
3

Otherwise, it is considered pinned. This approach is not entirely unreasonable, but it does
confuse the issues of stiffness and strength. Since shallowly embedded connections are not
usually designed to transmit moments, they are considered pinned. However, practicing
engineers readily admit to not knowing their flexural strength or stiffness (Davis, 2011; Malley,
2011).
The presence of blockout concrete is thought to provide additional strength and stiffness
to the connection, although these have not been characterized thoroughly. Some experiments
with pile caps have demonstrated that similar connections possess non-negligible stiffness and
strength, due to the confining effects of concrete embedment. This suggests that the same may be
present in shallowly embedded connections.
Quantifying stiffness of shallowly embedded connections will improve future
engineering models. Researchers have successfully modeled building seismic response with base
connections modeled as rotational springs (Zareian and Kanvinde, 2013). Base flexibility was
shown to affect various aspects of seismic response, including interstory drift and the shaking
intensity associated with collapse. Once the stiffness of shallowly embedded connections is
quantified, they can be represented with rotational springs with particular stiffness.
Although they are the most common connection types in current construction practice,
shallowly embedded connections remain the least understood (Grauvilardell et al., 2006). Recent
work has successfully characterized strength and stiffness values for exposed connections
(Gomez, 2010; Kanvinde et al., 2015), and progress has been made for deeper connections
(Grilli, 2015), but progress remains lacking for shallowly embedded connections. Most of the
column base research that has been conducted in the United States has concentrated on
4

connections with exposed baseplates; despite this, the use of both shallowly-embedded and
deeply-embedded types has been common in the U.S. (Grauvilardell, 2006).
Moment frames are typically governed by drift considerations, which are highly sensitive
to the columns’ boundary conditions. By improving the fixity of the end conditions in current
models, the drift will likely be reduced, and smaller column shapes will be acceptable choices for
future moment frames.
Column buckling capacities are also highly sensitive to boundary conditions. By
quantifying the end fixity of gravity columns, additional buckling capacity may be demonstrated
for columns in steel buildings with shallowly embedded connections.

1.3

Shallowly Embedded Connection Research Program
To investigate shallowly embedded connections further, a research program is underway

at Brigham Young University, of which this thesis is a part. In Phase I of the research, Barnwell
(2015) constructed and tested 12 laboratory specimens of shallowly embedded connection
details, typical for gravity bearing columns (see Figure 1-4). These tests demonstrated the
presence of stiffness and strength in these connections. Additionally, a strength model was
proposed. This thesis is a part of Phase II, and involves using finite element models to determine
and predict stiffness for these connections. Concurrently with this research, Tryon (2016) is
using closed-form elastic models to predict the stiffnesses of these connections. In Phase III, a
second set of laboratory specimens will be constructed and tested to verify the strength and
stiffness models and extend the findings.

5

Fig
gure 1-4: Ty
ypical Labo
oratory Testting Setup ((Barnwell, 22015)
1.4

Ob
bjective
The purpose of
o this reseaarch is to in
nvestigate thhe effects off key input variables on the

rotationaal stiffness of shallowly embedded connections,
c
, using finitee element simulations. T
These
key variaables include blockout/eembedment depth, basepplate geomeetry, columnn size/orientaation,
stiffness of grout/con
ncrete, and applied axiaal loading. F
For the purpposes of thiss study, the main
variable studied will be embedm
ment depth – specificallyy, how the cconnection sttiffness incrreases
as embed
dment depth increases.
Fin
nite elementt models of Barnwell’s experimentts were creaated in Abaaqus 6.14. M
Model
generatio
on was auto
omated thro
ough scripts which creaated and prrocessed a large number of
6

models. The results from these models were then aggregated and analyzed to discover trends in
rotational stiffness values.
The results from the finite element analysis were validated by comparing stiffness values
to existing test data from Barnwell’s experiments. In addition, the displacement contour plots
generated by the computer models were compared qualitatively to displacement contour plots
generated by the DIC system during experimental testing.

1.5

Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
x

Chapter 2 presents a literature review, including an in-depth review of the parent study
(Barnwell, 2015).

x

Chapter 3 explains the methods that were used to generate and analyze the finite element
models.

x

Chapter 4 examines the Digital Image Capture (DIC) information from Barnwell’s
experiments.

x

Chapter 5 presents, discusses, and analyses the results that were obtained from the Finite
Element Models, and discusses their broader applicability.

x

Chapter 6 explains the conclusions which were reached as a result of this study, and
possibilities for future research.

x

Appendices A-D include additional information associated with the generation and
validation of the models used in this thesis.
7

2

2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Corbel Connection Strength
Marcakis and Mitchell (1980) performed tests on 25 connections of steel members

embedded into precast concrete. Their tests studied the effects of the following parameters on
connection strength: inclusion of column axial load; welding reinforcement to the connection;
the shape of the embedded member; load eccentricity. This research has formed the basis of
subsequent design strength calculations for steel members embedded into concrete members (see
PCI Handbook, 1999).

2.2

Pile Cap Connections
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Castilla et al. 1984) performed two separate

numerical analyses of the fixity of steel members embedded in concrete – specifically pile caps.
The first numerical analysis used a series of independent springs to model the cap, the member,
and the soil. Springs with linear characteristics represented the concrete cap, and springs with
non-linear characteristics represented the soil. The second used 2 dimensional linear and nonlinear finite element models, neglecting the soil and instead modeling only the member and the
concrete. Figure 2-1 shows the setup, as well as the ranges of parameters investigated. Members
studied were HP steel shapes. Based on the results of both investigations, it was determined that

8

pile emb
bedment dep
pths of two times
t
the piile’s depth w
was usually sufficient too develop a fully
fixed con
ndition. It was
w also determined that partial fixityy could be aachieved witth as little aas one
foot of embedment; specifically,, a 1 foot em
mbedment leength could develop 61 to 83% thee total
moment as a 4 foot (ffully fixed) embedment.
e
.

Fig
gure 2-1: Model Param
meters and R
Ranges (Casstilla et al., 11984)

Xiao
X
et al. (2
2006) perform
med tests fo
or HP-steel ppile-to-pile ccap connectiions with shaallow
embedmeents, studyin
ng the structu
ural response and capaciity of the connnection. The
T corner poortion
of one pile footing from
f
a proto
otypical brid
dge was sim
mulated, usinng an HP 14x89 shape. The
system iss shown in Figure
F
2-2. V-shaped an
nchor bars w
were tied to the footing reinforcemeent to
prevent them
t
from moving
m
durin
ng concrete placement; they were aanchored to tthe web edgges of
the HP pile
p by tyin
ng them thro
ough holes in the pile.. This proviided additioonal strengthh and
stiffness to the systeem. Tests were
w
perform
med under booth cyclic hhorizontal annd cyclic veertical
loads.
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Figure 2-2: Fulll-Scale Pile to
t Pile Cap Subassemb
bly Model D
Details (Xiaoo et al., 20066)

The results for cyclical verrtical forcing
g showed higgh strength aand stiffnesss in compresssion,
but little in tension. The lack off strength in tension waas attributed to a rockingg response iin the
cap. Ultim
mate failuree occurred when
w
the V-shaped anchoor bars ruptuured. This occurred at teensile
forces mu
uch lower th
han the ultim
mate design capacity
c
of 8890 kN (200 kips).
In combined horizontal
h
and vertical loading, thee pile demoonstrated ulttimate maxiimum
compresssion capacitiies of 3,123 and 3,619 kN
k (702 andd 814 kips) for the stronng and weakk axis
specimen
ns, respectively. These doubled
d
the design
d
ultimaate capacity of 1,779 kN
N (400 kips)..
Altthough the piles were designed as
a a pinned connectionn, the conneection develloped
consideraable momen
nt strength. Moment
M
capacity rangedd from 0.25 to 0.66 Mp, where Mp iis the
10

plastic moment of the steel section tested. These results were compared to the ultimate moment
capacity results from other similar experiments (Shama et al., 2002), and found to be
significantly greater than the 0.06 Mp observed in the other experiments. High levels of initial
stiffness were also observed.
Richards et al. (2011) reported the strength of four separate pile-to-cap connections,
determined using in-field specimens. Figure 2-3 shows a schematic overview of the specimens
tested, while Figure 2-4 shows the test setup. Two of the specimens had pile-to-cap
reinforcement, while three had a concrete fill inside of the pile. The first specimen had rotational
strengths that far exceeded its expected moment capacity, as calculated using the Marcakis and
Mitchell equations. The load-deflection response of all four specimens behaved more like what
would be expected from a fixed connection than a pinned connection, implying greater rotational
stiffness. The specimen demonstrated significantly greater strength than would have been
expected from the Marcakis and Mitchell equation alone.
Several possible mechanisms for the additional observed strength were suggested. One
was the dowel action from the two bottom grid bars that passed through the piles. However, this
mechanism alone was insufficient to account for the observed strength. Another suggested
mechanism was a frictional force between the steel pile and the concrete pile cap. By using a
static friction coefficient of 0.47, and combining the capacity from the frictional force with the
capacity of the dowels, sufficient moment capacity was obtained to account for the observed
strength. It was concluded that friction at the concrete/steel interface may play a significant role
in resisting lateral forces and their induced moments, although there was not enough
experimental data to validate this proposed friction mechanism.
11

Figure 2-3: Specimen
n Overview
w (Richards et al., 2011))

Figure 2-4:
2 Test Seetup (Richarrds et al., 20011)
12

Eastman
E
(201
11) tested th
hree pile cap specimens to study thee strength annd stiffness oof the
pile-to-piile cap conn
nections. Sp
pecimens con
nsisted of 112” diameterr hollow cirrcular steel piles,
embeddeed into reinfforced concrrete pile caps, with a steeel cover pllate welded to the embeedded
end (see Figure 2-5)). In each of
o the three specimens sstudied, signnificant mom
ments develooped,
despite th
he embedmeent being on
nly between 0.4 and 1.55 times the ppile diameterr. The resultts are
summarizzed in Tablee 2-1. It was found thatt the pile-to--cap connections had addditional streength
that could
d not be accounted for using
u
the Maarcakis and M
Mitchell equaation.

Figure 2-5:
2 Pile-To--Cap Conneection Desig
gn, a) End V
View, b) Sidee View (Easstman, 20111)

Table 2-1 –Test Data
D
Summaary (Eastmaan, 2011)
Test #1
1.5

Embeedment deptth
(x piile diameter))
Mult developed
d
(k
kip-ft)
288
Max.. lateral lo
oad with ellastic 32.4
respo
onse (kips)
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Test ##2
0.5

Test #33
0.4

75.3
11.8

39.5
6.7

It was also shown that rotational stiffness is available in pile cap connections. To
characterize the stiffness observed, it was necessary to subtract the deformation caused by the
pile’s deformation, according to the following formula:
݇ ൌ ሺ݇௧௧ ିଵ െ ݇ ିଵ ሻିଵ
Where
kconn

= connection stiffness

ktot

= total stiffness
= 1/ total displacement

kcol

= column stiffness
= 3EI/L3

Figure 2-6 illustrates this stiffness model graphically. The total deformation, measured at
the point of applied load, consists of the column deformation and the connection deformation.
Therefore, the connection deformation can be determined indirectly by subtracting the calculated
column deformation from the measured total deformation. The applied load was then divided by
this applied deformation to obtain the connection’s stiffness. Using this stiffness model, Figure
2-7 shows the connection stiffness values measured for the three test specimens.

2.3

Exposed Baseplate Connections
Insights into the behavior of shallowly-embedded connections can be gained by

understanding the results of tests on exposed connections. These exposed connections serve as a
“lower bound” on the strength and stiffness available from shallowly embedded connections.
(Cui et al., 2009) Exposed connections are similar to shallowly embedded connections, but
without an additional layer of non-structural concrete above the baseplate.
14

Figure 2-6: Elastic Stiiffness Mech
hanism (Eastman, 20111)

Figure 2-7:
2 Elastic Connection
n Stiffness vs.
v Normalizzed Pile Em
mbedment D
Depth (Easttman,
2011)
2.3.1 Experimenta
E
al Study of Exposed
E
Ba
aseplate Con
nnection Strrength and Stiffness
DeWolf
D
and Sarisley (1980) studieed the behavvior of coluumn baseplaates subjecteed to
applied axial
a
load an
nd overturnin
ng moment. Sixteen test specimens iinvestigatedd anchor boltt size,
baseplatee thickness, and the ratio of the mo
oment to thee axial load (eccentricityy). The test setup

15

was doubly symmetric, with identical column specimens at the top and bottom of the concrete
pedestal. No reinforcement was used.
At low eccentricities, concrete crushing was the typical failure mode, while for higher
eccentricities, anchor bolt failure (yielding) occurred first. When anchor bolt failure was the
primary failure mode, it was accompanied by yielding in the concrete itself.
Picard & Beaulieu (1984) investigated fifteen (15) specimens of exposed-type connections.
Theoretical deflection relations were derived for both pinned and fixed connections, and the
experimental stiffness results were compared to the theoretical values. It was found that axial
compression increases the fixity factor (related to the rotational stiffness) of the connection, and
that the assumption of these connections as pinned is conservative.
Thambiratnam et al (1986) tested a total of twelve (12) exposed baseplate connection
specimens under combinations of axial loads and moments. Only baseplate behavior was
investigated. The failure modes that were reported were concrete crushing, baseplate yielding,
and anchor bolt yielding (see Figure 2-8). At low eccentricity, baseplates failed from cracking of
concrete. In all other cases, however, baseplate yielding (accompanied by anchor bolt yielding)
was the primary failure mechanism.
Wheeler et al. (1998) investigated the flexural strength of exposed connections involving
rectangular HSS column shapes. Sixteen (16) tests were performed, varying the models’ plate
dimensions and section types. Analytical models were proposed which accurately predicted the
ultimate moment capacities of the connections to within 15%.
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Figure 2-8:
2
Observ
ved Failure Modes: a)) Concretee Crushing;; b) Basepllate Yieldin
ng; c)
Anchor Bolt
B Yieldin
ng (Thambiratnam et al.,
a 1986)

Meyers
M
et all (2008) preeformed six tests to invvestigate thee effects off weld detaiils on
exposed connection response. Th
he column specimens
s
w
were W8x677 shapes, andd representeed 2/3
odels of typiical details. Cracking faailures were reported, beeginning in the heat afffected
scale mo
zones of welds, in bo
oth completee joint penettration (CJP) and partiall joint penettration (PJP))-type
welds. Ductile
D
cracks initiated att column driift ratios of 33%-5%, andd brittle weldd failure occcurred
at drift raatios of 5%-9
9%.
Gomez
G
(2010
0) conducted an experimental studdy of exposeed baseplatee connectionns on
fourteen large-scale specimens. The
T objectiv
ves were to iinvestigate aand characteerize the respponse
of exposeed baseplatee connection
ns to lateral loads,
l
and ddevelop a moodel to predict their streength.
Seven sp
pecimens (Phase I expeeriments) weere tested too investigatee shear transsfer mechannisms,
17

including
g surface friction, anch
hor rod bearring, and shhear key beearing. The remaining sseven
(Phase III experimentts) studied th
he effects of combined fl
flexural and aaxial compreession loadinng on
various configuration
c
ns of baseplaate design. The
T test setupp for Phase III is illustrated in Figuree 2-9.

Figure
F
2-9: Phase II Teest Setup - (a
a) Schematiic and (b) P
Photograph (Gomez, 20010)

In
n tests witho
out applied axial
a
load, th
he rotation-m
moment curv
rves showed a strongly llinear
response, suggesting
g a constant rotational
r
stiiffness in caases without applied axial loads. In cases
with applied axial load, there waas a bi-linearr stiffness reesponse (see Figure 2-100). The axiall load
18

delayed baseplate up
plift, increassing stiffnesss. The poinnt of transittion betweenn the two sslopes
marks the point at wh
hich the anchor rods yieelded in tensiion, and reprresents a siggnificant deccrease
in rotatio
onal stiffnesss. The stiffness prior to baseplate upplift was govverned by thhe stiffness oof the
grout/con
ncrete found
dation, whille stiffness afterward w
was controllled by the anchor rodss and
uplifting baseplate.

Figure 2-1
10: Representative Plott of Elastic R
Rotational S
Stiffness (G
Gomez, 20100)

In
n addition to
o initial tangeent stiffness,, secant stifffness values were recordded at 1% annd 2%
drift leveels. In testss without ax
xial load, th
he stiffness decreased w
with increassing drift leevels;
however,, in tests wiith axial loaad, the stiffn
ness corresp onding to 1% drift wass higher thaan the
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initial stiiffness after anchor rod engagementt. Initial stifffness values were insenssitive to the level
of axial load,
l
while th
he secant stiiffness valuees increase w
with axial loaad.

2.3.2 Analytical
A
Sttudy of Exp
posed Basep
plate Stiffnesss
Grilli
G
(2015) proposed a model for predicting
p
coonnection sttiffness in exposed baseeplate
connectio
ons. This mo
odel is calibrrated with th
he experimenntal studies oof Gomez (22015), and P
Picard
and Beau
ulieu (1984). The conn
nection resp
ponse can be complex, as deformaations withinn the
various components can contro
ol the respo
onse of thee connectionn as a whoole. That iss, the
deformattion can be affected
a
by: deformation
n of the baseeplate on thee compressioon side; baseeplate
deformattion on the teension side; elongation of
o the anchoor rods in tennsion; and deeformation oof the
concrete or grout under
u
the co
ompression side of thee baseplate. Also, they may interaact in
different ways at diffferent timess (e.g. creating a gap beetween the bbaseplate andd the grout). The
assumed deformation
n mode is rep
presented in
n Figure 2-111.

Figure 2-1
11: Assumed
d Deformattion Mode (G
Grilli, 20155)
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This model proposes methods to determine the contribution each of the above
deformations to the overall response, and then sums them to obtain a total deformation. The total
deformation is divided by the length of the baseplate to obtain the total rotation, according to the
following formula:
ܰ
ߠ௬ ൌ ሺ߂ௗ  ߂௧ ௧௦  ߂௧ ௦௦  ߂௧ ሻȀሺ ݏ ሻ
ʹ
Where
șy = rotation at first yield.
(s + N/2) = the distance between the compression toe of the baseplate, and the centerline
of the anchor rods on the tension side.
The precise methods of calculating ȴ(rod), ȴ (tension, plate), ȴ(compression, plate), and
ȴ(concrete) are detailed in Grilli (2015).
Calculating the rotational stiffness is then trivial, i.e.
ߚ௬ ൌ

ܯ௬
൘ߠ
௬

Where
ɴy = Rotational stiffness at point of first yield
My = Applied moment at point of first yield

2.4

2.4.1

Deeply Embedded Connections

Grilli & Kanvinde (2015)
Grilli and Kanvinde (2015) investigated deeply embedded connections, referred to in

their research as embedded column base (ECB) connections. Five (5) specimens were created;
21

overall geometry is shown
s
in Fig
gure 2-12, an
nd specimenn properties aare summariized in Tablee 2-2.
The variiables investtigated inclu
uded column
n size; axiaal load direcction (comppressive, zerro, or
tension); embedmentt depth; baseeplate dimen
nsions; and ccantilever heeight, defineed as the disstance
between the load cen
nter line and the top of th
he concrete ppedestal.

Figure 2-12: Schem
matic Illustrration of Em
mbedded Coolumn Basee Connection (Grilli, 20015)
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Table 2-2: Test Matrix
M
and R
Results (Griilli, 2015)

details weree chosen thaat are comm
Construction
C
mon in constrruction pracctice. Figure 2-13
shows a schematic illlustration off the connection detail, w
which was ssimilar in all the experim
ments.
Plates were
w
installed
d at the top
p and bottom
m of the em
mbedment reegion for staability and uuplift
consideraations.
The
T test specimens were loaded laterrally with a ccyclic loadinng protocol. The deform
mation
history was
w expresseed in terms of
o column drift
d
ratio, deefined as thhe lateral dissplacement oof the
column at
a load centeer line, divid
ded by the cantilever
c
heeight. The loading rate was quasi-sstatic,
with a lo
oading rate of less than
n 1.8% drift / minute. A
Axial loads were applieed before thee test
began an
nd held consttant througho
out the test.
23

Figure 2-13:
2
Schem
matic Illustrration of Ex
xperimentall Specimens. (a) 30-inch Embedm
ment;
(b) 20-in
nch Embedm
ment; (c) Pla
an View, Co
ommon to B
Both (Grilli,, 2015)

The
T specimen
ns exhibited
d linear respo
onse until ddrifts reachedd 0.005 radiians (0.5% ddrift),
after wh
hich nonlinear response nonlinear response
r
beegan and inncreased graadually. Conncrete
spalling began
b
at app
proximately
y 1% drifts, at which pooint the loadd-displacemeent curve beecame
highly no
onlinear. Ulltimate failure in the tesst specimenss occurred iin one of tw
wo modes. IIn the
more shaallowly emb
bedded connections, a co
one of concrrete on the ttension sidee of the baseeplate
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failed suddenly and experienced uplift. In the more deeply embedded connections, concrete
crushing and spalling occurred at the extremities of the embedded region.
Deeper embedment depths led to increased strength, due to an increased bearing capacity,
and increased resistance to the tension-uplift failure mode. Applying a compressive axial force
increased connection capacity, while a tensile force reduced connection capacity. Connection
yield strength was approximately 70% of maximum (ultimate) connection strength (see Figure
2-14 and Table 2-2). A model was proposed to characterize the strength of ECB connections
which accurately modeled the actual strength.
Research was also conducted on the rotational stiffness of the column connections by
Grilli and Kanvinde (2015). The investigation focused on the secant stiffness at base yield
moment, Mybase = 0.7*Mmaxbase. Although there was no distinct yield point to the specimens (the
stiffness varied gradually), a least-squares bilinear curve fitting found the transition point
between the two lines occurred at an average of 0.72*M(base, max). The value of 0.70 was
chosen for computational convenience.
ECB type connections typically allow deformations of 1.25x those expected in the case of
a perfectly fixed connection (see Table 2-2). That is, the average of all ȴtest/ȴfixed values was 1.25.
However, this increase in drifts is relatively small when compared to the deformations expected
with exposed baseplate connections. Counterintuitively, increasing the embedment depth was
found to cause an increase in average column deflection in some cases (compare deflection
results from Tests 1-2 to 3-5 in Table 2-2). The authors reason that this may be due to the
increase in bending length in the column, which is not offset by the increase in concrete bearing.
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O
Deeply
y Embedded Connectio
ons
2.4.2 Other
Pertold et al. (2000a) performed strength tessts of two sets of em
mbedded coolumn
specimen
ns in axial loading.
l
Thee first set of specimenss had no baaseplate, andd so it tested the
strength of the concrrete-steel bo
ond, indepen
ndently of anny baseplatee strength coontributions. The
second seet of specim
mens had greaase applied to
t the colum
mn before cooncrete placeement, preveenting
a bond from
f
formin
ng, allowing
g isolation of
o baseplate bearing streength, indeppendently off any
bond streength. Figurre 2-15 show
ws the test setup
s
for boond strength;; the test setup for baseeplate
bearing strength
s
is siimilar; the only
o
major difference
d
is the presence of a basepplate. Figure 2-16
shows the observed failure
f
modee for bearing strength tessts.

Figure 2-14:
2
Momen
nt Drift Plo
ots, and Scheematic Illusstration of P
Plotted Quaantities (Gom
mez,
2015)
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Figure 2-15:
2
Bond Strength Test
T
Setup (Pertold ett al., 2000aa). Left: Plaan View. R
Right:
Section A-A
A (unit: mm)
m

Figure 2--16 - Failure Mode for Bearing Strrength Testt (Pertold ett al., 2000a)

The
T bond strrength betw
ween steel and
a
concretee is typicallly greater tthan the beearing
strength provided
p
by the baseplatte. In the casses tested byy Pertold et aal., the averaage bond streength
was 232 N/mm2 (33
3.6 ksi), whiile the averaage baseplatte bearing sttrength as 1117 N/mm2 (17.0
ksi). Thee failure mode for the bond
b
strengtth tests was bond failurre (not pictuured). The faailure
27

mode forr the tests was
w concretee punching in the form
m of a truncaated cone, bbefore the ddesign
strength of
o the steel column
c
was reached (seee Figure 2-1 6).
Pertold et al.. (2000a) also created numerical
n
(F
FEM/FEA) m
models of ddeeply embeedded
specimen
ns. The FEM
M models weere in two diimensions, bbut were caliibrated againnst their testt data
to ensuree accuracy. Once
O
their models
m
were calibrated uusing verticaal loads, the effects of laateral
loads were studied by
y creating finite elementt models of nnew loadingg situations ((see Figure 22-17).
nges of the steel colum
mn were foun
nd to be invvolved in hoorizontal strress transferr; one
Both flan
flange traansfers stress through itss exterior facce, with the oopposite flannge transferrring it througgh its
interior face.
f
The ho
orizontal streess in the concrete near both flangess reached ann average off 67%
of the maximum
m
co
oncrete stresss before fin
nal failure. The stress was also foound to deccrease
significan
ntly in the caase of excessive embedm
ment length.

Column B
Figure 2-17:
2
FEM Model of Embedded
E
Base Subjectted to Mom
ment and S
Shear
Force (P
Pertold et al.., 2000a)

Based
B
on their physical testing
t
and numerical
n
sim
mulations, P
Pertold et al. recommendded a
design baasis for embedded steel columns
c
(20
000b). The fa
failure modess consideredd include colllapse
28

along thee perimeter of
o the beam; a combination of bondd failure alonng column fflanges and shear
failure of the concreete filling; and
a assorted
d punching ffailures. Theese design rrecommendaations
have only
y been valid
dated for depths of greateer than 100 m
mm (3.9 in).

2.5

Shallowly Embedded Basseplate Connections
Cui
C et al. (2
2009) perfo
ormed experrimental tessting on eigght specimeens of shalllowly

embeddeed connection
ns. Significaant strength, stiffness, annd energy diissipation weere obtainedd. The
precise levels of theese quantities could be varied
v
with adjustmentss to the flooor slab thickkness,
shape and reinforcing
g bars in thee slab. Figurre 2-18 show
ws the typicaal test specim
men layout ttested
by Cui ett al.

Figure 2-18:
2
Test Sp
pecimen a) Front Eleva
ation ; b) Siide Elevatioon; c) Plan V
View (unit: mm)
(Cui et al.,
a 2009)

The
T elastic stiffness with embedmentt depths of 100 and 200 mm (3.9 andd 7.8 inches) was
increased
d by 1.1 and 1.5 times reespectively, over that off an exposed type connecction. It wass also
29

found thaat by doublin
ng the thickn
ness of the flloor slab (em
mbedment deepth), maxim
mum strengthh and
energy dissipation were
w increased by 1.5, an
nd 1.9 times, respectivelyy. The preseence of horizzontal
rebar ben
neath the basseplate did not
n improve elastic
e
stiffnness.
Although
A
thee connection
ns studied were
w
shallow
wly embeddeed connectioons, their ddetails
varied markedly
m
from
m typical Am
merican con
nstruction praactice. Speccifically, theyy had reinfoorcing
bar in thee floor slab above
a
throug
ghout the em
mbedment deepth (see Figgure 2-19), w
which is typiccal in
Japanese constructio
on practice. It is not cu
urrently welll-understoodd how the aabsence of rebar
around the
t baseplate (typical in American
n details) afffects the sttrength and stiffness oof the
connectio
on. Also, th
he baseplates were secu
ured with 122 anchor boolts, while ttypical Ameerican
constructtion practicee rarely has more
m
than fo
our anchor boolts for gravity columns..

Figure 2-19: Typiccal Arrangeement of Reeinforcing B
Bars (Cui et al., 2009)

2.6

FE
EM Modelin
ng of Basepllate Connections
Khodaie
K
et al.
a (2012) ussed finite eleement modeeling to explore the inittial stiffnessses of

Square Hollow
H
Sectiion (SHS) sh
hapes, used for Bolted C
Column Bassed Plate (BC
CBP) or expposed
baseplatee connection
ns. Figure 2-20 showss a detail view of thhe models sstudied. 8-nnoded
30

hexahedrral solid eleements were used to model
m
the column, baase plate, annchor bolts,, and
foundatio
on; for weldeed surfaces, 4-noded tetrrahedral soliid isoparameetric elementts were usedd with
finer messhes. After calibrating
c
th
heir models with the resuults from exxperimental m
models by P
Picard
et al. (1984) and Wheeeler et al (1
1998), they extended
e
their results to additional geometries.

Figure 2-20:
2
Detailss of FEA Co
onnection M
Model (Khod
diae et al., 22011)

Khodiae
K
et all. used a regrression analysis model tto determinee the relativee contributioons of
various elements
e
to the
t initial sttiffness respo
onse of the eentire conneection. Manyy elements oof the
connectio
on were con
nsidered: colu
umn depth; baseplate thhickness; collumn web thhickness; disstance
from boltt center to fiillet weld; diistance from
m bolt centerr to baseplatee edge; anchhor bolt diam
meter;
and leveer arm. Each
h of these contribution
ns was deteermined, andd multipliedd to find a final
stiffness value.
Jo
ordan (2010
0) created and
a
analyzeed two sets of finite eelement moodels of expposed
baseplatee connection
ns. The firstt set was a set of moddels of Gom
mez’ (2010) seven tests.. The
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second seet was a set of untested connection configuratio
c
ons to generaalize the resuults from thee first
set. Due to the symm
metry of thee experimenttal specimenns, the modeels were connstructed as halfmodels with
w approprriate constraaints along the plane off symmetry. The foundaations of the base
connectio
ons were fix
xed. Part insttances with relatively coomplex geom
metries (suchh as anchor rods)
were asssigned a tettrahedral meesh with a C3D4 elem
ment type; pparts with rrelatively siimple
geometries (base plaate, column,, etc.) were assigned heexahedral ellement shappes with a C
C3D8
element type.
t
Figure 2-21 showss a typical model
m
of an eexposed baseeplate conneection, and F
Figure
2-22 show
ws a typical deformed base connectiion after loadding in the F
FEA program
m.

Figure 2-21:
2
FEM Model
M
of Ex
xposed Baseeplate Conn
nection (Jordan, 2010)

Fig
gure 2-22: Typical
T
Defo
ormed Basee Connection
n (Jordan, 22010)
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The outputs from the FEA model were compared with the physical test results. The
values that were correlated were: load-displacement; anchor rod force-drift and strain-drift
responses; peak loads; and peak base moments. In all cases, the correlation was at least within
the same order of magnitude as the test results, and in many cases, was able to match the
experimental data almost exactly. For example, the test-to-predicted ratio for peak loads in the
seven cases ranged from 0.83 to 1.09. Also, the deformed baseplate geometry was compared
qualitatively with Gomez’ specimens, and relatively close agreement was found (see Figure
2-23). Information about bearing stress distributions were also obtained, which was unavailable
during the experimental investigations. These data suggest that design assumptions of a
rectangular stress block beneath the baseplate may be inaccurate.
An additional three tests were performed using only finite element models, which
expanded and generalized the findings available from Gomez’ laboratory tests. In the first test,
loading orientation was set to 45 degrees, diagonal to the column orientation. In the second test,
8 anchor rods (as opposed to 4) were present on the test specimen. In the third, anchor rod
arrangement was investigated; the rods were arranged in parallel with the column flanges,
instead of perpendicular to them. As in the first set of models, the response variables investigated
included load-displacement, anchor rod force-drift and strain-drift responses, and peak loads.
Yield line patterns and bearing stress distributions were also studied.
The initial stiffness ratios from the finite element results were between 0.75 and 0.94
times the recorded values in the laboratory (see Table 2-3). The strain hardening values ranged
between 0.94 and 3.15 times the values from the experimental data.
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Figure 2-23:
2
Comparison betw
ween (a) 3D
D Scan Conttour Plot an
nd (b) Simu
ulation Con
ntour
Plot of Typical
T
Postt-Test Baspllate (Jordan
n, 2010)
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d Ratios from
m Load-Dissplacement Response (JJordan, 20110)
Tablee 2-3: Test-to-Predicted

2.7

Co
ohesive Zonee Modeling
A specific claass of finite elements,
e
kn
nown as “cohhesive zone elements” iss commonlyy used

to model crack growth in concrette. These eleements definne a constituutive relationnship betweeen the
surface tractions
t
and
d a correspo
onding separration. Afterr crack initiaation, the trraction-separration
value deecreases until it reachess zero and the elemennt disappears.

Hillerboorg et al. (11976)

introduceed fracture energy
e
into th
he cohesive crack modeel already in use, and prooposed a tracctionseparatio
on relationsh
hip (E/ft) of concrete off 10,000. Coohesive zonne modeling is often used in
concrete modeling, although
a
it is
i typically not used in the interfacce with the steel rebar ((Sosa
o CZM beinng used for a large varieety of problem
2010). Seerpieri et al. (2014) citess examples of
ms at
different scales, inclu
uding crack growth in concrete
c
dam
ms, mortar-jooint failure iin brick massonry,
bond slip
p of ribbed reinforcing bar in conccrete, debondding of adhesive joints,, delamination in
composittes, and more.
Son
ng et al. (2006) modeled
d crack prop
pagation throough bituminnous (asphallt) concrete uusing
cohesive zone modeeling. They used
u
a user--specified ellement (UEL
L) subroutinne in the Abbaqus
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software, which incorporated a fracture-energy based model. This subroutine was verified by
simulation of a double cantilever beam test and comparing the results to closed-form solutions.
Figure 2-24 shows a comparison between the analytical solution and numerical results in
a double cantilever beam (DCB) debonding problem. Closed-form solutions are available for this
test, and the numerical results are overlaid on the analytical solution.
The material strength and cohesive fracture energy parameters were calibrated based on a
single-edge notched beam (SE(B)) test of the experimental specimen. The calibration
coefficients were 0.7 and 1.1 for cohesive fracture energy and material strength, respectively. It
was shown that the simulated crack growth patterns closely matched the experimental results. A
Riks numerical solution method was used. Nonconvergence occurred when the crack tip reached
about 40% of the height of the SE(B) test specimen. Of the three mesh sizes investigated (0.1,
0.2 and 1.0 mm), umerical solutions were insensitive to the mesh size used.
Julander (2009) compared finite element models to experimental results for transverse
bridge deck connections. Both shear-key specimens and flexural specimens were constructed,
tested, and modeled. Four different shear connection specimens were tested and modeled:
unreinforced shear key; welded stud shear key; non-post tensioned shear key; and post-tensioned
shear keyFive different flexural connection types were modeled: post-tensioned, welded rebar,
welded stud, 36” curved bolt, and 24” curved bolt. Figure 2-25 and Figure 2-26 illustrate the
schematic test setups and FEA models for shear tests and flexure tests, respectively.
The interface between concrete and grout was modeled with Cohesive Zone Model
(CZM) elements. The element behavior was bilinear, with both traction and maximum separation
values defined.
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Figure 2-24:
2
Compa
arison between Numeriical and An
nalytical Sollutions (Son
ng et al., 20006)

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-25:
2
Shear Test Setup:: (a) Schema
atic Illustraation; (b) An
nsys FEA m
model (Julan
nder,
2009)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2-26:
2
Flexu
ure Test Setup:
S
(a) Schematic Illustration
n; (b) Anssys FEA m
model
(Julandeer, 2009)

Two
T differentt contact typ
pes between the concretee and the groout were attempted. Thee first
was a perfect
p
bond
d, and the second was a contactt-based form
mulation. The perfect bond
connectio
on gave results that were
w
approx
ximately ann order of magnitude stiffer thann the
experimeental results. The contacct-based forrmulation gaave results tthat were appproximatelyy 21x
less stiff,, and significcantly closerr to the experrimental testt results.
Relatively
R
cllose agreem
ment was obtained
o
beetween the FEA resullts and thee test
configuraations. Figurre 2-27 show
ws a represeentative forcce-deflectionn graph of thhe shear tessts. In
this casee, it is of thee unreinforcced key seriies of experriments. Afteer initial sepparation bettween
concrete and grout in
n the keyway
y, deflection continued too increase liinearly until ultimate loaading.
Figure 2--28 shows a representatiive moment-deflection ggraph of thee flexural tessts. In the caase of
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flexural connections, the FEA curves
c
follo
owed the tessted curves almost exacctly in the llinear
range priior to crack
king, and rellatively close to many oof the curvees in the noon-linear, craacked
section of
o the load-deeflection currve.

Figure 2-27:
2
Unrein
nforced Key
y Shear Speccimens; Forrce-Deflection Curve (JJulander, 20009)

Figure 2-28:
2
Post-T
Tensioned Flexural Sp
pecimen; M
Moment-Deflection Cu
urves (Julan
nder,
2009)

Serrpieri et al. (2014)
(
used cohesive-zo
one modelinng to model bbond slip inn a concrete--rebar
situation. The cohesiive zone eleements simulated a com
mbination of adhesion looss, friction aalong
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flat surfaaces, and mechanical in
nterlocking. A multiscalle formulatioon was usedd, with a m
macroscale and
d micro-scalee coupled. The
T Represen
ntative Interface Area (R
RIA) is a miicroscale prooblem
which alllows the relative displaccement vecto
or s to be reelated to the interface sttress ı for uuse on
the macrroscale. An infinitesimaal area dA of microplaane can be representedd as having both
damaged
d and undamaged section
ns – see Figu
ure 2-29.

Figure 2-29:
2
Decom
mposition off each Infin
nitesimal Area of Micrroplane into Damaged
d and
Undama
aged Parts. (Serpieri
(
et al., 2014)

With
W the sepaaration into damaged an
nd undamag ed sections, expressionss for free ennergy,
interface stress ı, and frictional slip on each
h microplanee, are derivedd. These varriables are inn turn
used to calculate furtther evolutio
on of the dam
mage variablle Dk.
This
T numericcal model waas implemen
nted in a user-subroutinee in Abaqus. A finite eleement
model waas created off earlier experimental testing of rebaar pullout, peerformed byy Shima et all. The
diameter of the steel bar was 19.5 mm, and a 195 mm llong unbounnded region in the viciniity of
the loadeed bar was present. Fig
gure 2-30 illlustrates booth the expeerimental tesst setup, and the
details off the geomettry and FEM
M mesh.
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Figure 2-30:
2
Pull-out Test: (a)) Experimental Setup, and (b) Deetails of thee Geometryy and
FEM Meesh. (Serpieeri et al., 201
14)

Test
T results arre presented
d in Figure 2--31. Results were validaated with earrlier experim
mental
results. Accurate
A
preedictions werre achieved using a sim
mpler model than previouus studies, w
which
had typiically depen
nded on alsso on a laarge numberr of empirrically-determ
mined correective
coefficien
nts.
Sosa (2010) presented
p
a numerical method
m
for m
modeling reinnforced conncrete, takingg into
account both
b
nonlineearities in thee concrete as well as debbonding in tthe interfacee. Comparisoons to
pull-out problems
p
weere performeed in order to
o validate thhe methodoloogy.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 2-31:
2
Comp
parison of Simulation
n with Exp
perimental Results forr: (a) Interface
Tangenttial Stress at
a Varying Microplanee Inclinatioons ɽ; (b) IInterface Tangential S
Stress
with Varrying Fracture Energy
y GcI; (c) Vertical Direcct Stress in tthe Bar; (d)) Vertical D
Direct
Strain in
n the Bar (Serpieri et all., 2014)

Sosa (2010) assumed
a
an imperfect
i
bo
ond, althouggh it was menntioned that a perfect boond is
assumed by a numbeer of other reesearchers, to
t avoid moddeling difficculties arisinng from nonllinear
qualities of concrete.. An implicitt scheme waas adopted foor displacem
ment solutionns in the conccrete,
while an
n explicit sch
heme was adopted
a
for rebar. The ttypical finitte element m
methodologyy was
employed
d, with term
ms which acccounted for the
t interactioon of the rebbar and conccrete elemennts. A
return-mapping algorithm was used,
u
which consists of an elastic trrial predictioon, with a pplastic
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correction applied iff yielding is reached. An
n interface cconstitutive llaw was created, to calcculate
the elemeent interfacee forces from
m the bond stress
s
and thee surface areea of the rebbar elementss. The
rebar is modeled wiith continuu
um-based beam elementts, and an exxplicit soluttion proceduure is
used, bassed on standaard central difference
d
formulations.
Experimental
E
l results from
m pullout teests perform
med by otherrs were founnd to be in good
agreemen
nt with the results
r
from
m usage of th
hese formulaations. Figur
ure 2-32 show
ws a compaarison
between the experim
mental bond
d stress and several prooposed technniques; the “elastic patttern”
referenceed refers to an
a elastic intterface law assumption,
a
and is proviided for com
mparison witth the
more

realistic
r

prroposed

teechnique.

The
T

applieed

externaal

force

was

100

kN.

Figure 2-32:
2
Numeerical Versus Experim
mental Bond Stress allong Reinfoorcement (Sosa,
2010)
2.8

Deesign Provisiions and Deesign Guides
Current
C
speciifications an
nd guidelinees for currennt connectioon design arre found in Base

Plate and Anchor Rod
R Design (Fisher
(
and Kloiber, 20006). Detaileed baseplatee and anchoor rod
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specifications, column erection procedures, and grouting requirements are included. Strength
considerations for several different design load cases are also included. No design guidelines for
characterizing stiffness are included.
Recent research done at UC Davis has characterized the stiffness and strength of exposedtype connections (see Gomez 2009 and Kanvinde et al. 2012). This has led to the inclusion of
design examples in relevant manuals.

2.9

Coefficient of Friction
The coefficient of static friction between concrete or grout and steel was a necessary

input parameter in some of the finite element models (see Section 3.1.4). Since this value was
not determined during the parent study, an attempt to determine it by consulting the literature
was made.
The given values in the literature varied widely. Rabbat and Russell (1985) conducted a
series of fifteen (15) push-off tests, and determined the coefficient of static friction between
rolled steel plate and cast-in-place concrete or grout. With a wet interface, under normal
compressive stress levels, the determined coefficient of static friction was 0.65. With a dry
interface, it was determined to be 0.57. Baltay and Gjelsvik (1990) determine the coefficient of
static friction to be equal to 0.47.
Gomez et al. (2010) reported 0.25 as the coefficient of static friction they obtained in
their tests. However, they cited ACI 349-06 in regards to shear strength, which allows for a ȝ =
0.9 for baseplates without shear lugs, and ȝ = 1.4 for baseplates with shear lugs that are designed
to remain elastic. It is noted that the ACI 349-06 requirements are based on earlier testing, in
which the shear strength was derived as the sum of bearing strength and strength due to
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confinem
ment. Elsewh
here in Gom
mez et al. (2010), it is nnoted that A
ACI 349-06 ((Section D.66.1.4)
stipulatess 0.40 as the coefficient of friction between
b
a steeel baseplatee and hardenned concrete..

2.10 Co
omposite Beam-Column
n Connectio
ons
Steeel I-beams bearing
b
agaiinst reinforcced concrete, with assocciated web shear, is the force
transfer mechanism
m
expected forr shallowly embedded cconnections.. Design phhilosophy for this
mechanissm is well do
ocumented in
i the ASCE
E guidelines for composiite beam-collumn connecctions
(ASCE Guidelines
G
19
994) and asssociated reseearch (Sheikhh et al 1989,, Deierlein eet al 1989).
In ASCE
A
Guidelines 1994, design guid
delines for coomposite joiints are preseented. Compposite
joints aree defined as reinforced concrete colu
umns that aree connected to continuouus structurall steel
beams. These
T
guidellines accoun
nt for panel shear
s
and veertical bearinng failure m
modes (see F
Figure
2-33).

Figure 2-33:
2
Joint Failure
F
Mod
des: (a) Paneel Shear; an
nd (b) Vertiical Bearingg (ASCE, 19994)
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Design equations are presented for the two failure modes, derived from research by
Dierlein et al (1989) and Sheikh et al (1989). In Sheikh et al, an experimental test setup of 15
specimens was conducted and the results were analyzed. In Dierlein et al., these test results were
summarized, and design equations were proposed, which were later incorporated into the ASCE
guidelines (1994). These results were later validated and expanded by Cordova and Deierlein
(2005).
Although a detailed understanding of strength considerations is demonstrated in these
papers, stiffness considerations receive minimal treatment. Sheikh et al. (1989) report the strain
levels observed in their tests, but make no effort to categorically evaluate the stiffness of the
studied connections. The ASCE guidelines simply state that “deformations in the joint region
should be considered in evaluation of deflections under service and factored loads,” and offers
no additional guidance. The design commentary only notes that commercially available frame
analysis programs do not explicitly account for joint deformations, but can consider the joint
deformations implicitly.

2.11 Field Reconnaissance of Earthquake Damage
Tremblay et al (1995) performed reconnaissance of steel buildings after the 1994
Northridge earthquake. The buildings that were inspected were concentrically braced frames,
moment resisting frames, or a combination of the two. Several failure modes were observed,
including baseplate fracture, anchor bolt failure, and/or brittle failure of welds connecting the
baseplates and gusset plates.
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The rotational restraint of shallowly embedded connections can be significant when
properly designed. In one instance observed, complete collapse of several bays was prevented
only by the rotational restraint offered by embedded column baseplates.

2.12 Parent Study
The primary finite element model geometries which were investigated for this thesis were
based on a parent study performed by Barnwell (2015). These tests have shown that there is
significant strength and stiffness available in shallowly embedded connections. Yield and
ultimate strength data were obtained from all tests. In addition, usable stiffness data were
obtained for 7 of the 12 specimens. These tests constitute a parent study for this work, as they
will form the basis of comparison and validation for the finite element models described in
Section 3. This section will explain Barnwell’s setup, results, and conclusions.

2.12.1 Test Setup
Barnwell conducted laboratory tests of twelve different specimens of shallowly
embedded connections to determine strength and stiffness values. The testing investigated the
effects of four variables on connection strength and stiffness: embedment depth, column shape,
column orientation, and presence/absence of engaged anchor bolts. Table 2-4 summarizes the
differences in the various specimens.
The test setup consisted of a frame, and actuator, and a test specimen. The test specimen
itself consisted of a steel column with attached baseplate, slab-on-grade concrete, footing
concrete, and block-out concrete. The steel column was either a W8X35 or a W8X48 specimen,
and the baseplate was a PL 1”x13”x1’1”, fillet welded to the column. Figure 2-34 shows a
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schematic diagram of
o the test setup, while Figure
F
2-35 sshows a typiical specimeen. The speccimen
was fasteened to the lab’s
l
strong floor throug
gh six 1 ¼” rods that weere post-tenssioned to 500 kips
each. The setup was designed to
o closely sim
mulate comm
mon construuction practicces in the U
United
States forr shallowly embedded
e
co
olumn conneections.

Figure 2-34: Concrrete Elevatiions (Barnw
well, 2015)

Within
W
the co
oncrete speccimen, a blo
ockout area was createdd. The depthh of the blocckout
was eitheer 8 or 16 in
nches, depen
nding on thee specimen. The columnn rested on lleveling nutss that
had a 1.5
5” nominal depth
d
from the
t base of the
t blockoutt. A high strrength, non--shrink groutt was
placed beeneath the column
c
to filll the void between
b
the bottom of th
the blockoutt and the levveling
nuts. It should be no
oted that, alth
hough the blockout
b
deppth was 8” oor 16”, the em
mbedded coolumn
depth waas 5.5” or 13
3.5”, due to the reductio
on in depth tto allow for the baseplaate (1”) and grout
(1.5”). When
W
the grout had set, th
he rest of thee blockout arrea was filleed in with cooncrete.
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Figuree 2-35: Typiccal Test Settup (Barnweell, 2015)
Table 2-4: Summary of
o Test Paraameters (Baarnwell, 2015)
TesttLabel
A1
A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
B3
B4
CA2
C
DA2
D
CB2
C
DB2
D

O
Embedment Orientation
8
Strong
8
Strong
8
Weak
8
Weak
16
Strong
16
Strong
16
Weak
16
Weak
8
Strong
8
Strong
16
Strong
16
Strong

Column
Shape
W8X35
W8X48
W8X35
W8X48
W8X35
W8X48
W8X35
W8X48
W8X48
W8X48
W8X48
W8X48
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AnchorBolts
Enggaged?
YYes
YYes
YYes
YYes
YYes
YYes
YYes
YYes
No
No
No
No

Braced
Slab
ͲͲ
ͲͲ
ͲͲ
ͲͲ
ͲͲ
ͲͲ
ͲͲ
ͲͲ
No
Yes
No
Yes

The specimens were designed in accordance with AISC Baseplate and Anchor Rod
Design handbook (Fisher and Kloiber 2006), using a “small moment” approach. The applied
design moment was considered small enough that it would not cause a tendency to overturn. This
implies that the anchor rods were not designed to withstand tension loads. This represents typical
design practice for gravity-bearing columns in the United States. The columns were designed as
two-thirds scale models of actual column sizes.
Determining the cantilevering length of the columns – the distance between the line of
action of the force of the actuator, and the top of the concrete – was important in the later finite
element modeling work. In the case of the shallow (8”) embedment specimens, the total length of
the column was 7’-8” (92”), excluding the baseplate thickness (1”). Although the nominal
embedment was 8 inches, a 1.5” grout pad and a 1” baseplate reduced the effective embedment
length to 5.5”. Therefore, the column cantilevered 92”-5.5” = 86.5” from the concrete.
Additionally, the centerline of the actuator – which represents the line of action of the applied
force – was 6.25 inches from the top of the column. Therefore, the total cantilever distance was
80.25”. The deep (16”) embedment specimens had total column lengths of 8’-7” (103”). Using
similar reasoning, the deeply embedded columns had a protruding length of 83.25” (103” – 13.5”
– 6.25”). Table 2-5 summarizes these calculations.
Table 2-5: Cantilever Height Calculations
Starting
Column
Embedded
Length Column Length
Shallow
92
5.5
Deep
103
13.5
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Actuator
centerline to
slab on grade:
6.25
6.25

Cantilever
Length:
80.25
83.25

Digital Image Capture (DIC) instrumentation recorded the displacement fields near the
surface of the connection during the testing. The DIC data showed deformations on the exposed
surface of the concrete foundation, and in the column. Analysis of the data was not included in
Barnwell (2015), but it is analyzed in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

2.12.2 Test Results
Barnwell’s research showed that there is substantial strength and stiffness in shallowly
embedded connections, which is not accounted for in current design practice. This confirms, for
the case of shallowly embedded connections, what was suggested by the work of Richards et al.
(2011) and Eastman (2011) in the case of pile cap connections.
The common failure mechanisms in Barnwell’s tests were concrete cracking and anchor
bolt yielding/fracture. This suggests that force transfer occurred through both the confining
concrete, and the baseplate.
Barnwell’s test data showed that even shallowly embedded columns at 1x embedment
depth showed higher strength than expected. The connections are 86-144% stronger in yielding,
and 32-64% stronger in ultimate strength, than is predicted by current design methods. An
improved model was proposed that would account for the additional strength in the connection.
Instead of assuming that the overturning moments are resisted only by tension and compression
only in the baseplate, the model proposes that substantial portions of the concrete slab also resist
compressive forces cause by overturning moments. Barnwell’s model accurately predicts the
strength of the connection to within 18% of tested values.
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Barnwell used the same elastic stiffness model used by Eastman (2011), reproduced
graphically in Figure 2-36. The stiffness mechanism assumes that the total deflection can be
treated as the superposition of two independent deflections The first, ȴc, represents the deflection
of the column itself, neglecting any flexibility of the connection. The second, ȴconn, represents
the deflections caused by the deformation and rotation of the connection itself. Both mechanisms
have associated lateral stiffness values, which are denoted kc and kconn, respectively. Therefore,
ȟ௧ ൌ  ȟ   ȟ
ܸ
ܸ
ܸ
ൌ 
݇௧
݇ ݇
ͳ
ͳ
ͳ
ൌ 
݇௧
݇ ݇
(Note: this model is mathematically equivalent to that of springs in series.)
݇ ൌ ሺ݇௧ ିଵ െ ݇ ିଵ ሻିଵ
Additionally, kc is equivalent to k for a cantilevered beam with a point load on the end, that is,
݇ ൌ 

͵ܫܧ
ܮଷ

And so
݇ ൌ ሺ݇௧

ିଵ

ܮଷ ିଵ
െ
ሻ
͵ܫܧ

The stiffness results were obtained from initial tangent stiffness values, measured as the
load varied between 0 and 1 kip of applied force. Although theoretically the force-displacement
response should be basically linear over such a small range, detailed measurements showed that
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some non
nlinearity was
w present. Figure 2-37 is a represeentative exaample, wheree k1 refers tto the
stiffness between th
he first and second avaailable actuaator readinggs; k2 referss to the stifffness
between the reading
g at 1 kip, and
a the read
ding before it; and k3 rrefers to thee secant stifffness
between 0 and 1 kip of load. Thee value of k3 was used thhroughout Barnwell’s reesearch, as itt gave
results th
hat were most
m
consistent. It shou
uld be noteed that the shape of tthe curve vvaried
significan
ntly between
n specimenss; while som
me curves w
were concavee downwardd, some remained
fairly flaat, and otherrs had doublle curvaturee. This may be attributaable, at leastt partially, tto the
non-unifo
form sealing or widening
g of microcraacks or consttruction joinnts as the loaad is first appplied.

Figure 2-36:
2
Stiffneess Mechan
nism (Barnw
well, 2015)

Fig
gure 2-38 an
nd Figure 2-39 show th
he available stiffness reesults from Barnwell’s tests.
Figure 2--38 shows th
he available results for all
a tested W
W8x35 shapess, and Figure 2-39 show
ws the
results for
f all tested W8X48 shapes. Datta for four tests (A4, B4, DA2, and DB2) were
unavailab
ble, because the bond beetween the sllab and the ffooting had bbroken from
m earlier testss; this
changed the initial stiffness
s
valu
ues significaantly and thhey could noot be compaared to the other
specimen
ns.
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1

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0

0.02

0.04
Deflection [in]
Actuator

k1

0.06
k2

0.08

0.1

k3

Figure 2-37: Example of Total Stiffness Calculation (Barnwell, 2015)
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LateralStiffness[in.]

Load[kip]
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W8X35ͲStrongAxisBending
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EmbedmentDepth[in.]

Figure 2-38: W8X35 Lateral Stiffness Values (Data from Barnwell, 2015)
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LateralStiffness[in.]

100
80
60
40

W8X48,StrongAxis;
AnchorRodsEngaged
W8X48,StrongAxis;
AnchorRodsDisengaged

20
0
0

5

10

15

20

EmbedmentDepth[in.]

Figure 2-39: W8x48 Lateral Stiffness Values (Data from Barnwell, 2015)

Figure 2-40 shows stiffness results for W8x35 shapes, with weak axis bending. In the
shallow embedment specimen, a control error caused loading that deviated from the normal
loading protocol in the shallow embedment specimen. The data sampling rate was low relative to
the unexpectedly high displacement rate, so the result is considered likely to be unreliable.

LateralStiffness[k./in.]

40
35
30
25
20
15
10

W8x35;Weak
AxisBending

5
0
0

5

10

15

20

EmbedmentDepth[in.]

Figure 2-40: W8x35 Lateral Stiffness Values (Weak Axis Bending) (Data from Barnwell,
2015)
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Overall column stiffness was between 54% and 83% the total stiffness expected from
theoretically fixed connections (see Table 2-6). Barnwell did not propose a model to explain or
characterize the observed stiffness values. However, the stiffness increases were greatest in
models with larger column shapes; with greater embedment depths; and with the load applied
parallel to the column’s web (strong-axis orientation). Interestingly, engaging (or failing to
engage) the anchor bolts had no significant effect on the initial elastic stiffness of the connection
(see Figure 2-39).

Table 2-6: Calculated Stiffnesses Based on k3 (Barnwell, 2015)
Specimen

kt

kc

kconn

kt/kc

A1

12.57

21.38

30.49

0.59

A2

16.65

30.97

36.02

0.54

A3

5.96

7.17

35.24

0.83

CA2

15.75

30.97

32.04

0.51

B1

14.66

19.15

62.52

0.77

B2

21.31

27.74

91.82

0.77

B3

5.17

6.42

26.60

0.81

CB2

23.20

30.97

92.42

0.75
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3

METHODS OF INVESTIGATION

Section 3.1 explains the method of generating and analyzing a single, typical model.
Section 3.3 explains how scripts were generated to automate the generation of multiple models,
enabling parametric studies. Section 3.5 outlines the limitations and assumptions inherent in the
model. Section 3.4 summarizes the models created for this research and the variation between
them.

3.1

Finite Element Models
All finite element modeling (FEM) was performed in Abaqus 6.14. Model generation was

performed in Abaqus/CAE. Two parts were created, meshed, and assigned material properties.
Each part was instanced and positioned in the assembly, and constraints, contact properties, and
boundary conditions were applied. A load step was created, a static load was applied, and a field
history response request was created. Then, a job was created and submitted to Abaqus/Standard
for processing. After processing, the displacement at the point of applied load was queried, and
the connection stiffness was calculated.

3.1.1

Model Geometry
A 3-dimensional part was created for the column. The column’s cross sectional profile

was sketched and extruded, with beam depth (db), flange length (bf), flange thickness (tf), and
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web thickness (tw) values obtained from the AISC Steel Construction Manual. The part was
created as a half model, with symmetry constraints later imposed across the yz-plane (see section
3.1.4). However, since the plane of symmetry differed depending on the loading direction,
separate models were created for strong-axis and weak-axis bending specimens. Figure 3-1
illustrates both strong- (a) and weak-axis (b) sketches. The sketch was extruded to the given
cantilever length (pL), and a rectangular baseplate of appropriate dimensions was extruded at the
bottom of the column. To facilitate automatic meshing later, the part was partitioned into wholly
rectangular regions, which Abaqus’ meshing algorithms could handle easily and uniformly. This
was done by creating cut planes from existing planes on the part. Also, a partition was created at
the point corresponding to the top of the slab on grade. See Figure 3-3 for an illustration of
partition locations.
Several simplifications were made to the column and baseplate. Fillets were excluded for
simplicity, and because preliminary analysis suggested that their absence would have negligible
effects on overall connection stiffness. The anchor rods, anchor bolts, and anchor holes were also
excluded because the physical specimens with anchor bolts engaged had nearly identical stiffness
values as those with anchor bolts disengaged (Barnwell, 2015), and the focus of the investigation
was on initial elastic stiffness.
A 3-dimensional foundation part was also created. The part was 42” square, with a depth
extending 13” below the bottom of the baseplate. This closely resembled Barnwell’s
experiments, which had 13” total beneath the baseplate (12” of concrete and 1” of grout), and
was 84” square. The dimensions were reduced to facilitate rapid computation, after it was
discovered that the results on overall stiffness would be negligible (see Appendix A). An
extruded cut was made to create a profile that more closely represents that of Barnwell’s
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experimeents. Extrudeed cuts weree also made where the ccolumn and bbaseplate weere present iin the
foundatio
on. An isom
metric view of
o the foundaation part is seen in Figuure 3-4. As with the collumn,
the found
dation was divided
d
into rectangular sections to facilitate auutomatic messhing; Figurre 3-5
shows the part with partitions.
p

Figure 3--1: Typical Column Sk
ketch (a) – S trong Axis, (b) – Weak
k Axis

(b)

(a)

Figurre 3-2: Typical Column
n Parts (a) – Strong Axiis, (b) – Weeak Axis
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(b)

(a)
Figu
ure 3-3: Parrtitions on C
Column Parrt

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-4:
3 Typica
al Foundatio
on Parts (Paartitions Sup
ppressed foor Clarity)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-5: Typical Fo
oundation P
Parts (Partittions Shown
n)
3.1.2 Model
M
Mesh and Element Properties
A uniform mesh
m
size of 0.5" inch was
w used witth quadrilateeral mesh shhapes, and llinear
interpolaation functions in each element.
e
Specifically, C
C3D8R elem
ments were uused for botth the
column and
a the conccrete parts. An C3D8R element is “an 8-node linear brickk, [with] redduced
integratio
on [and] hou
urglass conttrol.” (Abaq
qus 2014) T
The parts weere seeded aand meshed with
global seeeding. Typiical column and assemb
bly meshes are seen inn Figure 3-66 and Figuree 3-7,
respectiv
vely.
A mesh con
nvergence study
s
was performed
p
to ensure tthe adequaccy of the mesh
refinement. Results are
a in Appen
ndix A.
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Fiigure 3-6: Typical
T
Colu
umn Part M
Mesh

Figure 3-7: Typical Asssembly Mesh
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3.1.3

Material Properties
Linearly elastic materials were defined for steel, and concrete. The material properties are

summarized in Table 3-1. The Young’s modulus for concrete was specified as 3.5 * 10^6 psi, a
value relatively close to the value obtained for f’c = 4,000 psi, from the ACI Code (section 8.5.1)
 ܧൌ ͷǡͲͲͲ  כඥ݂Ԣ
Where f’c = 4,000 psi.
(The actual value calculated from this equation was 3.60 x 105, but this slightly conservative
value was chosen for computational convenience.) All concrete was given the same modulus,
including the area of high-strength, non-shrink grout. This was done to greatly simplify the
modeling process, and because results suggested the effect would be minimal (see Section 5.3).
Also, since the grout would have a higher modulus than the concrete, neglecting the grout was
considered conservative.

Table 3-1: Default Material Properties
Material

Young’s Modulus (psi)

Poisson’s Ratio

Steel

2.9 * 10^7

0.27

Concrete

3.5 * 10^6

0.15

The concrete was modeled as an elastic material because the applied load was
specifically chosen so as to reduce the effects of material nonlinearity on the system’s response.
The object of this research was confined solely to the initial tangent stiffness, before high levels
of material nonlinearity were seen in the experimental results.
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The effects of rebar on the system response were neglected. Increasing the modulus of
concrete uniformly (see Section 5.3) was not found to significantly increase agreement with
Barnwell’s results, so the effects of rebar were believed to be of negligible benefit.

3.1.4

Assembly and Boundary Conditions
The column and foundation parts were instanced in the assembly module in Abaqus.

After each was instanced, it was positioned so that the column fit into the void left for it in the
foundation part.
A fixed boundary condition was created that modeled the bond between the lab floor and
the test pedestal. Likewise, fixed boundary conditions on the edges of the concrete pedestal that
run parallel to the applied force represented the post-tensioned anchors that bonded the concrete
pedestal to the floor. Sensitivity studies (see Appendix A) suggest that the precise nature of the
boundary conditions has minimal effect on the overall stiffness results (>2%); it is believed that
this is due to the extremely low stresses and strains experienced at the model’s edge.
A symmetry boundary condition in the x-direction (yz-plane) was also applied, because of
the half-model nature of these models. This boundary condition constrained movement in the X
direction, and rotations about the y- and z- axes, for all nodes on the boundary; it allowed for
displacement in the y and z directions, and rotation about the x-axis.
The results produced from the two model types differed not only in terms of the stiffness
values obtained, but also in terms of the stress and displacement fields produced in the concrete.
A major focus of investigating the DIC data was to analyze the strain profile in the concrete
pedestal, and determine which of the models would be considered more reliable. Results from
both model types were collected and analyzed.
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Figure
F
3-8: Typical Assembly Isom
metric View
w (Partitionss Suppresseed for Claritty)
3.1.5 Loads
L
and Loading
L
Con
nstraints
A load step was
w created, and an appllied load off 1,000 pounnds (1 kip) w
was created aat the
center no
ode of the ed
dge of the pro
otruding colu
umn. This iss pictured inn Figure 3-9 (a). The loadd was
designed
d to model the
t force ap
pplied by th
he actuator in Barnwelll’s experimeents. In ordder to
prevent distortion
d
du
ue to local strresses, a mu
ulti-point tie constraint w
was applied tto the top extterior
face of th
he column, with
w the referrence point at
a the node w
where the load was appliied.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3--9: Applied Load (a) Sttrong-Axis B
Bending; (b
b) Weak-Axxis Bending

In
n the case of
o weak-axis bending sp
pecimens, thee load was applied as a distributedd load
(traction)) across the top section of
o the colum
mn. This is ppictured in F
Figure 3-9 (bb). When thee load
was applied as a poin
nt load for weak
w
axis speecimens, thee center poinnt of the coluumn rotated in an
asymmettric manner, despite the symmetry
s
co
onstraint. Foor this reasonn, it was deccided to distrribute
the entire load direcctly, instead
d of relying on a multii-point consttraint to disstribute the load.
Preliminaary results showed
s
thatt these meth
hods give siimilar resultts in the casse of strongg-axis
bending.
In
n models wh
hich included
d axial loads, they weree applied at tthe same noodes as the laateral
loads: in
n strong-axiss bending, th
hey were ap
pplied at onne node in tthe center oof the colum
mn; in
weak-axiis bending, they
t
were ap
pplied as a diistributed loaad.
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3.1.6

Job Submission and Postprocessing
A field history request was created that contained displacement information at the point

of applied load. A job was then created in Abaqus/CAE, and submitted to Abaqus/Standard for
processing. Four processors were used in parallel.
Upon completion of the analysis, the field output request was queried, and its information
was submitted to an XY report in Abaqus. From there, the data in the XY report was exported to
a report (.output) file. The report file was then read for the displacement value, and exported to a
database (.csv) file which could be opened and manipulated in Microsoft Excel. With the
displacement value available, the connection stiffness was calculated according to the equations
in Section 3.1.7.

3.1.7

Linear and Rotational Stiffness Models
The linear stiffness model used by Eastman (2011) and Barnwell (2015) was used to

compute the connection lateral stiffness. That is,
ିଵ

ܮଷ ିଵ
െ
ሻ 
͵ܫܧ

ܨ

ିଵ

݇ ൌ ሺ݇௧
ൌ ሺ

߂௧௧

ܮଷ ିଵ
െ
ሻ
͵ܫܧ

Where
F = applied force = 1 kip.
ǻtotal = total displacement measured at the point of application of the force
E = Young’s Modulus of the column = 2,900 ksi
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I = Moment of inertia of the column about the bending axis
Also, the rotational stiffness of the connection was computed, as follows:
ߚ ൌ ܯȀߠ
ൌ

  כ
ȟ Ȁ

ൌ ݇ ܮ כଶ
Where
M = induced moment due to lateral loading
șconn = connection rotation
L = cantilever length of the column
ǻconn = F / kconn
These calculations assume that the entire connection can be modeled as a linear rotational
spring of stiffness ɴ.

3.2

Model-Type Specific Modeling
Three different model types were developed, each with different connection mechanisms

between the column and the concrete. The first model type, a contact-based model, modeled the
force transfer mechanism as primarily occurring through bearing pressure in compression, with
frictional forces in shear, and allowing separation of the bodies in tension. The second model
type, a cohesive zone-based model, used very thin elements of cohesive material at the interface,
which represented the imperfect bonding between the column and the foundation (from physical
and chemical adhesion) as a layer of cohesive material with a reduced modulus. The third
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method, a tied-based model, represented the two parts as one part, with a perfect force transfer
mechanism between them.
This section will explain the various methods that were used to generate models in each of
the three different model types.

3.2.1

Contact-Based Connection Modeling
In the contact-based model, the two parts were connected with contact interactions,

including a hard contact pressure-overclosure formulation for normal forces, and a frictional
formulation for tangential forces. Therefore, if two surfaces are not in contact, no pressure will
be applied, and separation will be allowed between the surfaces. If the two surfaces are in
contact, there will be no overclosure, and pressure will be nonzero. Stated mathematically,
 ൌ Ͳ݂ ݄ݎ൏ Ͳ
݄ ൌ Ͳ݂ ݎ Ͳ
Where
p = contact pressure between two surfaces at a point;
h = overclosure, which is the depth of interpenetration between the two surfaces.
The contact constraint is enforced numerically with a Lagrange multiplier representing
the contact pressure (Abaqus 2014). Shearing between surfaces with normal pressure is allowed,
if the shearing stress exceeds the normal stress times the coefficient of friction.
Given the wide variation in coefficients of static friction available from the literature (see
Section 2.9) in a wide variety of circumstances and tests, a sensitivity study was performed. In
this study (see Section 5.1.2), it was shown that the actual value makes little difference in the
stiffness results. A conservative value of the static friction coefficient was therefore taken as
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0.50, wh
hich was slig
ghtly less th
han the valu
ue determineed by Rabbaat (1985), annd similar tto the
value useed by Eastmaan (2011).
Figure 3-10 shows the secctions which
h are in contact in a typiccal contact-bbased modell. The
column was
w assigned
d to be the master
m
surfacce, while thee foundation was assigneed to be the slave
surface.

Figu
ure 3-10: Reegions in Co
ontact in a T
Typical Con
ntact-Based Model
3.2.2 Cohesive
C
Zon
ne-Based Modeling
M
In the cohesivee zone-based models, th
he bond bettween the coolumn and tthe slab on ggrade
was mod
deled as a coh
hesive zone of reduced stiffness,
s
thoough not alloowing separaation.
The foundation
n part was divided
d
at ev
very point off contact witth the colum
mn. A new cell of
0.001” th
hickness wass therefore crreated at eveery point of contact. Theese cells became the cohhesive
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zones. For ease of programming, a datum plane was created for each cut, which was offset by
0.001” from the existing face. Then the existing cells were selected and divided using the “divide
by datum plane” option. The faces on the exterior of the cohesive zones were then tied to their
corresponding faces on the column part.
The cohesive zone cells were then assigned appropriate cohesive elements and material
definitions. The cohesive zones were assigned COH3D8 elements. Abaqus describes these as “8node three-dimensional cohesive element[s].” The cohesive elements were assigned a cohesive
material definition with traction-separation relationships defined. Since this could not be directly
measured, several tests were performed (see Section 5.1.1) to investigate which values of
traction-separation would give results closest to the observed values. Thus, the tractionseparation values became a calibrated parameter.

3.2.3

Tie-Based (One-Part) Modeling
In the “tie-based” or “one part” method, both the column and the foundation were

modeled as one part, with a continuous mesh between the two. Only the material properties
between the column and the foundation varied. This was accomplished in Abaqus by creating
and instancing both column and foundation parts in the assembly module as described above,
and then using Abaqus’ functionality to combining parts into one part, also in the assembly
module. This ensured perfect force transfer at the interface between the column and the concrete.
This is numerically equivalent to a “tie” constraint between the two parts, but requires
significantly less computational time, and ensures a compatible mesh.
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3.3

Automatic Model Generation
Abaqus/CAE processes commands from the user interface in the Python programming

language. These commands are automatically saved in a journal (.jnl) file, and are also saved into
a separate file when recording a macro. Many of the Python commands are highly specific to the
Abaqus software package, with custom libraries available for the sole purpose of creating and
analyzing Abaqus models.
To conduct the analysis process, Python scripts were created that automated the model
generation and analysis processes. Macros were developed that performed all model creation,
analysis, and postprocessing tasks, as described in Section 3.1. These macros were then edited to
1) be easier to read and understand, 2) accept input parameters, 3) loop across desired input
parameters. Then, every time it was desired to study the effects of one or several variables on
model behavior, a list of desired variables was created at the start of the scripts, and the scripts
were run. A detailed explanation of the scripting process and the scripts themselves, are available
in Appendix E.

3.4

Model Generation Matrix
The models that were generated are summarized in Table 3-2. The primary variable

studied in each case was embedment depth. Each model was tested at embedment depths from
0.5 inches to 19.5 inches at 2 inch increments.
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Table 3-2: Model Generation Matrix
Variable Investigated
Cantilever Length
Baseplate Thickness (Full
Baseplate)
Baseplate Thickness
(Reduced Baseplate)
Column Orientation
Concrete Modulus

3.5

Values
80.25, 83.25
0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0,
3.5
0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0,
3.5
Strong, Weak
2.9E4, 2.9E5,
2.9E6, 2.9E7
3E5, 3.5E5, 4E5,
4.5E5, 5E5
3E6, 3.5E6, 4E6,
4.5E6, 5E6

Column Shape

--

Presence of Axial Load
(x lateral load)
Traction-Separation
Relationship

0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20,
50
1E4, 5E4, 1E5,
5E5, 1E6

Shapes Investigated
W8x35, W8X48
W8x35; W8x48;
W14x176
W8x35; W8x48;
W14x176
W8x35; W8x48
W8x35
W8x35
W8x35
W8x35; W8x48;
W14x176; W24x76
W8x35; W8x48
W8x35; W8x48

Assumptions and Model Limitations
A number of limitations and simplifying assumptions are inherent in the finite element

models generated. These include the following:
x

Linear elastic material behavior at low strains;

x

Geometric linearity;

x

Limitations inherent in the discretization process in the finite element solver;

x

Anchor bolts, grout pad, column fillets, baseplate welds, rebar, and construction joints
were not modeled due to the additional complexity they would create in the model, and
because their effect on stiffness was considered negligible, based on the experiments
performed by Barnwell (2015).
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4

DIC DATA AND ANALYSIS

In Barnwell’s study, Digital Image Capture (DIC) data were collected and stored. The
DIC system consisted of two high-resolution cameras recording the column and pedestal during
the course of the loading procedure, and speckled paint applied to the specimen itself. The
presence of the two cameras allowed software to determine the exact spatial coordinates of every
point on the specimen, via triangulation. The individual points of paint were used by the software
as reference points, which allowed the software to determine displacement fields with relatively
high precisions. The software used was Ristra 4D. This DIC data were generated for every
specimen. Although this data were recorded during Barnwell’s tests, it was not analyzed in the
course of his research; it is presented and analyzed for the first time here.
Table 4-1 summarizes the tests which are analyzed in this section. The tests that were
subsequently labeled A1-B4 in Barnwell (2015) were originally labeled A-K during laboratory
testing; the table lists both labels.
The qualitative results for displacement in the direction of applied loading, and parallel to
the length of the column are presented. These directions are called the Y-direction and Zdirection, in keeping with the coordinate system established for the Abaqus models (see Section
3.1). The software used had an option available to remove the rigid body motion (rigid body
motion removed, or RBMR). Without this option enabled, it would have been very difficult to
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separate the amount of displacem
ment caused by concrete deformationn, from rigidd body transllation
of the slaab. As such, all y-directio
on plots are presented w
with rigid boddy motion reemoved.
Table 4-1: Summ
mary of DIC
C Test Paraameters

4.1

Thesis
Label

Test
Label

A1

A
Anchor
Bolts
Engaged?

B
Braced
Slab

Emb
bedment

Orrientation

Column
Shape

C

8

Strong

W8X35

Yes

ͲͲ

A2

B

8

Strong

W8X48

Yes

ͲͲ

B1

H

16

Strong

W8X35

Yes

ͲͲ

B2

G

16

Strong

W8X48

Yes

ͲͲ

CA2

A1

8

Strong

W8X48

No

No

CB2

F1

16

Strong

W8X48

No

No

Test A1 (C)

Figure 4-1
1: Test A1, RBMR,
R
Y-D
Direction Displacement
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Tesst A1 (C) was
w of a W8x35 shape,, with 8” off embedmennt, and stronng axis bennding.
Figure 4--1 shows thee RBMR dissplacement in
i the directiion of the appplied force. This figuree was
sampled at an applieed load of 90
001lbs, push
hing towardss the cameraa. It shows thhe greatest zzones
of deform
mation – an
nd thereforee stress – in
i the area circumscribbed by the column flaanges,
especially
y near the intersection
i
of the web
b with the innside face oof the colum
mn. Surprisiingly,
relatively
y little defo
ormation was
w present outside of the flangee face.

Fiigure 4-2 sshows

deformattion in the Y-direction.
Y
he slab expeeriencing upplift as a mostly rigid bbody.
It shows th
Little to no
n deformation is seen on
o the comprressive side of the slab.

Figure 4-2:
4 Test A1, Z-Directioon Displacem
ment
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4.2

Test B1 (H)

Figure 4-3
3: Test B1, RBMR,
R
Y-D
Direction Displacementt

Figure 4-4:
4 Test B1, Z-Directioon Displacem
ment
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Test B1 (H) was of a W8x35 shape, with 16” of embedment, and strong axis bending.
Figure 4-3 shows the RBMR displacement in the direction of the applied force. This figure was
sampled at an applied load of 8861lbs, pushing away from the camera. Although reliable data
is not available for the area circumscribed by the column flanges (due to interference from
instrumentation cables), the zone of greatest visible deformation is directly bordering that area.
This supports the hypothesis that the greatest deformation will occur within the circumscribed
area.
Figure 4-4 shows deformation in the direction parallel to the column itself, taken at the
same moment of testing. It shows the slab experiencing uplift much closer to the column itself,
deforming in a more flexible manner than the slab in Figure 4-2. This would only be possible if
microcracking – or cracking beneath the surface – allowed differential deformation. This
suggests that the slab may have behaved in different manners between the different specimens. 

4.3

Test A2 (B)
Test A2 (B), was of a W8x48 shape, at 8” of embedment, and bending about the strong

axis. Figure 4-5 shows the RBMR y-displacement at an applied load of 8828 lbs, pushing
towards the camera. As in other tests, it appears to show a greater displacement in the area
circumscribed by the flanges, and especially at the point closest to the intersection of the web
and flange. Figure 4-6 shows the Z-direction under the same load.
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Figure 4-5: Test
T A2, Y-D
Direction, R
RBMR Disp
placement

Figure 4-6:
4 Test A2, Z-Directioon Displacem
ment
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Fig
gure 4-7 shows the speciimen at an applied
a
load level of 90881 lbs, beforre the appearrance
of crackss or gaps visible to the naked eye. The figure shows a sligght negativee displacemeent is
visible in
n the lower-rright hand co
orner of the figure. Thatt is, the founndation appeears to displaace in
the opposite direction
n from the applied
a
load.. Two explannations are ppossible. Thhe first is thaat it is
a numeriical error caaused by thee RBMR alg
gorithm usedd in Ristra, subtracting more rigid body
motion th
han is actuallly occurring
g. However, if it is not a numerical eerror, it indiccates the pressence
of gappin
ng between the concrete and the foundation. That is, thee steel-conccrete bond iis not
sufficienttly strong to
o prevent th
he column frrom separatiing from thee concrete; w
what’s moree, the
foundatio
on is rotated – and thereffore pushed back – slighhtly by the appplied momeent. This gappping
effect is predicted in
n displacemeent plots fro
om the contaact-based m
model in Abaaqus (see Seection
5.1.2).

Figure 4-7
7: Test A2, Y-Direction
Y
n, RBMR Displacement
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4.4

Test B2 (G)
Test
T
specimeen B2 (G) is
i a W8x48
8 shape, witth 16” of eembedment, and strongg axis

bending. Figure 4-8 shows the RBMR disp
placement fi
field in the Y
Y-direction, with an appplied
loading of 8889 lbs, pushing towards thee camera. T
The displaccement fieldd is qualitattively
equivalen
nt to those of
o other test specimens. Figure
F
4-9 sshows the fieeld of displaacement in thhe Zdirection
n.

Figure
F
4-8: Test
T B2, Y-D
Direction, R
RBMR Displacement
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Figurre 4-9: Test B2, Z-Direcction Displaacement
4.5

Test CA2 (A1))
Test
T CA2 waas a W8X48 shape, with
h 8” of embeedment, stroong axis bennding, and annchor

bolts diseengaged. Th
his test was similar
s
to Teest A2, onlyy with anchoor bolts disenngaged. As such,
the speciimen was neever able to obtain 9000
0 lbs. ultimaate strength; the maximuum availablee was
around 2000
2
lbs. Fig
gure 4-10 shows the RBMR
R
displaacement at a load of 2044 lbs, pushing
towards the viewer. It appears that
t
the bottom section of the founddation is being pushed away
from the viewer, whiich is somew
what surprisin
ng. Figure 44-11 shows thhe Z-axis displacement aat the
same mo
oment.
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Fig
gure 4-10: Test
T CA2, Y-Direction,
Y
RBMR Dissplacement

Figure 4-11: Tesst CA2, Z-D
Displacemen
nt
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4.6

Test CB2 (F1))
This
T test wass of a W8X4
48 shape, wiith 16” embeedment, stroong axis bennding, and annchor

bolts diseengaged. This test was essentially
e
th
he same as Test B2, withh anchor boltts disengaged.
Fig
gure 4-12 sh
hows the dissplacement in the Y-dirrection (RB
BMR) at a looad of 93099 lbs,
pushing away
a
from th
he viewer. As
A in previou
us tests, morre relative diisplacement is apparent iin the
area circu
umscribed by
b the colum
mn. In contraast to previoous tests, hoowever, the R
RBMR is cllearly
showing differential movement between
b
thee concrete abbove the collumn flange and the conncrete
below the column flaange. Althou
ugh no crack
ks are yet vissible to the nnaked eye, thhis is the pooint at
which cracks were to
o appear sev
veral loading
g cycles laterr. In effect, tthe DIC dataa is indicatinng the
presence of microcraacking beforee it becomess visible to thhe naked eyee.

Figure 4--12: Test CB
B2, Y-Displ acement, R
RBMR
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Figure 4-13: Tesst CB2, Z-D
Displacemen
nt
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5

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Section 5.1, the experimental results from Barnwell (2015) will be compared to the
results from three families of FEA models. In Sections 5.2 through 5.5, the effects of varying
various input parameters on connection stiffness will be investigated. These include: column
shape (5.2), concrete modulus of elasticity (5.3), baseplate geometry (5.4), axial load (5.5), and
column orientation (5.7).
The available connection stiffness typically approaches an asymptotic upper limit as the
embedment depth increases. The maximum stiffness value, and the rate of gain of stiffness with
embedment depth, are both governed by the geometry of the column connection, and the material
properties of the concrete into which the column is embedded.

5.1

Comparison of Model Types with Barnwell (2015)
By comparing the results of the three separate model types with Barnwell’s results, it was

determined that the contact-based model is likely most accurate at shallow embedment depths,
while a calibrated cohesive zone based model is likely most accurate for deeper embedment
depths. Therefore, results from both cohesive-zone models and contact-based models will be
included in subsequent results sections.
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As noted previously (Section 2.12.1), there is a 2.5 inch discrepancy between the
blockout depths – which Barnwell refers to in his study – and the embedment depth of the
column. This study will reference the values of embedment depth, not blockout depth.

5.1.1

Cohesive Zone-Based Model
The presence of a layer of cohesive zone elements allowed for results which were

intermediate between that of a perfectly-bonded connection, and that of a contact-friction based
connection only. The results showed increasing connection stiffness with increasing depth.
Tests with two cantilever heights were performed. In Barnwell’s study, the cantilever
height Z – from the top of the concrete foundation to the midline of the actuator – varied
depending on whether the specimen was a shallow or deeply embedded specimen. Therefore,
complete curves for both cantilever heights were created to allow direct comparison in both
cases.
The results can be represented in a variety of different ways. Figure 5-1 is a plot of total
displacement values obtained by the finite element analysis, overlaid with the displacement
values obtained by Barnwell, for W8x35 shapes. The dashed lines show the expected
displacement from a two perfectly fixed connections, owing only to the deformation of the
columns at cantilever heights of 80.25” and 83.25”. Figure 5-2 shows the linear stiffness
corresponding to the connection itself, which is equivalent to the inverse of the displacement not
caused by column deformation. Figure 5-3 shows the rotational stiffness of the connections,
which is equivalent to the values in Figure 5-2, multiplied by a constant (the cantilever length
squared).
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In the case of W8x35 shapes, stiffness values for shallow specimens are overpredicted by
25.8%, which stiffness values for deeper specimens are underpredicted by 27.06% (see Figure
5-3 and Table 2-1).

0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04

W8x35;Z=80.25in.
Barnwell(2015)
FixedConnection;Z=83.25in.

0.02

W8x48;Z=83.25in.
FixedConnection;Z=80.25in.

0
0

5

10

15

20

EmbedmentDepth[in.]

Figure 5-1: Total Displacement; Cohesive Zone Models
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Figure 5-2: Lateral Stiffness; Cohesive Zone Models
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Figure 5-3: Rotational Stiffness; Cohesive Zone Models

Table 5-1: Comparison of Experimental and FEA Results
SpecimenͲW8x35 Barnwell(2015)
5.5"Embedment
30.49
13.5"Embedment
62.52

FEAResults Ratio
38.39
0.79
45.61
1.37

Because these figures represent fundamentally the same information, only one type of
figure will be presented at a time for the body of this paper. Results will be presented in the form
of linear connection stiffness, corresponding to Figure 5-2, with the exception of Section 5.5,
which concerns the relationship of the column’s cantilever height to the rotational stiffness.
Recall that the traction-separation relation was not measured directly during Barnwell’s
testing, and so was calibrated such that the models matched the experimental stiffness results as
closely as possible. A traction-separation value of 5*105 psi / inch was used; that is, for every
inch of separation, a traction (or applied pressure) of 50,000 psi would be required. This value
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was found to have reasonable agreement with both shallowly and deeply embedded connection
values, although it was unconservative in the shallow embedment case. Figure 5-4 compares the
results for various traction-separation relationships with the results from Barnwell (2015).
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Figure 5-4: Comparison of Various Traction-Separation Relationships with Barnwell
(2015)

Figure 5-5 shows a contour plot of a typical von Mises stress field in the concrete part,
with the column part removed. A large stress concentration exists at the corners of the column
flanges, especially the bottom flange. Two possible explanations exist for these concentrations.
The first possibility is a numerical error caused by the tie constraint between a very fine mesh
and a relatively coarse mesh. The second is an artificial stress concentration caused by the
sudden discontinuity in material type at the corners, causing a pinching effect in shear of the
softer cohesive material between the stiffer concrete and steel materials. However, it is not
immediately clear why this would cause the lower flange to experience greater stress
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concentraations at the bottom flan
nge than the top flange, as is seen inn Figure 5-5,, and is typiccal of
the various shapes stu
udied.

Fig
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Figure 5-6: W8x35 Specimens, Strong Axis Bending

Figure 5-7 shows a typical stress field from the contact-based model. Stress
concentrations are visible along the centerline of the column, near the web-flange intersection.
Slight stress concentrations are noted near the flange’s corners.
Various sources have reported different values for the coefficient of friction, ʅ (see
Chapter 3). Therefore, to investigate sensitivity to the assumed coefficient of friction, a wide
range of values were tested (at a mesh size of 1.0). The results are shown in Figure 5-8.
Varying the coefficient of friction has a relatively modest effect for reasonable values of ʅ.
It is impossible to account for the discrepancy in stiffness values at deeper embedment depths by
varying only to the coefficient of friction, at any reasonable values of ʅ.
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5.1.3

Tied (One-Part) Model
Perfectly tied models attenuated their forces relatively quickly to the surrounding

foundation concrete, meaning that maximum stiffness was obtained at relatively shallow
embedment depths.
Figure 5-9 shows the difference in stiffness values between the tied model and Barnwell’s
results. The perfectly bonded model would be very unconservative, and so it was decided not to
use this bond type for further investigation. It would, however, offer a theoretical maximum
stiffness available from the connection in the case of a perfect bond between steel and concrete.
The presence of a theoretical upper limit that could not be exceeded suggests that modeling any
connection as perfectly fixed, no matter how deeply embedded, could be unconservative.
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Figure 5-9: Comparison of Tied Model and Results from Barnwell (2015)
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5.2

Column Shape
Four different column specimens were investigated: the W8X35 and W8X48 shapes

investigated by Barnwell; a W14X176 shape; and a W24X76 shape. The W8X35 and W8X48
shapes represent light gravity columns. The W14x176 shape represents a typical choice of a
heavy gravity column, while the W24x76 represents a typical specimen for a moment-resisting
frame.
Figure 5-10 shows stiffness results for the chosen specimens. In this figure, as well as in all
subsequent results, the results from cohesive zone models are shown, with a mesh size of 0.5,
and a traction-separation value of 5 * 105.
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Figure 5-10: Column Shape Results; As Designed

The W14x176 and W24x76 baseplates were sized with the help of a licensed P.E.; design
justifications can be found in Appendix D. The baseplate for the W14x176 shape is 24” x 24” x
3.5”. The baseplate for the W14x76 shape has dimensions of 20” x 34” x 3.0”.
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In the as-designed specimens, the W8x35 and W8x48 shapes asymptotically approach a
maximum stiffness value as embedment depth is increased. The W14x176 shape begins at a
much greater stiffness value, and loses stiffness slightly,
A typical column design for W14x176 and W24x76 calls for thicker baseplates than the
W8X35 and W8X48 shapes. However, the thickness of the baseplate can significantly affect the
stiffness performance of the connection (see Section 5.4). Figure 5-11 shows all columns with an
equal (1”) thickness. This allows a more direct comparison between the shapes, with the
difference in connection behaviors dictated only by the difference in column size and baseplate
profile, not by the effects of changing baseplate thickness.
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Figure 5-11: Column Shape Results; Equal Baseplate Thickness

Increasing column size increases the lateral stiffness available from connections at all
depths. The contact-based models show that, at very low levels of embedment, the increase is
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negligible; however, at embedment depths greater than 1.5 inches, the increase in stiffness
becomes significant.

5.3

Concrete Modulus of Elasticity
Figure 5-12, Figure 5-13, and Figure 5-14 show the effects of varying the Young’s

Modulus of the concrete. In Figure 5-12, each curve represents a theoretical material with a
modulus one order of magnitude higher than the line above it. The changing shapes of the
stiffness line can be attributed to the changing stress distributions which occur as the relative
moduli of the two materials change.
Figure 5-13shows results for a typical range of possible concrete modulus values. The ACI
equation for the Young’s Modulus of concrete, E = 57000 * я(f’c) , gives values in this range for
normal-strength (f’c = 3000 psi) and higher-strength (f’c = 4000 psi) concrete. As can be seen,
the relationship between concrete modulus and connection stiffness is not linear; an increase in
concrete modulus of 66% (from 3 * 106 psi to 5 * 106 psi) typically results in an increase of
approximately 20%. In the case of a 5.5” embedment, for example, the increase is 22.8%. The
presence of high-strength grout beneath the baseplate may adjust the results from one curve to
another, but the relatively minor increase in baseplate stiffness suggests the high-strength grout is
unlikely to affect the stiffness values significantly. Also, these results suggest that modeling the
presence of rebar would be unlikely to affect the results greatly, because it would not affect the
effective Young’s Modulus enough to change the stiffness more than a slight amount.
Figure 5-14 shows stiffness results for concrete that is approximately an order of
magnitude less stiff. This would perhaps be equivalent to embedding the column in stiff soil, or
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concrete which is of very low quality. The results are qualitatively similar to those of Figure
5-13, although the stiffness values reach about half those above. Also, it appears they reach their
asymptotic maximum value more slowly than in cases with higher concrete stiffness.
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Figure 5-12: Modulus of Elasticity Results, W8x35 shape (Cohesive Zone Model)
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Figure 5-13: Modulus of Elasticity Results, W8x35 shape (Cohesive Zone Model)
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Figure 5-14: Modulus of Elasticity Results, W8x35 shape (Cohesive Zone Model)

5.4

Baseplate Geometry
Two baseplate geometry configurations were investigated, each with varying baseplate

thickness values. In the first, the case of a square baseplate, the baseplate extends beyond the
column profile as would be expected in a typical column. In the second, that of a reduced
baseplate, the baseplate’s dimensions do not extend beyond the column profile.

5.4.1

Square Baseplate
In the case of W8x35 and W8x48 shapes, the baseplate is 13” square, as in Barnwell

(2015). In the case of a W14x176 shape, the baseplate is 24” inches. This was designed by a
licensed P.E. according to typical design processes (see Appendix D). In each case, baseplate
thickness values of 0.5”, 1.0” (default), 2.0”, and 3.0” were considered. Also, since the design of
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the W14x176 shape called for a baseplate thickness of 3.5”, a 3.5” baseplate was included in
each set of column specimens to facilitate direct comparisons.
Figure 5-15, Figure 5-16 and Figure 5-17 show stiffness results for W8x35, W8x48, and
W14x176 shapes, respectively. The responses of W8x35 and W8x48 shapes appear qualitatively
similar, with slightly increased stiffness for the W8x48 specimens. The response of the W14x176
shape, however, is qualitatively different. This suggests that different shape families may behave
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differently.
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Figure 5-15: W8x35; Varying Baseplate Thickness

Counterintuitively, baseplates below a certain threshold show a decrease in stiffness as
embedment depth increases. It is believed that the increasing embedment depth is causing less
force to be transferred through the baseplate, and more through the bearing mechanism, which is
the less rotationally stiff force transfer mechanism. This mirrors the slight decrease in stiffness
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reported by Grilli (2015) which was obtained with an increasing embedment depth. This also
suggests that increasing baseplate thickness is a relatively simple way to increase connection
stiffness at shallow embedment depths. In exposed connections, with no embedment, stiffness is
very sensitive to baseplate thickness. At shallow embedments, baseplate deformations reduce
connection stiffness, as suggested by Cui et al. (2009). At deeper embedments, however, the
surrounding concrete stiffens the baseplate area, and reduces the deformation in the baseplate
itself.
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Figure 5-16: W8x48; Varying Baseplate Thickness
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Figure 5-17: W14x176; Varying Baseplate Thickness

5.4.2

Reduced Baseplate
The reduced baseplate was that of a column specimen with baseplate dimensions exactly

circumscribed by the perimeter of the column. This was of interest in comparing with the
concurrent research of Tryon (2016), who postulated that the contribution of the baseplate area
beyond the area circumscribed by the column, was of negligible effect. Also, quantifying the
stiffness from these reduced sections may allow column designers to specify baseplates with less
material in columns that are governed by stiffness considerations (rather than stress or column
uplift considerations). Figure 5-18, Figure 5-19, and Figure 5-20 show results for W8x35,
W8x48, and W14x176 shapes, respectively, with reduced baseplates.
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Figure 5-18: W8x35 Results, Reduced Baseplate

The effect of reducing the baseplate profile depends on the thickness of the baseplate
itself. For very thin baseplates (0.5”), reducing the baseplate actually increases the connection
stiffness, presumably because the removed area was extremely flexible. Baseplates of normal
thickness (1.0”) have approximately equal stiffness with either profile. As baseplate thickness
increases beyond 1.0”, however, the connection fails to increase its stiffness at lower embedment
depths as quickly as in the case of full-sized baseplates.
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Figure 5-19: W8x48 Results, Reduced Baseplate
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Figure 5-20: W14x176 Results, Reduced Baseplate
5.5

Cantilever Height
The effects of varying cantilever height, Z, were studied. It was found that reducing the

cantilever height reduced the rotational stiffness of the connection. However, in the range of
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values of greatest interest, the difference was slight. For instance, for Z = 60” to Z = 90”, the
range in which the testing was performed, the difference was less than 10% the values of both
specimens studied (5.5” and 13.5”). As the cantilever height increases, the ratio of shear
deformation to rotational deformation increases. This is thought to increase the shear
deformation in the column, reducing the rotational stiffness. As the cantilever height increases,
however, the effects of shear deformation become negligible, and the connection behaves closely
to a linear rotational spring of constant stiffness. For the cantilever heights studied in this
research, which represent typical story heights, these values are relatively close to constant.
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Figure 5-21: W8x35 Results, Varying Cantilever Height
5.6

Axial Load
The effects of axial load on connection stiffness were investigated. Figure

5-22

shows

axial load decreasing the connection stiffness embedment depths greater than 3.5 inches. The
cohesive elements are experiencing shear stresses many times higher than those experienced
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under normal loading conditions. This may be leading, in turn, to decreased resistance to applied
lateral loads at higher deformations.
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Figure 5-22: Effects of Axial Load, W8x35 (Cohesive Zone Based Model)
5.7

Column Orientation
A significant decrease in stiffness was observed when the column was oriented such that

the weak-axis was resisting the bending loads. Figure 5-23 shows the results of Abaqus models
for weak axis bending. Reasonable agreement with experimental data was obtained. These
results suggest that the maximum stiffness value will be obtained at much lower embedment
depths than strong-axis specimens will.
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Figure 5-23: W8x35, Weak Axis Bending
5.8

Phase III Predictions
In Phase III of the testing program currently underway at BYU, additional laboratory

specimens will be tested. Table 5-2 shows the test matrix of planned specimens.
Table 5-2: Phase III Test Matrix
Column

BasePlate

Specimen
Name

Size

Thickness ASTM
(in)
grade

D1
D2
D3
D4
F1
F2
F3
F4

W14x53
W14x53
W14x53
W14x53
W10x77
W10x77
W10x77
W10x77



2.25
2.25
2.25
1.5
3
3
3
2

A36
A36
A36
A36
A36
A36
A36
A36


Shear
Qty
Lug
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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8
8
8
4
8
8
8
4

AnchorBolts

Base

DIA
(in)

Grade

Depth
Depth(in)
(in)

1
1
1
1
11/8
11/8
11/8
11/8

F1554Gr36
F1554Gr36
F1554Gr36
F1554Gr36
F1554Gr36
F1554Gr36
F1554Gr36
F1554Gr36

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

BlockͲout

0
8
16
16
0
8
16
16

Finite element models were created of these specimens. The modeling was done with
Econc = 3.6E6, corresponding to f’c = 4,000 psi. The depth of concrete below the column was 24”.
The scripts were changed to calculate the embedment depth from the bottom of the baseplate,
instead of the top of it; this accommodated the varying baseplate thicknesses more easily. All
other parameters were left unchanged from default values. Anchor bolts, shear lugs, and other
construction details (see Section 3.5) were neglected. Also, specimens D1 and F1 were not
tested, since the model is not equipped to easily handle exposed baseplate connections. Table 5-3
summarizes the expected stiffness values, which range from 111.8 k/in (Test F4), to 146.0 k/in
(Test D3).

Table 5-3: FEA Results for Phase III Specimens

Specimen
Name
D1
D2
D3
D4
F1
F2
F3
F4

Baseplate
Column Thickness
Size
[in.]
W14X53
2.25
W14X53
2.25
W14X53
2.25
W14X53
1.5
W10X77
3
W10X77
3
W10X77
3
W10X77
2

BlockͲOut
Predicted
Predicted
Predicted
Depth
Displacement Stiffness RotationalStiffness
[in.]
[in.]
[k./in.]
[k.*in./rad]
0
ͲͲ
ͲͲ
ͲͲ
8
0.01830
136.7
8.80E+05
16
0.01783
146.0
9.40E+05
16
0.01802
142.0
9.14E+05
0
ͲͲ
ͲͲ
ͲͲ
8
0.02080
129.2
8.32E+05
16
0.02146
119.0
7.66E+05
16
0.02200
111.8
7.20E+05
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6

CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of key input variables on the
rotational stiffness of shallowly embedded connections, using finite element simulations. These
key variables include blockout/embedment depth, baseplate geometry, column size/orientation,
grout/concrete modulus, and applied axial loading.
All finite element models were created in Abaqus 6.14. Two parts were created, meshed,
and assigned material properties. Each part was instanced and was assigned constraints, contact
properties, boundary conditions, and loads that represented the original laboratory conditions;
cohesive zone modeling represented the bond between the concrete and steel. The model was
then submitted to Abaqus/Standard for processing. After processing, the displacement at the
point of applied load was queried, and the connection stiffness was calculated. Modeling was
automated with the use of Python scripts.
The behavior of the connection is highly sensitive to the contact method used in the finite
element solver. Three different connection types were investigated: a tied or one part model; a
contact-based model; and a cohesive-zone based model. The tied model gives unrealistically
high values connection stiffness values. Although this provides a theoretical upper bound on
stiffness values, it does not accurately reflect the expected connection behavior. A contact-based
model, using a hard pressure-overclosure relationship, gives stiffness values that are reasonably
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close to experimental results, but do not show increasing stiffness with increasing embedment
depth. Cohesive zone-based models showed stiffness values increasing with embedment depth.
By calibrating the pressure-overclosure relationship in cohesive zone models, the elastic stiffness
values were simulated to within 27% error.
The effects of baseplate geometry on stiffness decrease with increasing embedment
depth. As the embedment depth increases, the overturning moment is transferred increasingly via
the column bearing on concrete, and less through the baseplate bearing on the concrete.
Therefore, the baseplate’s contribution to the stiffness decreases. This effect is greater for thicker
baseplates. In the case of very thick baseplates, increasing the baseplate’s embedment depth may
actually cause the connection to lose stiffness; as stiffness from the baseplate bearing mechanism
decreases, the stiffness afforded by the column bearing mechanism does not increase to match.
This agrees with the observations from Grilli (2015) of a decreased stiffness with increasing
embedment length.
It was found that the rotational stiffness of the connections does not vary with the
cantilever height for typical story heights. Tests were performed for heights from 30” to 150”.
Although rotational stiffness is decreased for very short columns, the rotational stiffness is not
affected greatly at heights of 80” or more. This means that the method of modeling connections
as rotational springs acting at the top of the slab is viable as long, provided the cantilever height
is large enough.
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6.1

Future Research
Significant possibilities exist for future research to both broaden and to refine this

investigation. These possibilities exist in the realm of both additional numerical modeling, and
additional physical testing to verify the results of the numerical models.
Additional FEA models can be developed which would serve to expand and broaden this
research. It would be useful to discover the response of the connection once it has left the linear
region of its response, both in terms of stiffness and strength. Further research could be
performed to illuminate the inability of current models to match the predicted stiffness values for
deeper embedment depths with strong-axis bending. The nonlinear responses in the early stages
of many of Barnwell’s specimens suggest that there may be material nonlinearity even at lower
loading. Abaqus has significant capabilities for nonlinear loading patterns which were not
explored in this research. In addition to relatively simple elasto-plastic models, more exotic
material properties exist which could model concrete more precisely. For instance, “Concrete
Damaged Plasticity”, “Concrete Smeared Cracking”, and “Cracking Model for Concrete” models
accept a variety of inputs that correspond to the precise physical properties of the concrete, and
could be carefully calibrated to provide results that match experimental data. With proper
calibration, these models could generate useful data beyond the initial tangent stiffness, including
stiffness characterizations of the connection into the nonlinear, post-cracking regime.
User-defined interaction types can be created in Abaqus, to model more exotic
connection types. A connection type that behaves differently in tension than in compression – or
that allows separation after a given amount of tensile force is applied – could be used to generate
more accurate results. These could help model the physical and chemical adhesion between the
steel and concrete more precisely.
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APPENDIX A – MESH CONVERGENCE AND OTHER VALIDATION STUDIES

This appendix will detail the results of the mesh convergence study and other supporting
validation studies that were run in conjunction with this research. A number of key assumptions
and simplifications were made in the model, and were verified through these studies.

Mesh Convergence Study
A mesh convergence study was performed to verify the accuracy of the numerical
solutions. Unexpected behavior occurred, in that it appeared to reach convergence at a lower
mesh density, but instead began converging to a different result after a certain threshold of mesh
density was reached.
The mesh convergence study was performed with a W8X35 shape, with embedment
depths of 0.5, 1.5, and 3.5. These shallow embedment depths were chosen because the small
amount of embedment depth, and the behavior of the embedment concrete above the baseplate,
would be more sensitive to numerical irregularities, due to their small volume. Also, the smaller
embedment depths meant that fewer nodes were required in the model, leading to faster compute
times. The foundation size was reduced by half in both the x and y directions (~4x total volume
reduction) to make the total number of elements more manageable; preliminary analysis (not
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included) suggested that this would reduce the total overall stiffness effects by less than 2%,
primarily because the zone of significant stress / deformation did not extend that far.
The mesh sizes studied were 2.00, 1.50, 1.00; 0.75; 0.50; 0.25; and 0.20. The values for
0.20 were taken as the exact solution, as further mesh refinement was judged to be impossible.
The Mary Lou Fulton supercomputer at Brigham Young University was used to run the most
refined mesh studies.
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Figure A-0-1: Mesh Convergence Results, Displacement Values
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Figure A-0-3: Mesh Convergence Results, % Error, Stiffness

Given that the finite element models failed to reproduce the stiffness values from Barnwell
(2015) to within +/- 27%, a maximum stiffness error of 14% was judged to be acceptable. Most
shapes will exhibit significantly less error, since shapes with greater embedment depth exhibited
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less error, and the case of maximum error was a specimen with embedment depth of 0.5”. In the
case of 3.5” embedment, for example, the stiffness error is less than or equal to 4%.
Recall that, due to Abaqus’ meshing algorithms, many elements had dimensions that
varied from a 1” cube. Although divisions were made to minimize this, it was impossible in
practice to ensure that every element was an exact cube.
Also, it was attempted to create a non-uniform mesh in the foundation part so as to reduce
the computational time, and minimize the increase in error. However, no method was determined
that could be shown to reliably maintain solution accuracy and decrease computational load
significantly.

Foundation Size
A study of connection stiffness’ sensitivity to slab size (see Figure A-0-4) suggested that
the error associated with reducing the foundation size would be very slight. It was deemed
prudent to accept this error in order to reduce the computational demand associated with a
relatively fine mesh (0.5” typical).
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Figure A-0-4: Sensitivity of Results to Slab Dimensions

Model Linearity with Respect to Applied Force (Contact Based Model)
It was necessary to verify that the models do behave in a linearly elastic manner, as was
assumed, with respect to applied force. This validation study was performed with a contact-based
model. Although it behaved in a linearly elastic manner at very low loads (10, 100 lbs. and 1000
lbs.), it saw a noticeable increase in stiffness with increasing load after that (10,000 lbs). See
Figure A-0-5 and Figure A-0-6. Therefore, it was determined that the results from these studies
would likely need to be refined to accurately determine secant stiffness values for applied loads
greater than 1,000 kips.
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Figure A-0-5: Model Linearity with W8x35 Shape
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Figure A-0-6: Model Linearity with W8x48 Shape

It should be noted that these models were created with boundary conditions and friction (ʅ)
values that varied slightly from those used in the final models. The boundary condition set was
“Top” (see Boundary Condition study in this Appendix) instead of “Bottom”; the model was a
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friction-based model instead of a contact-based model, with a ʅ (coefficient of friction) of 0.57,
not 0.50. However, the conclusions reached are deemed to be generally applicable.
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Figure A-0-7: Effect of Boundary Conditions
The actual arrangement of boundary conditions was found to have no significant effect
on the overall connection stiffness. This is believed to be because the stress levels and
deflections at the boundary conditions were so low as to render the difference in fixity
conditions, inconsequential.
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APPENDIX B – 2 DIMENSIONAL MODEL RESULTS

A series of two dimensional models was generated in Abaqus to study the behavior of a
perfectly tied connection in an effectively infinite foundation.
The model was generated using several simplifying assumptions. First, the model was
created in two dimensions, thus assuming a unit thickness and plane strain conditions. Also, a
no-slip boundary between the column and the continuum was created. No stiffening base-plate
was included. The continuum part was made sufficiently large that it simulated an infinite
continuum. Thus, no (or negligible) additional stiffness was caused by boundary conditions at
the continuum edge. The model was then subjected to a rigorous set of analyses and verification
studies.
It was found that flexural stiffness available in shallow-embedded connections will
asymptotically approach an upper limit as the embed depth increases. The value of this upper
limit of stiffness – as well as the rate at which it increases – is governed by the geometry of the
column, and the material properties of the column and continuum. It was also found that a
relatively small increase in embed depth can greatly increase flexural stiffness.
Abaqus was used to investigate the case of a steel column, embedded a finite distance
into a medium (which we refer to as a “continuum”) of theoretically infinite extent. In practice,
the continuum would typically represent either a foundation or a pile cap, made of normal123
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simulate a perfectly stiff protruding section of beam. This was done so that, when we applied the
lateral load, we could eliminate displacement caused by the deformation of the column above the
connection, and instead quantify the amount of displacement caused only by the deformation and
rotation at the connection itself.
After dividing the part and assigning material properties, the part was seeded and
meshed. It was then instanced in the assembly; fixed boundary conditions were imposed at the
bottom, left, and right borders of the continuum; and a 1-kip horizontal point load was applied at
the top of the beam. The job was then submitted to Abaqus/Standard for analysis. After the
analysis was complete, the model was queried for the displacement at the point of applied load.
The displacement value was recorded, and divided by the 1 kip of applied force, in order to
determine the stiffness of the connection.
The foundation’s depth extended to 10x the column depth, and its width extended to 10x
the column depth on either side of the column. The mesh size was 1.0 inch. Fixed boundary
conditions were created on the sides and bottom of the foundation part.

Parameters Studied
The first parameter studied, which was called Į , was the ratio of the Young’s Modulus of
the column, to the Young’s Modulus of the continuum. Thus, an Į value of 3 would mean that
the Young’s Modulus of the column would be 3 times larger than that of the continuum. Į was
evaluated at values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 10.0. Unreinforced concrete has an Į of
between 8 and 9 – therefore, our results with Į = 10.0 are the most directly applicable to the case
of unreinforced concrete. However, Į has been varied to gain greater understanding of the
sensitivity of connection stiffness to a change in Į.
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The second parameter, called ȕ, was the ratio of the column depth to the embed depth.
For example, a ȕ value of 3 means that the embedment depth was 3 times greater than the
column depth; a column depth of 3 and a ȕ value of 3 would mean that the column was
embedded 9 inches into the continuum. Values of ȕ that were studied ranged from 0 to 4.0, in
increments of 0.1.
The third varied parameter was beam depth, d, which was explored at d = 8.0, 12.0, 18.0,
and 30.0.
The following parameters remained constant in this investigation:
x

Young’s Modulus (E) of the column: 29,000 ksi

x

Protruding length (pL), or cantilever height, of the column: 80.0 inches

x

Magnitude of the applied lateral load: 1 kip

x

Poisson’s Ratio of all materials: 0.3

Results and Analysis
As embed depth (represented by ȕ) increases, connection stiffness will increase
asymptotically towards a maximum value. This maximum stiffness value varied depending on Į
and d values, with greater values of Į and d tending to increase the maximum stiffness.
Figure B-0-2 shows results for ɲ = 10.0. Figure B-0-3 shows the same results, normalized
on the x- and y- axes by the models’ column depths and were maximum stiffness values,
respectively.

Although the theoretical maximum is admittedly unobtainable (requiring an

embedment depth = ь), a close approximation was obtained at ȕ = 4.0; additional analysis (not
included) shows that stiffness values at ȕ = 4.0 varied by less than 1% from values at ȕ = 10.0.
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Figure B-0-2: 2-Dimensional Results; ɲ = 10.0
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Figure B-0-3: Normalized 2-Dimensional Results; ɲ = 10.0
Maximum stiffness values for Į  1.0 are shown in Figure B-0-4. In the case of ɲ 1.0,
the stiffness values will asymptotically approach a minimum value instead of a maximum value
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(since it represents a foundation that is actually stiffer than the steel column; as the column goes
deeper, the connection actually loses stiffness). Maximum values are shown in Figure B-0-5,
while minimum values are shown in Figure B-0-6.
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Figure B-0-4: Maximum Stiffness Values; ɲ  1.0
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Figure B-0-5: Maximum Stiffness for Constant Į  1.0
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Figure B-0-6: Minimum Stiffness for Constant ɲ  1.0
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45

When Į < 1.0 – that is, the continuum material is softer than the column – increasing the
embedment depth will increase the connection stiffness, and the asymptotic value is a maximum.
This relationship is reversed when Į > 1.0: the column is less rigid than the surrounding material,
increasing embedment causes stiffness to asymptotically approach a minimum value. When Į =
1.0, stiffness remains unchanged as embedment depth varies.
Figure B-0-5 shows maximum stiffness values for constant ɲ values, assuming varying
column depths. In each case, the protruding column length = 80.0 inches, so rotational stiffness
can be obtained by multiplying by pL2 = (80 in)2 = 6400 in2.
Į = 10.0
Since the case of ɲ = 10.0 most closely models the case of a steel beam embedded in
concrete, it is worth noting the amount of stiffness available from even a relatively shallow
embedment in this case. In the columns studied, at ɴ= 0.5, the connection reaches 53-60% of its
available maximum stiffness. Higher values of ɴ, d, and/or ɲ will increase this percentage even
more. For example, if Beta is increased to 1.0, the connection reaches 73.7% of its maximum.
Į = 2.5
In these cases, as ɲ increases, the rigidity of the continuum does so as well. This means
that, in addition to the increase in absolute maximum stiffness, we also observe higher initial
stiffness, and a faster convergence to that maximum stiffness value, as ɲ approaches 1.0.
All other conclusions drawn in the case of ɲ = 10.0 are applicable for these other cases.
The process by which we will model our results is the same, and has been explained above.
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Figure B-0-7: Percent Maximum Stiffness Reached

Į = 1.0
When ɲ is exactly equal to 1.0, there is no difference between the column and continuum
materials. Therefore, the stiffness in every case is equal to the theoretical maximum/minimum
value, and no plot is required.
Į = 0.4, 0.1

Results for the cases of ɲ = 0.4 and ɲ = 0.1 are shown in Figure B-0-8 and Figure B-0-9,
respectively.
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Figure B-0-8: ɲ = 0.4
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Figure B-0-9: ɲ = 0.1
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Mesh Convergence Study
A mesh convergence study was performed to determine the effects of mesh size on
displacement results. The column studied had the following specific properties: Į = 10.0, ȕ = 1.0,
d = 12 inches. 1 inch was chosen as the standard mesh size for the fine mesh. A 1-inch mesh size
diverged less than 0.15% from a 0.2-inch mesh (which was the minimum mesh size studied).
Figure B-0-10 shows the results.
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Figure B-0-10: Results of Mesh Convergence Study
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APPENDIX C – SINGLE PART, EXPOSED BASEPLATE MODEL

To verify the accuracy of the rigidly tied models, a one piece model was created, with a
zero-embedment depth. All procedures were followed identically to those of the rigidly tied
model. However, instead of creating two distinct parts, only one was created. This part had no
embedment depth, and the bottom of the baseplate was level with the top of the concrete slab.
The model was a W8x35 shape, with 80.25” length in addition to the baseplate. Mesh density
was refined once to check mesh convergence.
The stiffness values were higher than those obtained with the rigid tie model (see Table
C-0-1). These values were higher than believed to be theoretically possible (compare to Tryon,
2016), as well as higher than the results obtained from experimental testing (Barnwell, 2015).
Therefore, the investigation into this line of modeling was discontinued. However, it supports the
conclusion that using a fully-fixed bond between the concrete and steel would not accurately
simulate bond stiffness.
Table C-0-1: Single part, Exposed Baseplate Results
Mesh
Density
0.5
0.25

Displacement
[in.]
5.600EͲ02
5.602EͲ02
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LateralStiffness[k./in.]
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APPENDIX D – DESIGN JUSTIFICATION

The following are MathCAD sheets with design justification for the W14x176 and W24x76
baseplates. Both were designed by Kevin Hanks, P.E., to reflect typical practice for designing
low-moment and high-moment connections.
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Base Plate Design - for Concentric Axial Load
per AISC Steel Design Guide 1, section 3.1
Calculation by: Kevin N Hanks
Date: 12 Jan 2016
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Given
Column
Column Size
Col ≔ “W14x176”
Column
hcol ≔ 15
Height
(unbraced)
ASTM A992 Steel
fy_col ≔ 50
Ry ≔ 1.1
Steel Strength
Base Plate
Width
Depth
Area
AB Location
Steel Strength

N≔2 +0
B≔2 +0
A1 ≔ N ⋅ B = 4

2

f≔4
fy_bspl ≔ 36
B − 0.8 ⋅ bf
n ≔ ――――
= 5.72
2
N − 0.95 ⋅ d
m ≔ ――――
= 4.78
2

Concrete Base
Concrete Strength
Concrete
Base Area

f`c ≔ 4000
A2 ≔ 4 ⋅ A1

(Assumed)

Anchor Bolts
Material: ASTM F1554 Gr 36
Steel Yield Strength
Steel Rupture Strength
Total # of bolts
Misc

fy_bolt ≔ 36
fu_bolt ≔ 58
numb ≔ 4

Strength Reduction Factors ϕsteel ≔ 0.90
ϕconc ≔ 0.65

Non-Commercial Use Only

Step A: Determine the Design Case
| = “Case II”
if A2 ＝ A1
|
‖ “Case I”
‖
|
else if A2 ≥ 4 ⋅ A1
|
‖ “Case II”
|
‖
|
else if A1 < A2 < 4 ⋅ A1
|
‖ “Case III”
|
‖

Non-Commercial Use Only

Step 1: Calculate the factored axial compressive load, Pu
Note: for this case, the factored axial load will be taken as the maximum
compressive buckling strength of the column over its unbraced length.
Assume both top and bottom are "pin" connected
K ≔ 1.0
Slenderness
L ≔ hcol
K⋅L
――= 44.776
ry
Euler Buckling Stress
2

⋅E
Fe ≔ ―――= 142.759
2
⎛K⋅L⎞
⎜――
⎟
⎝ ry ⎠
Critical stress (Flexural Buckling)
‾‾‾‾‾
K⋅L
E |
Fcr ≔ if ――≤ 4.71 ⋅ ――| = 43.182
ry
fy_col
|
‖⎛
fy_col ⎞
|
――
‖⎜
Fe ⎟
⎠ ⋅ fy_col |
‖ ⎝0.658
|
else
|
‖ 0.877 ⋅ F
e
‖
|
Nominal Compressive Strength
Pn ≔ Fcr ⋅ Ag = 2237
Design Axial Load on the Column Base
Pu ≔ Ry ⋅ Pn = 2460.5

Step 2: Calculate the required base plate area
Pu
A1_req ≔ ――――――
= 3.866
2 ⋅ ϕconc ⋅ 0.85 ⋅ f`c
A1_actual ≔ A1 = 4

2

2
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Step 3: Optimize the Base Plate Dimensions, N & B
0.95 ⋅ d − 0.8 ⋅ bf
Nopt ≔ ‾‾‾‾‾
A1_req + ―――――
= 24.534
2
A1_req
Bopt ≔ ――= 22.69
Nopt
Note that this represents the minimum required base plate size for
strength requirements - geometric constrains may govern the size
of the base plate
Return to page 1 and adjust base plate dimensions

Step 4: Calculate the required base plate thickness.
Pp ≔ f`c ⋅ 2 ⋅ A1 = 4608
⎛ ⎛ 4 ⋅ d ⋅ bf ⎞
⎞
Pu
X ≔ min ⎜⎜―――
⋅ ―――
, 1.0⎟ = 0.593
⎟
2
ϕ
⋅P
⎜⎝⎜⎝ ⎛⎝d + bf⎞⎠ ⎟⎠ steel p
⎟⎠
⎞
⎛
2 ⋅ ‾‾
X
λ ≔ min ⎜――――
, 1.0⎟ = 0.94
⎜⎝ 1 + ‾‾‾‾‾
⎟⎠
1−X
N − 0.95 ⋅ d
m ≔ ――――
= 4.78
2
B − 0.8 ⋅ bf
n ≔ ――――
= 5.72
2
‾‾‾‾
d ⋅ bf
λn` ≔ λ ⋅ ―――
= 3.632
4
lmax ≔ max (m , n , λn`) = 5.72
tmin ≔ lmax ⋅

‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾
2 ⋅ Pu
――――――= 3.456
ϕconc ⋅ fy_bspl ⋅ B ⋅ N

Step 5: Determine the anchor rod size and location
For gravity-only loads, anchor rods need only
fulfil OSHA minimum requirements
Use (4) 3/4" ASTM F1554 Gr 36 rods
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Base Plate Design - for large Moment
per AISC Steel Design Guide 1, section 3.4
Calculation by: Kevin N Hanks
Date: 12 Jan 2016
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Given
Column
Column Size
Col ≔ “W24x76”
Column
hcol ≔ 15
Height
Steel Strength
Base Plate
Width
Depth
AB Location
Steel Strength

fy_col ≔ 50

ASTM A992 Steel

N ≔ 2 + 10
B≔1 +8
f ≔ 1 + 2.5
fy_bspl ≔ 36
B − 0.8 ⋅ bf
n ≔ ――――
= 6.404
2
N − 0.95 ⋅ d
m ≔ ――――
= 5.648
2

Concrete
f`c ≔ 4000

Anchor Bolts
Material: ASTM F1554 Gr 36
fy_bolt ≔ 36
fu_bolt ≔ 58
numb ≔ 8
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Ry ≔ 1.1

Step 1: Determine the Axial and Moment Load on Column Base
(This design assumes no additional
gravity load on the column)
(See AISC 341 sec. 8.5c.(2).(a)

Pr ≔ hcol ⋅ Wcol = 1140
Mr ≔ 1.1 ⋅ Ry ⋅ fy_col ⋅ Zx = 1008.3
Step 2: Pick a trial base plate size (

⋅
)

(defined previously)
N = 34
B = 20
Step 3: Determine the equivalent eccentricity ( ), and the critical
eccentricity (ecrit)
Mr
e ≔ ――
= 884.5
Pr
Pr
N
ecrit ≔ ―− ―――
= 16.994
2 2 ⋅ qmax
| = “GOOD!”
if e ≥ ecrit
|
‖ “GOOD!”
‖
|
else
|
‖ “NO GOOD!”
|
‖
Step 4: Determine the equivalent bearing length ( ) and the
tensile force in the anchor rods ( ).
2
‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾
2 ⋅ Pr ⋅ (e + f) ⎡ 58.298 ⎤
⎛
⎛
N⎞ ⎡ 1 ⎤
N⎞
Y ≔ ⎜f + ―⎟ + ⎢
=⎢
−
⋅
f
+
―
――――
⎜⎝
⎣ 4.702 ⎦⎥
2 ⎠ ⎣ −1 ⎦⎥
2 ⎟⎠
qmax
⎝
Y ≔ if 0 < Y < N| = 4.702
0
|
‖Y
|
‖
‖ 0
|
|
else
|
‖Y
1
‖
‖
|
T ≔ qmax ⋅ Y − Pr = 414.537
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Step 5: Determine the required minimum base plate thickness at
the bearing and the tension interfaces.
Bearing Interface:
tp_req_b ≔ if Y ≥ max (m , n)
= 2.911
‖
‾‾‾‾‾‾
fp_max
‖ 1.5 ⋅ m ⋅ ―――
fy_bspl
‖
‖
else
‖
‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾
⎛
Y⎞
‖
fp_max ⋅ Y ⋅ ⎜m − ―⎟
2⎠
⎝
‖ 2.11 ⋅ ――――――
‖
fy_bspl
‖
Tension Interface ‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾
⎛
d tf ⎞
T ⋅ ⎜f − ―+ ―
⎟
2 2⎠
⎝
tp_req_t ≔ 2.11 ⋅ ―――――= 2.722
B ⋅ fy_bspl
Take maximum of the two:
tp_req ≔ max ⎛⎝tp_req_b , tp_req_t⎞⎠ = 2.911
Step 6: Determine the anchor rod size appropriate for the tensile loading
(

Number of bolts in tension
numb
Nb_t ≔ ――= 4
2
Tensile Force in each bolt
T
Tu ≔ ――
= 103.634
Nb_t
required diameter
Dreq ≔

ϕ ≔ 0.75

‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾
4 ⋅ Tu
――――= 1.742
⋅ ϕ ⋅ fu_bolt
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APPENDIX E – CODE FOR MODEL GENERATION AND ANALYSIS

The code to generate the models was written exclusively in the programming language
Python.
A wrapper script, called RunMe.py was called from the command line to initiate the
process. The RunMe script 1) sent a command to Abaqus/CAE to run Preprocessing.py, which
automatically generated the models 2) opened multiple threads to submit all the job files to
Abaqus/Standard for processing, and 3) sent a command to Abaqus/CAE to run
Postprocessing.py, which opened the models, extracted the needed information, and deposited it
into an Excel (.csv) database for manual analysis. Both Preprocessing.py and Postprocessing.py
had several additional layers of subroutines that facilitated both automatic model generation, and
code development.
At the start of RunMe.py, Preprocessing.py, and Postprocessing.py, a header was created
containing all of the information concerning the variables to be run. Up to two variables at a time
(“PrimaryParameter” and “SecondaryParameter”) can be varied, as well as embedment depths.
The choices of values of the variables were contained in “PrimaryParameterList” and
“SecondaryParameterList,” while the embedment depths were contained in “EmbedDepthsList.”
The scripts generate and analyze models containing every combination of variables and
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embedment depths. The headers at the top of all three scripts must be identical, or the analysis
will behave in unexpected ways or crash.

Preprocessing Tasks
The Preprocessing.py script was responsible for generating all of the models. To do this,
it first generated all of the necessary input variables for Abaqus/CAE for each model, including
variables defining what model configuration to use. These variables were stored in a dictionary
called “DataArray”. The variables in DataArray were updated after every model was run, to
reflect the necessary variables for each separate model. (This was done to ease code
development; since several dozen variables were required to define each model, and they were
often changing as the model grew in complexity, it became cumbersome to pass every variable
through several layers of subroutines by hand. Therefore, by defining the DataArray dictionary,
an arbitrary number of variables could be defined without concern for raising errors or forgetting
to pass needed arguments to subroutines.)
After DataArray was created or updated, Preprocessing.py called the Preprocessing
subroutine (not to be confused with Preprocessing.py, the script which calls it), which was
located in the Scripts.py library. The Preprocessing routine unpacked the DataArray dictionary
into variables that could be referenced (by the Preprocessing routine) without having to reference
the DataArray dictionary itself. For example, the variable “BasePlate” (a Boolean specifying if
the model was to include a baseplate or not) was defined in the Preprocessing.py script as
“DataArray[‘BasePlate’]”, and passed to the Preprocessing subroutine. When it reached the
Preprocessing subroutine, a loop over every entry in the dictionary (“for key in
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DataArray.keys(): exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key)) ) unpacked it, thus allowing it to
be referenced simply as “BasePlate” from then on.
Once DataArray is unpacked, a number of assertion lines ensure that certain disallowed
combinations of variables are not accidentally sent to be processed. These combinations, if
accidentally passed to the script, could cause the model to be created in unexpected and incorrect
ways, or perhaps even crash Abaqus/CAE as it builds the model.
After the assertion lines, the “Mdb()” command creates and opens a new model database
file. Once this is done, a series of subroutines is called, each of which accomplishes one
additional step in building the model in Abaqus/CAE. For example, CreateModel creates a new
model within the database file; ColumnCreation creates a column part in the model file
according to the applicable parameters within DataArray; DivideColumn divides the column part
into several different cells to faciliatate later meshing; and so forth. The same unpacking loop as
before appears in each subroutine.
After all of the specified subroutines have been run to create the model, an input file is
created, which converts the model into a “.inp” file which can be read directly by
Abaqus/Standard when processing the model. Finally, the model database was saved so that it
can be opened later during postprocessing.

Model Processing
At this point, control reverts back to the top level script, RunMe.py. RunMe opens up
multiple threads, each one of which takes one “.inp” file and submits it to Abaqus/Standard for
processing. Typically, more jobs are submitted than there are licenses available, which results in
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most jobs waiting in a queue to be processed. There is no apparent way of predicting what order
the jobs will run in.

Postprocessing Tasks
The postprocessing sequence is structured identically to the preprocessing sequence:
RunMe.py calls a script called Postprocessing.py in Abaqus/CAE, which assembles all the
variables into DataArray, and repeatedly calls a subroutine called “Postprocessing” from the
Scripts.py library. Indeed, Postprocessing.py is actually a copy of Preprocessing.py, with the
only difference being which subroutine (Preprocessing or Postprocessing) it calls from
Scripts.py.
The Postprocessing subroutine in turn runs a series of subroutines which: opens the
model database file; obtains nodal displacement data at the point of the applied load; outputs it
into an XY Data report inside of Abaqus; exports this XY Data report into a “.output” file;
scrapes the nodal displacement value from the .output file; calculates the connection’s linear
stiffness and the connection’s rotational stiffness; and outputs these three values to a .csv
database which can be read by Microsoft Excel. Graphing and analysis was all done manually
with the information now available in the .csv file.

Scripts
The code for RunMe.py, Preprocessing.py, Postprocessing.py, and Scripts.py all follow.
For analysis on the supercomputer, additional wrapper scripts (written with Linux bash
commands) were required, which are not included here.
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J:\Scripts\RunMe.py

Monday, February 29, 2016 1:45 PM

#RunMe.py
########################
#Copy/paste from here...
Linux = 1
SuperComputing = 0
ModelType = 'CohesiveZone'
BaseplateType = 'Square' #BaseplateType Possibilities: 'Square', 'Rectangle', 'Reduced', 'None'
PrimaryParameter = 'BCs'
PrimaryParameterList = ['Bottom', 'Sides']
SecondaryParameter = 'MeshSize'
SecondaryParameterList = [0.5]
EmbedDepthsList = [1.5, 5.5, 9.5, 13.5, 17.5]
# EmbedDepthsList = [1.5]
#...to here
#
#######################
###############################
#Initialization & bookkeeping.#
###############################
if SuperComputing: assert Linux
import os
import multiprocessing
def __TimeStamp():
global TimeStamp
from datetime import datetime
month = str(datetime.now().month)
day = str(datetime.now().day)
year = str(datetime.now().year)
hour = str(datetime.now().hour)
minute = str(datetime.now().minute)
second = str(datetime.now().second)
return '{0}-{1}-{2}_{3}-{4}-{5}'.format(month, day, year, hour, minute, second)

from string import join
if Linux:
if SuperComputing:
Heading = '/fslhome/trevdna/'
os.chdir('/fslhome/trevdna/compute/Models')
os.system('module load abaqus/6.14')
else:
Heading = '/fsc/trevdna/'
os.chdir(Heading + 'groups/researchtaj/scratch/ColumnModels_CohesiveZone/')
else: #Windows
Heading = 'J:/'
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FilePath = Heading + '/Scripts/'
if Linux:
guiCaps = 'GUI'
else:
guiCaps = 'gui'
jobs = []
def __removeDot(str1):
return join(str(str1).split('.'),'point')
###############
#Preprocessing#
###############
# Note: no multithreading for pre- or post-processing.
os.system('abaqus cae no%s=%sPreprocessing' %(guiCaps, FilePath))

#############
#Processing.#
#############
numModels = len(PrimaryParameterList) * len(SecondaryParameterList) * len(EmbedDepthsList)
if Linux:
maxCPUS = multiprocessing.cpu_count() * 1/2
else:
maxCPUS = multiprocessing.cpu_count()
maxProcesses = max(numModels, maxCPUS / 4)
def Processing(argsList):
PrimaryParameter = argsList[0]
Param1 = argsList[1]
SecondaryParameter = argsList[2]
Param2 = argsList[3]
eL = argsList[4]
ModelName = '%s%s_%s%s_eL%s' %(PrimaryParameter, __removeDot(Param1), SecondaryParameter,
__removeDot(Param2), __removeDot(eL))
print(ModelName + ' processing began at ' + __TimeStamp())
os.system("abaqus job=%s cpus=4 interactive ask_delete=OFF" %ModelName)
return
pool = multiprocessing.Pool(processes=maxProcesses)
args = []
for Param1 in PrimaryParameterList:
for Param2 in SecondaryParameterList:
for eL in EmbedDepthsList:
args += [[PrimaryParameter, Param1, SecondaryParameter, Param2, eL]]
pool.map(Processing, args)
#Note: There's no guarantee on which model file will run first. It seems to be whichever
process can hop to the front of the line first.
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################
#Postprocessing#
################
os.system('abaqus cae no%s=%sPostprocessing' %(guiCaps, FilePath))
print('Done!')
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########################
#Copy/paste from here...
Linux = 1
SuperComputing = 0
ModelType = 'CohesiveZone'
BaseplateType = 'Square' #BaseplateType Possibilities: 'Square', 'Rectangle', 'Reduced', 'None'
PrimaryParameter = 'BCs'
PrimaryParameterList = ['Bottom', 'Sides']
SecondaryParameter = 'MeshSize'
SecondaryParameterList = [0.5]
EmbedDepthsList = [1.5, 5.5, 9.5, 13.5, 17.5]
# EmbedDepthsList = [1.5]
#...to here
#
#######################
ScriptType = 'Preprocessing'
#######################
#Initialization tasks.#
#######################
if SuperComputing: assert Linux
global DataArray
import os
#Supercomputing Linux, normal Linux, or Windows.
if Linux:
if SuperComputing:
Heading = '/fslhome/trevdna/'
else:
Heading = '/fsc/trevdna/'
else:#Windows
Heading = 'J:/'
if SuperComputing:
os.chdir('/fslhome/trevdna/compute/Models')
else:
os.chdir(Heading + 'groups/researchtaj/scratch/ColumnModels_CohesiveZone/')
#Import functions
import csv
from string import join
from sys import path
from math import sqrt
path.append(Heading + 'Scripts/')
if ScriptType == 'Preprocessing':
from Scripts import Preprocessing
# pass
elif ScriptType == 'Postprocessing':
from Scripts import Postprocessing
else:
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raise TypeError('Unexpected Script Type.')
#Dictionary with part names and properties
PropertiesDict = {}
ShapesDatabase = Heading + 'Research/4-InputDatabases/ShapesDatabase_Custom.csv'
if SuperComputing: ShapesDatabase = Heading + 'InputDatabases/ShapesDatabase_Custom.csv'
with open(ShapesDatabase) as csvfile:
quoting = csv.QUOTE_NONNUMERIC
reader = csv.reader(csvfile)
for row in reader:
PropertiesDict[row[0]] = row[3], row[4], row[6], row[8], \
row[11], row[13], row[18], row[22]
'''0: bA - beam Area
1: db - beam depth
2: bf - Flange width
3: tw - Thickness of web
4: tf - thickness of flange
5: k(des) - smallest possible k value
6: Ix - Strong moment of inertia
7: Iy - Weak moment of inertia'''
WorkingDir = os.getcwd()
def __removeDot(str1):
return join(str(str1).split('.'),'point')
###########################################################################
#Create dictionary with needed information to import into Abaqus routines.#
###########################################################################
DataArray = {}
#Metadata
DataArray['ModelType'] = ModelType #Contact type
DataArray['TwoD_ThreeD'] = False #Does it taper to 2D from 3D?
DataArray['OneD_TwoD'] = False
DataArray['PrimaryParameter'] = PrimaryParameter
DataArray['SecondaryParameter'] = SecondaryParameter
DataArray['ColumnType'] = 'IBeam' #'IBeam', 'Rectangle', or 'Square'
# DataArray['CohesiveZone'] = False
#Setup Parameters (Default)
DataArray['StrongOrient'] = True
DataArray['BasePlate'] = True
def Define_ModelType_BasedData():
if DataArray['ModelType'] == 'Friction' or DataArray['ModelType'] == 'CohesiveZone':
DataArray['OnePartModel'] = False
elif DataArray['ModelType'] == 'RigidTie': #RigidTie, Tied, whatever I called it that day.
DataArray['OnePartModel'] = True
if DataArray['OnePartModel']:
DataArray['ColumnPart'], DataArray['FoundationPart'] = 'CombinedPart', 'CombinedPart'
else:
DataArray['ColumnPart'], DataArray['FoundationPart'] = 'Column', 'Foundation'
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if DataArray['ModelType'] == 'CohesiveZone':
DataArray['CohesiveZone'] = True
# DataArray['ColumnPart'], DataArray['FoundationPart'] = 'CombinedPart-CZ',
'CombinedPart-CZ'
else:
DataArray['CohesiveZone'] = False
Define_ModelType_BasedData()
DataArray['BlockoutConcrete'] = False
#File paths
outputFileFolder = Heading + 'Research/1-ThesisResearch/'
if SuperComputing: outputFileFolder = Heading + 'RawOutputFiles/'
DataArray['outputFile'] = '%s%s%s.csv' %(outputFileFolder,PrimaryParameter,SecondaryParameter)
###Column properties###
#Square/rectangular column properties
# DataArray['cX'] = 6.855
# DataArray['cY'] = 6.855
DataArray['StrongAxis'] = True
DataArray['ColumnName'] = 'W8X35'
def Define_ColumnName_BasedData():
global DataArray
DataArray['db'] = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][1])
DataArray['tw'] = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][3])
DataArray['bf'] = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][2])
DataArray['tf'] = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][4])
if DataArray['ColumnType'] == 'IBeam':
DataArray['Ix'] = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][6])
DataArray['Iy'] = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][7])
elif DataArray['ColumnType'] == 'Square' or DataArray['ColumnType'] == 'Rectangle':
DataArray['Ix'] = float(cX*cY**3/12)
DataArray['Iy'] = float(cY*cX**3/12)
k = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][5])
DataArray['fr'] = k - DataArray['tf']
db, tw, bf, tf = DataArray['db'], DataArray['tw'], DataArray['bf'], DataArray['tf']
DataArray['SA'] = db*tw+2*bf*tf-2*tf*tw #Surface Area / cross sectional area
Define_ColumnName_BasedData()
#Baseplate properties
baseWidth = 13.0
baseWidthX = baseWidth - 2.0
baseWidthY = baseWidth
baseDepth = 1.0
DataArray['BaseplateType'] = BaseplateType #BaseplateType Possibilities: 'Square', 'Rectangle',
'Reduced', 'None'
def Define_BaseplateType_BasedData(): #Also includes changes to baseplate dimensions based on
column size
global baseWidth, baseWidthX, baseWidthY
if DataArray['ColumnName'] == 'W14X176': #Patches for individual test cases, not a
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universal solution here.
baseWidth = 24.0
elif DataArray['ColumnName'] == 'W24X76':
assert BaseplateType == 'Rectangle'
# baseWidth = 39.0
baseWidthX = 20.0
baseWidthY = 34.0
else:
# DataArray['BaseplateType'] = BaseplateType
baseWidth = 13.0
baseWidthX = baseWidth - 2.0
baseWidthY = baseWidth
if DataArray['BaseplateType'] == 'Square':
DataArray['BasePlate'] = True
DataArray['baseWidthX'] = baseWidth
DataArray['baseWidthY'] = baseWidth
DataArray['baseDepth'] = baseDepth
elif DataArray['BaseplateType'] == 'Rectangle':
DataArray['BasePlate'] = True
DataArray['baseWidthX'] = baseWidthX
DataArray['baseWidthY'] = baseWidthY
DataArray['baseDepth'] = baseDepth
elif DataArray['BaseplateType'] == 'Reduced':
DataArray['BasePlate'] = True
DataArray['baseWidthX'] = DataArray['bf']
DataArray['baseWidthY'] = DataArray['db']
DataArray['baseDepth'] = baseDepth
elif DataArray['BaseplateType'] == 'None':
DataArray['BasePlate'] = False
# DataArray['baseWidthX'] = 0.0 #Should not be necessary
# DataArray['baseWidthY'] = 0.0 #Should not be necessary
DataArray['baseDepth'] = 0.0
if DataArray['BaseplateType'] <> 'None':
assert DataArray['baseWidthX'] >= DataArray['bf'] #Only valid in the case of
strong-axis bending, FYI.
assert DataArray['baseWidthY'] >= DataArray['db']
Define_BaseplateType_BasedData()
#Foundation properties
DataArray['mwX'] = 42 #Medium (foundation) width in x-direction
DataArray['mwY'] = 42 #Medium (foundation) width in y-direction
DataArray['BCs'] = 'Bottom'
# DataArray['blockoutSize'] = 17.0
#Column lengths
DataArray['pL'] = 80.25 #Protruding
DataArray['eL'] = 5.5 #Embedded
def Define_eL_BasedData():
global DataArray
DataArray['cL'] = DataArray['eL'] + DataArray['pL'] #Column length: embedded + protruding
DataArray['cmd'] = 12.0 + DataArray['eL'] + DataArray['baseDepth'] + 1.5 #Default: 20.0
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Define_eL_BasedData()
#Moduli and PRs; concrete strength
DataArray['EmbeddedSteelMod']
= 29000000.0
DataArray['NormalConcreteMod'] = 3500000.0
DataArray['SteelPr'] = 0.27 #Poisson's ratio, for steel
DataArray['ConcretePr'] = 0.15 #pr for concrete
DataArray['CohesiveMod'] = 5E4 #The pseudomodulus that is used in the cohesive zone material.
DataArray['CohesiveDepth'] = 0.01
DataArray['offsetVal'] = DataArray['CohesiveDepth']
def Define_EmbeddedSteelMod_BasedData():
global DataArray
DataArray['ProtrudingSteelMod'] = DataArray['EmbeddedSteelMod']
Define_EmbeddedSteelMod_BasedData()
def Define_NormalConcreteMod_BasedData():
global DataArray
DataArray['BadConcreteMod'] = DataArray['NormalConcreteMod']
DataArray['GroutMod'] = DataArray['NormalConcreteMod']
strength = (float(DataArray['NormalConcreteMod'])/57000)**2 #For reference
Define_NormalConcreteMod_BasedData()
#Load and friction values
# DataArray['DistLoad'] = True #Is this functioning as a distributed load (as opposed to a
point load)?
def Define_DistLoad_BasedData():
global DataArray
DataArray['DistLoad'] = not DataArray['StrongAxis'] #Is this functioning as a distributed
load (as opposed to a point load)?
Define_DistLoad_BasedData()
DataArray['load'] = 1000 #Pounds
DataArray['AxialLoad'] = 0 #Pounds
DataArray['NoFriction'] = False
DataArray['Friction'] = 0.50
DataArray['NoSeparation'] = False
#Mesh sizes
DataArray['MeshSize'] = 0.5
DataArray['UniformMesh'] = True
DataArray['SquareMesh'] = True
DataArray['QuadMesh'] = False
################################
#Run the bloody script already!#
################################
#Loops
#Note: All the assertion lines in here are to make sure you don't try to vary two parameters
together that would result in bugs if you run them together.
#If you really want to run them together, code it yourself, and double (triple) check the code
actually behaves like you are expecting.
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for Param1 in PrimaryParameterList:
DataArray['Param1'] = Param1
DataArray[PrimaryParameter] = Param1
for Param2 in SecondaryParameterList:
DataArray['Param2'] = Param2
DataArray[SecondaryParameter] = Param2
for eL in EmbedDepthsList:
DataArray['eL'] = eL
######Update properties that are based on variables that may have changed.#######
if 'ColumnName' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]:
assert DataArray['ColumnType'] == 'IBeam'
Define_ColumnName_BasedData()
if 'EmbeddedSteelMod' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]:
Define_EmbeddedSteelMod_BasedData()
if 'NormalConcreteMod' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]:
Define_NormalConcreteMod_BasedData()
if 'OnePartModel' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]:
Define_ModelType_BasedData()
if 'ModelType' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]: Define_ModelType_BasedData
()
if 'StrongAxis' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]: Define_DistLoad_BasedData
()
if 'BaseplateType' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter] or 'ColumnName' in [
PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]:
# assert 'ColumnName' not in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]
Define_BaseplateType_BasedData()
if 'baseDepth' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]: #Patch: baseDepth
should be redefined to prevent it from being overwritten by the default baseDepth
if DataArray['BasePlate'] <> False:
if PrimaryParameter == 'baseDepth': DataArray['baseDepth'] = Param1
elif SecondaryParameter == 'baseDepth': DataArray['baseDepth'] = Param2
if DataArray['ColumnType'] == 'Square' or DataArray['ColumnType'] == 'Rectangle':
assert DataArray['StrongAxis'] == True
if 'StrongOrient' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]: DataArray['DistLoad'] =
not DataArray['StrongAxis'] #Is this functioning as a distributed load (as opposed
to a point load)?
Define_eL_BasedData() #This goes after BaseplateType because BaseplateType affects
baseDepth, which in turn affects cmd, which is in eL_BasedData
#Model Name - depends on Param1, Param2, and eL.
ModelName = '%s%s_%s%s_eL%s' %(PrimaryParameter, __removeDot(Param1),
SecondaryParameter, __removeDot(Param2), __removeDot(eL))
#Other metadata that depends on ModelName.
DataArray['ModelName'] = ModelName
DataArray['mdbFileName'] = WorkingDir + '/' + ModelName
DataArray['odbFileName'] = WorkingDir + '/' + ModelName + '.odb'
print(DataArray)
######Run the script, already!#########
if ScriptType == 'Preprocessing':
# from Scripts import Preprocessing
Preprocessing(DataArray)
elif ScriptType == 'Postprocessing':
# from Scripts import Postprocessing
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Postprocessing(DataArray)
else:
raise TypeError('Unexpected Script Type.')
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########################
#Copy/paste from here...
Linux = 1
SuperComputing = 0
ModelType = 'CohesiveZone'
BaseplateType = 'Square' #BaseplateType Possibilities: 'Square', 'Rectangle', 'Reduced', 'None'
PrimaryParameter = 'BCs'
PrimaryParameterList = ['Bottom', 'Sides']
SecondaryParameter = 'MeshSize'
SecondaryParameterList = [0.5]
EmbedDepthsList = [1.5, 5.5, 9.5, 13.5, 17.5]
# EmbedDepthsList = [1.5]
#...to here
#
#######################
ScriptType = 'Postprocessing'
#######################
#Initialization tasks.#
#######################
if SuperComputing: assert Linux
global DataArray
import os
#Supercomputing Linux, normal Linux, or Windows.
if Linux:
if SuperComputing:
Heading = '/fslhome/trevdna/'
else:
Heading = '/fsc/trevdna/'
else:#Windows
Heading = 'J:/'
if SuperComputing:
os.chdir('/fslhome/trevdna/compute/Models')
else:
os.chdir(Heading + 'groups/researchtaj/scratch/ColumnModels_CohesiveZone/')
#Import functions
import csv
from string import join
from sys import path
from math import sqrt
path.append(Heading + 'Scripts/')
if ScriptType == 'Preprocessing':
from Scripts import Preprocessing
# pass
elif ScriptType == 'Postprocessing':
from Scripts import Postprocessing
else:
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raise TypeError('Unexpected Script Type.')
#Dictionary with part names and properties
PropertiesDict = {}
ShapesDatabase = Heading + 'Research/4-InputDatabases/ShapesDatabase_Custom.csv'
if SuperComputing: ShapesDatabase = Heading + 'InputDatabases/ShapesDatabase_Custom.csv'
with open(ShapesDatabase) as csvfile:
quoting = csv.QUOTE_NONNUMERIC
reader = csv.reader(csvfile)
for row in reader:
PropertiesDict[row[0]] = row[3], row[4], row[6], row[8], \
row[11], row[13], row[18], row[22]
'''0: bA - beam Area
1: db - beam depth
2: bf - Flange width
3: tw - Thickness of web
4: tf - thickness of flange
5: k(des) - smallest possible k value
6: Ix - Strong moment of inertia
7: Iy - Weak moment of inertia'''
WorkingDir = os.getcwd()
def __removeDot(str1):
return join(str(str1).split('.'),'point')
###########################################################################
#Create dictionary with needed information to import into Abaqus routines.#
###########################################################################
DataArray = {}
#Metadata
DataArray['ModelType'] = ModelType #Contact type
DataArray['TwoD_ThreeD'] = False #Does it taper to 2D from 3D?
DataArray['OneD_TwoD'] = False
DataArray['PrimaryParameter'] = PrimaryParameter
DataArray['SecondaryParameter'] = SecondaryParameter
DataArray['ColumnType'] = 'IBeam' #'IBeam', 'Rectangle', or 'Square'
# DataArray['CohesiveZone'] = False
#Setup Parameters (Default)
DataArray['StrongOrient'] = True
DataArray['BasePlate'] = True
def Define_ModelType_BasedData():
if DataArray['ModelType'] == 'Friction' or DataArray['ModelType'] == 'CohesiveZone':
DataArray['OnePartModel'] = False
elif DataArray['ModelType'] == 'RigidTie': #RigidTie, Tied, whatever I called it that day.
DataArray['OnePartModel'] = True
if DataArray['OnePartModel']:
DataArray['ColumnPart'], DataArray['FoundationPart'] = 'CombinedPart', 'CombinedPart'
else:
DataArray['ColumnPart'], DataArray['FoundationPart'] = 'Column', 'Foundation'
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if DataArray['ModelType'] == 'CohesiveZone':
DataArray['CohesiveZone'] = True
DataArray['ColumnPart'], DataArray['FoundationPart'] = 'CombinedPart-CZ',
'CombinedPart-CZ'
else:
DataArray['CohesiveZone'] = False
Define_ModelType_BasedData()
DataArray['BlockoutConcrete'] = False
#File paths
outputFileFolder = Heading + 'Research/1-ThesisResearch/'
if SuperComputing: outputFileFolder = Heading + 'RawOutputFiles/'
DataArray['outputFile'] = '%s%s%s.csv' %(outputFileFolder,PrimaryParameter,SecondaryParameter)
#Column properties
#Square/rectangular column properties
DataArray['cX'] = 6.855
DataArray['cY'] = 6.855
DataArray['StrongAxis'] = True
DataArray['ColumnName'] = 'W8X35'
def Define_ColumnName_BasedData():
global DataArray
DataArray['db'] = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][1])
DataArray['tw'] = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][3])
DataArray['bf'] = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][2])
DataArray['tf'] = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][4])
if DataArray['ColumnType'] == 'IBeam':
DataArray['Ix'] = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][6])
DataArray['Iy'] = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][7])
elif DataArray['ColumnType'] == 'Square' or DataArray['ColumnType'] == 'Rectangle':
DataArray['Ix'] = float(cX*cY**3/12)
DataArray['Iy'] = float(cY*cX**3/12)
k = float(PropertiesDict[DataArray['ColumnName']][5])
DataArray['fr'] = k - DataArray['tf']
db, tw, bf, tf = DataArray['db'], DataArray['tw'], DataArray['bf'], DataArray['tf']
DataArray['SA'] = db*tw+2*bf*tf-2*tf*tw #Surface Area / cross sectional area
Define_ColumnName_BasedData()
#Baseplate properties
baseWidth = 13.0
baseWidthX = baseWidth - 2.0
baseWidthY = baseWidth
baseDepth = 1.0
DataArray['BaseplateType'] = BaseplateType #BaseplateType Possibilities: 'Square', 'Rectangle',
'Reduced', 'None'
def Define_BaseplateType_BasedData(): #Also includes changes to baseplate dimensions based on
column size
global baseWidth, baseWidthX, baseWidthY
if DataArray['ColumnName'] == 'W14X176': #Patches for individual test cases, not a
universal solution here.
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baseWidth = 24.0
elif DataArray['ColumnName'] == 'W24X76':
assert BaseplateType == 'Rectangle'
# baseWidth = 39.0
baseWidthX = 20.0
baseWidthY = 34.0
else:
# DataArray['BaseplateType'] = BaseplateType
baseWidth = 13.0
baseWidthX = baseWidth - 2.0
baseWidthY = baseWidth
if DataArray['BaseplateType'] == 'Square':
DataArray['BasePlate'] = True
DataArray['baseWidthX'] = baseWidth
DataArray['baseWidthY'] = baseWidth
DataArray['baseDepth'] = baseDepth
elif DataArray['BaseplateType'] == 'Rectangle':
DataArray['BasePlate'] = True
DataArray['baseWidthX'] = baseWidthX
DataArray['baseWidthY'] = baseWidthY
DataArray['baseDepth'] = baseDepth
elif DataArray['BaseplateType'] == 'Reduced':
DataArray['BasePlate'] = True
DataArray['baseWidthX'] = DataArray['bf']
DataArray['baseWidthY'] = DataArray['db']
DataArray['baseDepth'] = baseDepth
elif DataArray['BaseplateType'] == 'None':
DataArray['BasePlate'] = False
# DataArray['baseWidthX'] = 0.0 #Should not be necessary
# DataArray['baseWidthY'] = 0.0 #Should not be necessary
DataArray['baseDepth'] = 0.0
if DataArray['BaseplateType'] <> 'None':
assert DataArray['baseWidthX'] >= DataArray['bf'] #Only valid in the case of
strong-axis bending, FYI.
assert DataArray['baseWidthY'] >= DataArray['db']
Define_BaseplateType_BasedData()
#Foundation properties
DataArray['mwX'] = 42 #Medium (foundation) width in x-direction
DataArray['mwY'] = 42 #Medium (foundation) width in y-direction
DataArray['BCs'] = 'Bottom'
# DataArray['blockoutSize'] = 17.0
#Column lengths
DataArray['pL'] = 80.25 #Protruding
DataArray['eL'] = 5.5 #Embedded
def Define_eL_BasedData():
global DataArray
DataArray['cL'] = DataArray['eL'] + DataArray['pL'] #Column length: embedded + protruding
DataArray['cmd'] = 12.0 + DataArray['eL'] + DataArray['baseDepth'] + 1.5 #Default: 20.0
Define_eL_BasedData()
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#Moduli and PRs; concrete strength
DataArray['EmbeddedSteelMod']
= 29000000.0
DataArray['NormalConcreteMod'] = 3500000.0
DataArray['SteelPr'] = 0.27 #Poisson's ratio, for steel
DataArray['ConcretePr'] = 0.15 #pr for concrete
DataArray['CohesiveMod'] = 5E4 #The pseudomodulus that is used in the cohesive zone material.
DataArray['CohesiveDepth'] = 0.01
def Define_EmbeddedSteelMod_BasedData():
global DataArray
DataArray['ProtrudingSteelMod'] = DataArray['EmbeddedSteelMod']
Define_EmbeddedSteelMod_BasedData()
def Define_NormalConcreteMod_BasedData():
global DataArray
DataArray['BadConcreteMod'] = DataArray['NormalConcreteMod']
DataArray['GroutMod'] = DataArray['NormalConcreteMod']
strength = (float(DataArray['NormalConcreteMod'])/57000)**2 #For reference
Define_NormalConcreteMod_BasedData()
#Load and friction values
# DataArray['DistLoad'] = True #Is this functioning as a distributed load (as opposed to a
point load)?
DataArray['DistLoad'] = not DataArray['StrongAxis'] #Is this functioning as a distributed load
(as opposed to a point load)?
DataArray['load'] = 1000 #Pounds
DataArray['AxialLoad'] = 0 #Pounds
DataArray['NoFriction'] = False
DataArray['Friction'] = 0.50
DataArray['NoSeparation'] = False
#Mesh sizes
DataArray['MeshSize'] = 0.5
DataArray['UniformMesh'] = True
DataArray['SquareMesh'] = True
DataArray['QuadMesh'] = False
################################
#Run the bloody script already!#
################################
#Loops
#Note: All the assertion lines in here are to make sure you don't try to vary two parameters
together that would result in bugs if you run them together.
#If you really want to run them together, code it yourself, and double (triple) check the code
actually behaves like you are expecting.
for Param1 in PrimaryParameterList:
DataArray['Param1'] = Param1
DataArray[PrimaryParameter] = Param1
for Param2 in SecondaryParameterList:
DataArray['Param2'] = Param2
DataArray[SecondaryParameter] = Param2
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for eL in EmbedDepthsList:
DataArray['eL'] = eL
######Update properties that are based on variables that may have changed.#######
if 'ColumnName' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]:
assert DataArray['ColumnType'] == 'IBeam'
Define_ColumnName_BasedData()
if 'EmbeddedSteelMod' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]:
Define_EmbeddedSteelMod_BasedData()
if 'NormalConcreteMod' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]:
Define_NormalConcreteMod_BasedData()
if 'OnePartModel' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]:
Define_ModelType_BasedData()
if 'ModelType' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]: Define_ModelType_BasedData
()
if 'BaseplateType' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter] or 'ColumnName' in [
PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]:
# assert 'ColumnName' not in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]
Define_BaseplateType_BasedData()
if 'baseDepth' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]: #Patch: baseDepth
should be redefined to prevent it from being overwritten by the default baseDepth
if DataArray['BasePlate'] <> False:
if PrimaryParameter == 'baseDepth': DataArray['baseDepth'] = Param1
elif SecondaryParameter == 'baseDepth': DataArray['baseDepth'] = Param2
if DataArray['ColumnType'] == 'Square' or DataArray['ColumnType'] == 'Rectangle':
assert DataArray['StrongAxis'] == True
if 'StrongOrient' in [PrimaryParameter, SecondaryParameter]: DataArray['DistLoad'] =
not DataArray['StrongAxis'] #Is this functioning as a distributed load (as opposed
to a point load)?
Define_eL_BasedData() #This goes after BaseplateType because BaseplateType affects
baseDepth, which in turn affects cmd, which is in eL_BasedData
#Model Name - depends on Param1, Param2, and eL.
ModelName = '%s%s_%s%s_eL%s' %(PrimaryParameter, __removeDot(Param1),
SecondaryParameter, __removeDot(Param2), __removeDot(eL))
#Other metadata that depends on ModelName.
DataArray['ModelName'] = ModelName
DataArray['mdbFileName'] = WorkingDir + '/' + ModelName
DataArray['odbFileName'] = WorkingDir + '/' + ModelName + '.odb'
print(DataArray)
######Run the script, already!#########
if ScriptType == 'Preprocessing':
# from Scripts import Preprocessing
Preprocessing(DataArray)
elif ScriptType == 'Postprocessing':
# from Scripts import Postprocessing
Postprocessing(DataArray)
else:
raise TypeError('Unexpected Script Type.')
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##############################################
#Import lines and other initialization tasks.#
##############################################
from abaqus import *
from abaqusConstants import *
import __main__
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

section
regionToolset
displayGroupMdbToolset as dgm
part
material
assembly
step
interaction
load
mesh
job
sketch
visualization
xyPlot
displayGroupOdbToolset as dgo
connectorBehavior

import os
from linecache import getline
from math import sqrt
# from datetime import datetime
session.journalOptions.setValues(replayGeometry=COORDINATE, recoverGeometry=COORDINATE)
###########################################################################################
#After this point is the subroutines that feed into the pre- and post-processing routines.#
###########################################################################################
def __TimeStamp():
global TimeStamp
from datetime import datetime
month = str(datetime.now().month)
day = str(datetime.now().day)
year = str(datetime.now().year)
hour = str(datetime.now().hour)
minute = str(datetime.now().minute)
second = str(datetime.now().second)
return '{0}-{1}-{2}_{3}-{4}-{5}'.format(month, day, year, hour, minute, second)
def __openwrite(outputFile):
with open(outputFile, 'a') as f:
f.write('%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,\n' %('Model Name', 'Primary Parameter',
'Primary Value', \
'Secondary Parameter', 'Secondary Value', 'Embedment Length', 'Column Shape',
'Total Displacement', 'Connection Stiffness', \
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'Connection Rotational Stiffness', 'Timestamp'))
def __filter(largeGroup, filteredGroup):
return filter(lambda x: x not in filteredGroup, largeGroup)
def CreateModel():
#Model creation
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
print(ModelName)
mdb.Model(name=ModelName, modelType=STANDARD_EXPLICIT)
def CreateAndCheckOutputFile():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
if os.path.exists(outputFile) == False:
__openwrite(outputFile)
else:
try:
with open(outputFile, 'a') as f:
f.write('')
except IOError:
outputFile = outputFile[0:-4] + '(2).csv'
if os.path.exists(outputFile) == False:
__openwrite(outputFile)
else:
try:
with open(outputFile, 'a') as f:
f.write('')
except IOError:
raise IOError
def ColumnCreation():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
s = mdb.models[ModelName].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__',
sheetSize=200.0)
g, v, d, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints
s.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
if ColumnType == 'IBeam' and StrongAxis == True:
s.rectangle(point1=(0, (-db / 2) + tf), point2=((tw / 2),(db / 2) - tf))
s.rectangle(point1=(0, -db/2), point2=(bf/2, -db/2 + tf))
s.rectangle(point1=(0, db/2 - tf), point2=(bf/2, db/2))
s.autoTrimCurve(curve1=g.findAt((bf / 2 - 0.001, -db/2 + tf)), point1=(0.001, -db/2 + tf
))
s.autoTrimCurve(curve1=g.findAt((0.001, -db/2 + tf)), point1=(0.001, -db/2 + tf))
s.autoTrimCurve(curve1=g.findAt((bf / 2 - 0.001, db/2 - tf)), point1=(0.001, db/2 - tf))
s.autoTrimCurve(curve1=g.findAt((0.001, db/2 - tf)), point1=(0.001, db/2 - tf))
elif ColumnType == 'IBeam' and StrongAxis == False:
s.rectangle(point1=(0, tw/2), point2=(db/2 - tf, -tw/2))
s.rectangle(point1=(db/2-tf, bf/2), point2=(db/2, -bf/2))
s.autoTrimCurve(curve1=g.findAt((db/2 - tf, 0.0)), point1=((db/2 - tf, 0.0)))
s.autoTrimCurve(curve1=g.findAt((db/2 - tf, 0.0)), point1=((db/2 - tf, 0.0)))
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p = mdb.models[ModelName].Part(name='Column', dimensionality=THREE_D,
type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Column']
p.BaseSolidExtrude(sketch=s, depth=cL)
mdb.models[ModelName].sketches.changeKey(fromName='__profile__',
toName='ColumnSketch')
s.unsetPrimaryObject()
#Column Part Division
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Column']
DatumPointID=p.DatumPointByCoordinate(coords=(0.0, 0.0, eL)).id
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Column']
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.findAt(((0.0, 0.0, 0.0), ))
e1, v2, d2 = p.edges, p.vertices, p.datums
if ColumnType == 'IBeam':
if StrongAxis == True:
coord = (0.0, db / 2, eL)
elif StrongAxis == False:
coord = (0.0, tw/2, eL)
p.PartitionCellByPlanePointNormal(point=d2[DatumPointID], normal=e1.findAt(coordinates=coord
), cells=pickedCells)
#Add baseplate
if DataArray['BasePlate']== True:
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Column']
f, e = p.faces, p.edges
if ColumnType == 'IBeam':
if StrongAxis:
coord1 = (tw/4, -db/4, 0.0)
coord2 = (tw/2, 0.0, 0.0)
else:
coord1 = (db/2-tf/2, -bf/2, 0.0)
coord2 = (db/2, 0.0, 0.0)
t = p.MakeSketchTransform(sketchPlane=f.findAt(coordinates=coord1), sketchUpEdge=e.
findAt(coordinates=coord2),
sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1, sketchOrientation=RIGHT, origin=(0.0, 0.0, 0.0))
s = mdb.models[ModelName].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__',
sheetSize=22.62, gridSpacing=0.56, transform=t)
g, v, d, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints
s.setPrimaryObject(option=SUPERIMPOSE)
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Column']
p.projectReferencesOntoSketch(sketch=s, filter=COPLANAR_EDGES)
s.rectangle(point1=(0, -baseWidthY / 2), point2=(baseWidthX / 2, baseWidthY / 2))
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Column']
f1, e1 = p.faces, p.edges
p.SolidExtrude(sketchPlane=f1.findAt(coordinates=coord1),
sketchUpEdge=e1.findAt(coordinates=coord2),
sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1, sketchOrientation=RIGHT, sketch=s, depth=baseDepth,
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flipExtrudeDirection=OFF)
mdb.models[ModelName].sketches.changeKey(fromName='__profile__',
toName='BaseplateSketch')
s.unsetPrimaryObject()
def DivideColumn():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Column']
c = p.cells
f = p.faces
if StrongAxis:
#Dividing the top-down face into rectangular cells
pickedCells = c[:]#Select all cells
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(bf/2 - (bf/2-tw/2)/2, db/2
- tf, pL/2)), cells=pickedCells) #pL/2 will have to be reduced when converting to a
beam with shell elements
pickedCells = c[:]#Reselect all cells
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(bf/2 - (bf/2-tw/2)/2, -db/2
+ tf, pL/2)), cells=pickedCells)
else:
pickedCells = c[:]#Select all cells
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(db/2-tf, tw/2 +(bf/2-tw/2)/
2, pL/2)), cells=pickedCells)
#Divisions with baseplate involved
if BasePlate == True:
if StrongAxis:
if baseWidthX > bf:
pickedCells = c[:]
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(bf/2, db/2 - tf/2,
cmd-eL/2)), cells=pickedCells)
elif not StrongAxis:
if baseWidthX > db:
pickedCells = c[:]
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(db/2-tf/2, bf/2,
cmd-eL/2)), cells=pickedCells)
pickedCells = c[:]
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(db/2-tf/2, -bf/2,
cmd-eL/2)), cells=pickedCells)
pickedCells = c[:]
if StrongAxis:
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(baseWidthX/4, 0,0)),
cells=pickedCells)
elif not StrongAxis:
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(0.001, baseWidthY/4,0
)), cells=pickedCells)
def CreateSet():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
#Partition the top edge of the middle of the column
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Column']
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e = p.edges
pickedEdges = e.findAt(((0.0, 0.0, cL), ))
p.PartitionEdgeByParam(edges=pickedEdges, parameter=0.5)
#Create set for strong applied load
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Column']
v = p.vertices
verts = v.findAt(((0.0, 0.0, cL), ))
p.Set(vertices=verts, name='Set-1')
def SketchFoundation():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
#Continuum Part Creation
s = mdb.models[ModelName].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__',
sheetSize=200.0)
g, v, d, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints
s.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
s.rectangle(point1=(0, - mwY / 2), point2=(mwX / 2, mwY / 2))
p = mdb.models[ModelName].Part(name='Foundation', dimensionality=THREE_D,
type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Foundation']
p.BaseSolidExtrude(sketch=s, depth=cmd)
s.unsetPrimaryObject()
del mdb.models[ModelName].sketches['__profile__']
#Cut hole for column.
f, e = p.faces, p.edges
t = p.MakeSketchTransform(sketchPlane=f.findAt(coordinates=(0.0, 0.0,
cmd)), sketchUpEdge=e.findAt(coordinates=(mwX/2, 0.0, cmd)),
sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1, sketchOrientation=RIGHT, origin=(0.0, 0.0,
cmd))
s1 = mdb.models[ModelName].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__',
sheetSize=27.71, gridSpacing=0.69, transform=t)
g, v, d, c = s1.geometry, s1.vertices, s1.dimensions, s1.constraints
s1.setPrimaryObject(option=SUPERIMPOSE)
p.projectReferencesOntoSketch(sketch=s1, filter=COPLANAR_EDGES)
s1.retrieveSketch(sketch=mdb.models[ModelName].sketches['ColumnSketch'])
f1, e1 = p.faces, p.edges
p.CutExtrude(sketchPlane=f1.findAt(coordinates=(0.0, 0.0, cmd)),
sketchUpEdge=e1.findAt(coordinates=(mwX/2, 0.0, cmd)),
sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1, sketchOrientation=RIGHT, sketch=s1, depth=eL,
flipExtrudeDirection=OFF)
s1.unsetPrimaryObject()
del mdb.models[ModelName].sketches['__profile__']
#Cut hole for baseplate.
if BasePlate == True:
f, e = p.faces, p.edges
if ColumnType == 'IBeam':
if StrongAxis:
coord = (tw / 10, -db / 10, cmd- eL)
elif not StrongAxis:
coord = (db / 10, 0.0, cmd- eL)
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t = p.MakeSketchTransform(sketchPlane=f.findAt(coordinates=coord),
sketchUpEdge=e.findAt(coordinates=(0.0, 0.0, cmd - eL)),
sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1, sketchOrientation=RIGHT, origin=(0.0, 0.0,
cmd - eL))
s1 = mdb.models[ModelName].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__',
sheetSize=27.71, gridSpacing=0.69, transform=t)
g, v, d, c = s1.geometry, s1.vertices, s1.dimensions, s1.constraints
s1.setPrimaryObject(option=SUPERIMPOSE)
p.projectReferencesOntoSketch(sketch=s1, filter=COPLANAR_EDGES)
s1.rectangle(point1=(0, -baseWidthY / 2), point2=(baseWidthX / 2, baseWidthY / 2))
f1, e1 = p.faces, p.edges
p.CutExtrude(sketchPlane=f1.findAt(coordinates=coord),
sketchUpEdge=e1.findAt(coordinates=(0.0, 0.0, cmd - eL)),
sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1, sketchOrientation=RIGHT, sketch=s1, depth=baseDepth,
flipExtrudeDirection=OFF)
s1.unsetPrimaryObject()
del mdb.models[ModelName].sketches['__profile__']
def DivideFoundation():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Foundation']
c = p.cells
f = p.faces
coh = offsetVal
#Dividing the top-down face into rectangular cells
if StrongAxis:
pickedCells = c[:]#Select all cells
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(bf/2, db/2 - tf/2, cmd-eL/2
)), cells=pickedCells)
pickedCells = c[:]#Reselect all cells
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(bf/2 - (bf/2-tw/2)/2, db/2
- tf, cmd - eL/2)), cells=pickedCells)
pickedCells = c[:]
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(bf/2 - (bf/2-tw/2)/2, -db/2
+ tf, cmd - eL/2)), cells=pickedCells)
elif not StrongAxis:
pickedCells = c[:]
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(db/2 - tf, tw/2 + 0.001,
cmd - eL/2)), cells=pickedCells)
pickedCells = c[:]
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(db/2-tf/2, bf/2 , cmd-eL/2
)), cells=pickedCells)
pickedCells = c[:]
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(db/2-tf/2,-bf/2, cmd - eL/2
)), cells=pickedCells)
#Nothing below here needs to change for strong/weak axis bending
#Dividing the side-view face into rectangular cells
if BaseplateType == 'Square' or BaseplateType == 'Rectangle':
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(baseWidthX / 2 - 0.001, -6-
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baseWidthY / 2 + 0.001, cmd-eL)), cells=c[:])
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(baseWidthX/4, -baseWidthY/2
, cmd-eL-baseDepth/2)), cells=c[:])
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(baseWidthX/4, baseWidthY/2,
cmd-eL-baseDepth/2)), cells=c[:])
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates=(baseWidthX/4, 0, cmd-eLbaseDepth)), cells=c[:])
else: #This will work for either a reduced bp or none at all.
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt(coordinates = (bf/4, db/2 - tf/4, cmd-eL
-baseDepth)), cells=c[:])
if CohesiveZone:
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Foundation']
d = p.datums
f = p.faces
c = p.cells
#Create datum planes to partition cohesive zones
if StrongAxis:
topFlangeTopID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=XZPLANE, offset=db/2 +
offsetVal).id
topFlangeBotID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=XZPLANE, offset=db/2 tf - offsetVal).id
botFlangeTopID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=XZPLANE, offset=-db/2 +
tf + offsetVal).id
botFlangeBotID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=XZPLANE, offset=-db/2 offsetVal).id
webID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=YZPLANE, offset=tw/2 + offsetVal
).id
flangeEdgeID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=YZPLANE, offset=bf/2 +
offsetVal).id
#Create partitions
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt((bf/4, db/2, cmd-eL/2),), cells=c[:])
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt((bf/4, -db/2, cmd-eL/2),), cells=c
[:])
#Top flange top
pickedCells = c.findAt((bf/4, db/2 + offsetVal/2, cmd-eL/2),)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[topFlangeTopID], cells=pickedCells)
#Top flange bottom
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.findAt((bf/4, db/2 - tf - offsetVal/2, cmd-eL/2),)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[topFlangeBotID], cells=pickedCells)
#Bottom flange top
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.findAt((bf/4, -db/2 + tf + offsetVal/2, cmd-eL/2),)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[botFlangeTopID], cells=pickedCells)
#Bottom flange bottom
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.findAt((bf/4, -db/2 - offsetVal/2, cmd-eL/2),)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[botFlangeBotID], cells=pickedCells)
#Web
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.findAt((tw/2 + offsetVal/2,0.0, cmd-eL/2),)
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p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[webID], cells=pickedCells)
#Top flange edge
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.findAt((bf/2 + offsetVal/2, db/2 - tf/2, cmd-eL/2),)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[flangeEdgeID], cells=pickedCells)
#Bottom flange edge
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.findAt((bf/2 + offsetVal/2, -db/2 + tf/2, cmd-eL/2),)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[flangeEdgeID], cells=pickedCells)
#Corners
if BaseplateType <> 'Reduced' and BaseplateType <> 'None': #As it is, the corner
divisions are only cosmetic (until I can actually assign them cohesive elements and
properties). So, since the corners are giving me mesh problems for reduced
baseplate models, I'll take them out.
#Corners - sketch
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Foundation']
f, e, d = p.faces, p.edges, p.datums
t = p.MakeSketchTransform(sketchPlane=f.findAt((tw/2 + coh + 0.001, 0.0, cmd),),
sketchUpEdge=e.findAt((bf/2, 0.0, cmd),),
sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1, origin=(0.0, 0.0, cmd))
s = mdb.models[ModelName].ConstrainedSketch(
name='__profile__', sheetSize=23.96, gridSpacing=0.59, transform=t)
g, v, d1, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints
s.setPrimaryObject(option=SUPERIMPOSE)
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Foundation']
p.projectReferencesOntoSketch(sketch=s, filter=COPLANAR_EDGES)
s.rectangle(point1=(bf/2,
corner
s.rectangle(point1=(bf/2,
flange, bot corner
s.rectangle(point1=(bf/2,
#Bot flange, top corner
s.rectangle(point1=(bf/2,
bot corner

db/2), point2=(bf/2 + coh, db/2+coh))#Top flange, top
db/2 - tf), point2=(bf/2 + coh, db/2 - tf - coh))#Top
-db/2 + tf), point2=(bf/2 + coh, -db/2 + tf + coh))
-db/2), point2=(bf/2 + coh, -db/2 - coh))#Bot flange,

p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Foundation']
f = p.faces
pickedFaces = (f.findAt((bf/2 + coh, db/2 + coh, cmd),), f.findAt((bf/2 + coh,
0.0, cmd),), f.findAt((bf/2 + coh, -db/2 - coh, cmd),))
e1, d2 = p.edges, p.datums
p.PartitionFaceBySketch(sketchUpEdge=e1.findAt((bf/2, 0.0, cmd),), faces=
pickedFaces, sketch=s)
s.unsetPrimaryObject()
del mdb.models[ModelName].sketches['__profile__']
#Corners - division
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Foundation']
c = p.cells
e, d = p.edges, p.datums
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pickedCells1 = c.findAt((bf/2 + coh, db/2 + coh, cmd-eL/2),)
pickedEdges1 =(e.findAt((bf/2+coh, db/2+coh/2, cmd),), e.findAt((bf/2 + coh/2,
db/2+coh, cmd),)) #top flange top corner
p.PartitionCellByExtrudeEdge(line=e.findAt((bf/2, db/2, cmd-0.001),), cells=
pickedCells1, edges=pickedEdges1,
sense=FORWARD)
pickedCells2 = c.findAt((bf/2 + coh + 0.001, 0.0, cmd-eL/2),)
pickedEdges2 =(e.findAt((bf/2+coh, db/2-tf-coh/2, cmd),), e.findAt((bf/2+coh/2,
db/2-tf-coh, cmd),)) #top flange bot corner
p.PartitionCellByExtrudeEdge(line=e.findAt((bf/2, db/2-tf, cmd-0.001),), cells=
pickedCells2, edges=pickedEdges2,
sense=FORWARD)
pickedCells2 = c.findAt((bf/2 + coh + 0.001, 0.0, cmd-eL/2),)
pickedEdges3 = (e.findAt((bf/2+coh, -db/2+tf+coh/2, cmd),), e.findAt((bf/2+coh/2
, -db/2+tf+coh, cmd),)) #bot flange top
p.PartitionCellByExtrudeEdge(line=e.findAt((bf/2, -db/2+tf, cmd-0.001),), cells=
pickedCells2, edges=pickedEdges3,
sense=FORWARD)
c = p.cells
e, d = p.edges, p.datums
pickedCells3 = c.findAt((bf/2 + coh, -db/2 - coh, cmd-eL/2),)
pickedEdges4 = (e.findAt((bf/2+coh, -db/2-coh/2, cmd),), e.findAt((bf/2+coh/2, db/2-coh, cmd),)) #bot flange bot
p.PartitionCellByExtrudeEdge(line=e.findAt((bf/2, db/2, cmd-0.001),), cells=
pickedCells3, edges=pickedEdges4,
sense=FORWARD)
elif not StrongAxis:
webTopID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=XZPLANE, offset=tw/2 +
offsetVal).id
webBotID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=XZPLANE, offset=-tw/2 offsetVal).id
flangeLeftID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=YZPLANE, offset=db/2 - tf
- offsetVal).id
flangeRightID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=YZPLANE, offset=db/2 +
offsetVal).id
flangeTopID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=XZPLANE, offset=bf/2 +
offsetVal).id
flangeBotID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=XZPLANE, offset=-bf/2 offsetVal).id
#Create partitions
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt((db/2, 0.0, cmd-eL/2),), cells=c[:])
#Web top
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.findAt((db/4, tw/2 + coh, cmd-eL/2),)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[webTopID], cells=pickedCells)
#Web bot
c = p.cells
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pickedCells = c.findAt((db/4, -tw/2 - coh, cmd-eL/2),)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[webBotID], cells=pickedCells)
#Flange Left
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.findAt((db/2 - tf - coh, tw/2 + coh + 0.001, cmd-eL/2), )
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[flangeLeftID], cells=pickedCells)
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.findAt((db/2 - tf - coh, -tw/2 - coh - 0.001, cmd-eL/2), )
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[flangeLeftID], cells=pickedCells)
#Flange Right
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.findAt((db/2 + coh, 0.0 , cmd-eL/2),)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[flangeRightID], cells=pickedCells)
#Flange Top
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.findAt((db/2 - tf/2, bf/2 + coh , cmd-eL/2),)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[flangeTopID], cells=pickedCells)
#Flange Bot
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.findAt((db/2 - tf/2, -bf/2 - coh , cmd-eL/2),)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[flangeBotID], cells=pickedCells)
if BasePlate: #Create divisions for the cohesive zone around the baseplate.
baseplateBotID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=XYPLANE, offset = cmd eL - baseDepth - offsetVal).id
baseplateTopID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=XYPLANE, offset = cmd eL + offsetVal).id
baseplateUpID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=XZPLANE, offset =
baseWidthY / 2 + offsetVal).id
baseplateDownID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=XZPLANE, offset = baseWidthY / 2 - offsetVal).id
baseplateSideID = p.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(principalPlane=YZPLANE, offset =
baseWidthX / 2 + offsetVal).id
d = p.datums
f = p.faces
c = p.cells
if BaseplateType == 'Square' or BaseplateType == 'Rectangle':
p.PartitionCellByExtendFace(extendFace=f.findAt((baseWidthX/2, 0.0, cmd-eL baseDepth/2),), cells=c[:])
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.getByBoundingBox(zMax = cmd - eL - baseDepth, xMax = baseWidthX / 2,
yMin = -baseWidthY / 2, yMax = baseWidthY / 2)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[baseplateBotID], cells=pickedCells)
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.getByBoundingBox(zMin = cmd - eL, xMax = baseWidthX / 2, yMin = baseWidthY / 2, yMax = baseWidthY / 2)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[baseplateTopID], cells=pickedCells)
if BaseplateType == 'Square' or BaseplateType == 'Rectangle':
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.getByBoundingBox(xMax = baseWidthX / 2, yMin = baseWidthY / 2,
zMin = cmd - eL - baseDepth, zMax = cmd - eL)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[baseplateUpID], cells=pickedCells)
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c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.getByBoundingBox(xMax = baseWidthX / 2, yMax = -baseWidthY / 2,
zMin = cmd - eL - baseDepth, zMax = cmd - eL)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[baseplateDownID], cells=pickedCells)
c = p.cells
pickedCells = c.getByBoundingBox(xMin = baseWidthX / 2, yMin = -baseWidthY / 2,
yMax = baseWidthY / 2, zMin = cmd - eL - baseDepth, zMax = cmd - eL)
p.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(datumPlane=d[baseplateSideID], cells=pickedCells)
else:
pass #Create divisions for the cohesive zone around the bottom of the column
def CreateMaterials_DefineSections():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
m = mdb.models[ModelName]
m.Material(name='EmbeddedSteel')
m.materials['EmbeddedSteel'].Elastic(table=((
EmbeddedSteelMod, SteelPr), ))
m.Material(name='Foundation')
m.materials['Foundation'].Elastic(table=((
NormalConcreteMod, ConcretePr), ))
m.Material(name='ProtrudingSteel')
m.materials['ProtrudingSteel'].Elastic(table=((
ProtrudingSteelMod, SteelPr), ))
if CohesiveZone:
m.Material(name='Cohesive')
m.materials['Cohesive'].Elastic(type=TRACTION, table=((CohesiveMod, CohesiveMod/2,
CohesiveMod/2), ))
# Create material section definitions.
m.HomogeneousSolidSection(name='EmbeddedSteel',
material='EmbeddedSteel', thickness=None)
m.HomogeneousSolidSection(name='Foundation',
material='Foundation', thickness=None)
m.HomogeneousSolidSection(name='ProtrudingSteel',
material='ProtrudingSteel', thickness=None)
if CohesiveZone:
m.CohesiveSection(name='Cohesive', material='Cohesive', response=TRACTION_SEPARATION,
outOfPlaneThickness=None)
def SectionAssign_OneMaterial():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
#All concrete is one modulus; all steel is another.
coh = offsetVal
#Protruding Column
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Column']
c = p.cells
cells = c[:]
region = regionToolset.Region(cells=cells)
p.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName='ProtrudingSteel', offset=0.0,
offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, offsetField='',
-11-
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thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)
#Foundation
#Cohesive zone cells, if needed
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Foundation']
c = p.cells
if CohesiveZone == True:#Assign the cohesive zone section to those areas that are in the
cohesive zone.
if StrongAxis:
cells1 = c.findAt(((bf/4, db/2 + offsetVal/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells2 = c.findAt(((bf/4, db/2 - tf - offsetVal/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells3 = c.findAt(((bf/4, -db/2 + tf + offsetVal/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells4 = c.findAt(((bf/4, -db/2 - offsetVal/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells5 = c.findAt(((tw/2 + offsetVal/2,0.0, cmd-eL/2),))
cells6 = c.findAt(((bf/2 + offsetVal/2, db/2 - tf/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells7 = c.findAt(((bf/2 + offsetVal/2, -db/2 + tf/2, cmd-eL/2),))
pass #corners
cohesiveCells = cells1 + cells2 + cells3 + cells4 + cells5 + cells6 + cells7
elif not StrongAxis:
cells1 = c.findAt(((db/4, tw/2 + coh/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells2 = c.findAt(((db/4, -tw/2 - coh/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells3 = c.findAt(((db/2 - tf - coh/2, db/4, cmd-eL/2),))
cells4 = c.findAt(((db/2 - tf - coh/2, -db/4, cmd-eL/2),))
cells5 = c.findAt(((db/2 + coh/2, 0.0, cmd-eL/2),))
cells6 = c.findAt(((db/2 - tf/2, bf/2 + coh/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells7 = c.findAt(((db/2 - tf/2, -bf/2 - coh/2, cmd-eL/2),))
pass #corners
cohesiveCells = cells1 + cells2 + cells3 + cells4 + cells5 + cells6 + cells7
if BasePlate:
cells8 = c.getByBoundingBox(xMin=0.0, xMax=baseWidthX/2, yMin = -baseWidthY/2, yMax
= baseWidthY/2, zMin=cmd-eL, zMax=cmd-eL+offsetVal)#Beneath baseplate
cells9 = c.getByBoundingBox(xMin=0.0, xMax=baseWidthX/2, yMin = -baseWidthY/2, yMax
= baseWidthY/2, zMax=cmd-eL-baseDepth, zMin=cmd-eL-baseDepth-offsetVal) #Below
baseplate
cells10 = c.getByBoundingBox(xMin=0.0, xMax=baseWidthX/2, yMin = baseWidthY/2, yMax
= baseWidthY/2+offsetVal, zMin=cmd-eL-baseDepth, zMax=cmd-eL) #Up-baseplate side
cells11 = c.getByBoundingBox(xMin=0.0, xMax=baseWidthX/2, yMin = -baseWidthY/2offsetVal, yMax = -baseWidthY/2, zMin=cmd-eL-baseDepth, zMax=cmd-eL)
#Down-baseplate side
cells12 = c.getByBoundingBox(xMin=baseWidthX/2, xMax=baseWidthX/2+offsetVal, yMin =
-baseWidthY/2, yMax = baseWidthY/2, zMin=cmd-eL-baseDepth, zMax=cmd-eL)
#Right-baseplate side
cohesiveCells =cohesiveCells + cells8 + cells9 + cells10 + cells11 + cells12
region = regionToolset.Region(cells=cohesiveCells)
p.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName='Cohesive', offset=0.0,
offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, offsetField='', thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)
#Concrete cells
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Foundation']
c = p.cells
if CohesiveZone == False:
cells = c[:]
region = regionToolset.Region(cells=cells)
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p.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName='Foundation', offset=0.0,
offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, offsetField='',
thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)
else: #I'm really proud of this part of code. Took me forever to come up with it right. -TAJ
#Get a list of all the indices of the cells
bigList = []
for cell in c:
bigList += [cell.index]
#List of indices to be filtered
smallList = []
for cell in cohesiveCells:
smallList += [cell.index]
#Filter - now we have a list of all indices we want
cellsList = __filter(bigList, smallList)
#Loop through each index; grab that cell, give it a section assignment.
for index in cellsList:
i = int(index) #Not needed?
region = regionToolset.Region(cells=c[index:(index+1)])
p.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName='Foundation', offset=0.0,
offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, offsetField='',
thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)
def CreateLoadStep():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
#Create load step
mdb.models[ModelName].StaticStep(name='Load', previous='Initial', maxNumInc=500)
def AssemblyInstance():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
#Create assembly
a = mdb.models[ModelName].rootAssembly
a.DatumCsysByDefault(CARTESIAN)
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Column']
a.Instance(name='Column-1', part=p, dependent=ON)
a = mdb.models[ModelName].rootAssembly
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Foundation']
a.Instance(name='Foundation-1', part=p, dependent=ON)
#Align assembly
a = mdb.models[ModelName].rootAssembly
a.translate(instanceList=('Column-1', ), vector=(0.0, 0.0, cmd - eL))
def MergeInstances():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
a1 = mdb.models[ModelName].rootAssembly
a1.InstanceFromBooleanMerge(name='CombinedPart', instances=(
a1.instances['Column-1'], a1.instances['Foundation-1'], ),
keepIntersections=ON, originalInstances=SUPPRESS, domain=GEOMETRY)
def Contact():
for key in DataArray.keys():
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exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
#Create face group
a = mdb.models[ModelName].rootAssembly
s1 = a.instances['Column-1'].faces
if ColumnType == 'IBeam':
if StrongAxis:
#1-Column flange, exterior faces; 2-Top column flange, top face; 3- Top column
flange, bottom face; 4-Web exterior face; 5-Bottom column flange, top face
#6- Bottom column flange, bottom face; 7-Baseplate, upper face; 8-Baseplate, lower
face; 9-Baseplate, top face; 10-Baseplate, exterior face; 11-Baseplate, bottom face
side1Faces1 = s1.getByBoundingBox(xMin = bf/2, xMax = bf/2, zMax=cmd) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(yMin = db/2, yMax = db/2, zMax=cmd) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(yMin = db/2 - tf, yMax = db/2 - tf, zMax=cmd) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(xMin = tw/2, xMax = tw/2, zMax=cmd) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(yMin = - db/2 + tf, yMax = -db/2 + tf, zMax=cmd) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(yMin = -db/2, yMax = -db/2, zMax=cmd) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(zMin = cmd - eL, zMax = cmd - eL) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(zMin = cmd - eL - baseDepth, zMax = cmd - eL - baseDepth) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(yMin = baseWidthY/2, yMax = baseWidthY/2, zMax=cmd) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(xMin = baseWidthX/2, xMax = baseWidthX/2, zMax=cmd) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(yMin = -baseWidthY/2, yMax = -baseWidthY/2, zMax=cmd)
#Warning: if other faces later starts becoming colinear with these faces, some of
these methods will accidentally grab those planes as well. Be careful!
region1=regionToolset.Region(side1Faces=side1Faces1)
elif not StrongAxis:
#1-Top column faces (web top, flange top-left, flange top) 2-Side column face
(flange right) 3-Bottom column faces (web bottom, flange bottom-left, flange bottom)
#4-Baseplate, upper face; 5-Baseplate, lower face; 6-Baseplate, top face;
7-Baseplate, exterior face; 8-Baseplate, bottom face
side1Faces1 = s1.getByBoundingBox(xMin = 0, xMax = db/2, yMin=tw/2, yMax=bf/2, zMin=
cmd-eL, zMax=cmd) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(xMin = db/2, xMax = db/2, zMax=cmd) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(xMin = 0, xMax = db/2, yMin=-bf/2, yMax=-tw/2, zMin=cmd-eL,
zMax=cmd) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(zMin = cmd - eL, zMax = cmd - eL) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(zMin = cmd - eL - baseDepth, zMax = cmd - eL - baseDepth) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(yMin = baseWidthY/2, yMax = baseWidthY/2) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(xMin = baseWidthX/2, xMax = baseWidthX/2) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(yMin = -baseWidthY/2, yMax = -baseWidthY/2)
#Warning: if other faces later starts becoming colinear with these faces, some of
these methods will accidentally grab those planes as well. Be careful!
region1=regionToolset.Region(side1Faces=side1Faces1)
s1 = a.instances['Foundation-1'].faces
if ColumnType == 'IBeam':
if StrongAxis:
#Faces touching the web, then top flange, then bottom flange
side1Faces1 = s1.getByBoundingBox(0, -db/2, cmd-eL, tw/2, db/2, cmd) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(0,db/2-tf,cmd-eL,bf/2,db/2, cmd ) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(0,-db/2,cmd-eL,bf/2,-(db/2 -tf), cmd)
elif not StrongAxis:
#Faces touching the web, then flange
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side1Faces1 = s1.getByBoundingBox(0, -tw/2, cmd-eL, db/2-tf, tw/2, cmd) + \
s1.getByBoundingBox(db/2-tf,-bf/2,cmd-eL,db/2,bf/2,cmd )
if BasePlate:
side1Faces1 += s1.getByBoundingBox(0,-baseWidthY/2,cmd-eL-baseDepth,baseWidthX/2,
baseWidthY/2,cmd-eL) #Faces touching the baseplate
region2=regionToolset.Region(side1Faces=side1Faces1)
if ModelType == 'Contact' or ModelType == 'Friction':
#Create interaction properties
mdb.models[ModelName].ContactProperty('IntProp-1')
if not NoFriction:
mdb.models[ModelName].interactionProperties['IntProp-1'].TangentialBehavior(
formulation=PENALTY, directionality=ISOTROPIC, slipRateDependency=OFF,
pressureDependency=OFF, temperatureDependency=OFF, dependencies=0,
table=((Friction, ), ), shearStressLimit=None,
maximumElasticSlip=FRACTION, fraction=0.005, elasticSlipStiffness=None)
else:
mdb.models[ModelName].interactionProperties['IntProp-1'].TangentialBehavior(
formulation=FRICTIONLESS)
if NoSeparation == True:
separationVar = OFF
else:
separationVar = ON
mdb.models[ModelName].interactionProperties['IntProp-1'].NormalBehavior(
pressureOverclosure=HARD, allowSeparation=separationVar,
constraintEnforcementMethod=DEFAULT)
mdb.models[ModelName].ContactStd(name='Int-1', createStepName='Initial')
#If column is stiffer:
if EmbeddedSteelMod >= NormalConcreteMod:
masterSurf = region1
slaveSurf = region2
else: #If continuum is stiffer
masterSurf = region2
slaveSurf = region1
mdb.models[ModelName].SurfaceToSurfaceContactStd(name='Int-1',
createStepName='Load', master=masterSurf, slave=slaveSurf, sliding=FINITE,
thickness=ON, interactionProperty='IntProp-1',
adjustMethod=NONE, initialClearance=OMIT, datumAxis=None,
clearanceRegion=None)
elif ModelType == 'RigidTie' or ModelType == 'Rigid' or ModelType == 'CohesiveZone':
mdb.models[ModelName].Tie(name='Constraint-1', master=region1,
slave=region2, positionToleranceMethod=COMPUTED, adjust=ON,
tieRotations=ON, thickness=ON)
else:
raise TypeError('Unknown ModelType')
def MeshSeedGenerate_Uniform():
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for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
if DataArray['SquareMesh'] ==True:
elementShape = [HEX, STRUCTURED]
else:
elementShape = [TET, FREE]
coh = offsetVal
if OnePartModel:
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['CombinedPart']
c = p.cells
pickedRegions = c[:]
p.setMeshControls(regions=pickedRegions, elemShape=elementShape[0], technique=
elementShape[1])
p.seedPart(size=MeshSize, deviationFactor=0.1, minSizeFactor=0.1)
p.generateMesh()
else:
#Column seeding and generation
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Column']
c = p.cells
pickedRegions = c[:]
p.setMeshControls(regions=pickedRegions, elemShape=elementShape[0], technique=
elementShape[1])
p.seedPart(size=MeshSize, deviationFactor=0.1, minSizeFactor=0.1)
p.generateMesh()
#Foundation seeding and generation
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts['Foundation']
c = p.cells
pickedRegions = c[:]
# p.setMeshControls(regions=pickedRegions, elemShape=elementShape[0],
technique=elementShape[1])
p.seedPart(size=MeshSize, deviationFactor=0.1, minSizeFactor=0.1)
if CohesiveZone:
elemType1 = mesh.ElemType(elemCode=COH3D8, elemLibrary=STANDARD)
elemType2 = mesh.ElemType(elemCode=COH3D6, elemLibrary=STANDARD)
elemType3 = mesh.ElemType(elemCode=UNKNOWN_TET, elemLibrary=STANDARD)
if StrongAxis:
cells1 = c.findAt(((bf/4, db/2 + offsetVal/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells2 = c.findAt(((bf/4, db/2 - tf - offsetVal/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells3 = c.findAt(((bf/4, -db/2 + tf + offsetVal/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells4 = c.findAt(((bf/4, -db/2 - offsetVal/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells5 = c.findAt(((tw/2 + offsetVal/2,0.0, cmd-eL/2),))
cells6 = c.findAt(((bf/2 + offsetVal/2, db/2 - tf/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells7 = c.findAt(((bf/2 + offsetVal/2, -db/2 + tf/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells = cells1 + cells2 + cells3 + cells4 + cells5 + cells6 + cells7
pass #Corners
elif not StrongAxis:
cells1 = c.findAt(((db/4, tw/2 + coh/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells2 = c.findAt(((db/4, -tw/2 - coh/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells3 = c.findAt(((db/2 - tf - coh/2, db/4, cmd-eL/2),))
cells4 = c.findAt(((db/2 - tf - coh/2, -db/4, cmd-eL/2),))
cells5 = c.findAt(((db/2 + coh/2, 0.0, cmd-eL/2),))
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cells6 = c.findAt(((db/2 - tf/2, bf/2 + coh/2, cmd-eL/2),))
cells7 = c.findAt(((db/2 - tf/2, -bf/2 - coh/2, cmd-eL/2),))
pass #corners
cells = cells1 + cells2 + cells3 + cells4 + cells5 + cells6 + cells7
if BasePlate:
cells8 = c.getByBoundingBox(xMin=0.0, xMax=baseWidthX/2, yMin = -baseWidthY/2,
yMax = baseWidthY/2, zMin=cmd-eL, zMax=cmd-eL+offsetVal)#Above baseplate
cells9 = c.getByBoundingBox(xMin=0.0, xMax=baseWidthX/2, yMin = -baseWidthY/2,
yMax = baseWidthY/2, zMax=cmd-eL-baseDepth, zMin=cmd-eL-baseDepth-offsetVal)
#Below baseplate
cells10 = c.getByBoundingBox(xMin=0.0, xMax=baseWidthX/2, yMin = baseWidthY/2,
yMax = baseWidthY/2+offsetVal, zMin=cmd-eL-baseDepth, zMax=cmd-eL)
#Up-baseplate side
cells11 = c.getByBoundingBox(xMin=0.0, xMax=baseWidthX/2, yMin = -baseWidthY/2offsetVal, yMax = -baseWidthY/2, zMin=cmd-eL-baseDepth, zMax=cmd-eL)
#Down-baseplate side
cells12 = c.getByBoundingBox(xMin=baseWidthX/2, xMax=baseWidthX/2+offsetVal,
yMin = -baseWidthY/2, yMax = baseWidthY/2, zMin=cmd-eL-baseDepth, zMax=cmd-eL)
#Right-baseplate side
cells = cells + cells8 + cells9 + cells10 + cells11 + cells12
pickedRegions =(cells, )
p.setElementType(regions=pickedRegions, elemTypes=(elemType1, elemType2,
elemType3))
p.generateMesh()
def CreateBCs():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
#Fixed BC
a = mdb.models[ModelName].rootAssembly
if OnePartModel:
f = a.instances[ColumnPart + '-1'].faces
else:
f = a.instances['Foundation-1'].faces
facesBottom = f.getByBoundingBox(zMax=0.0)
facesSides = f.getByBoundingBox(xMin=mwX/2)
# facesTopSides = f.getByBoundingBox(yMin=-mwY/2, yMax=-mwY/2) +
f.getByBoundingBox(yMin=mwY/2, yMax=mwY/2)
if BCs == 'Bottom':
faces1 = facesBottom
# elif BCs == 'Top':
# faces1 = facesTop
# assert PrimaryParameter <> 'GrilliModels'
# elif BCs == 'TopAndBottom':
# faces1 = facesBottom + facesTop
# assert PrimaryParameter <> 'GrilliModels'
elif BCs == 'Sides':
faces1 = facesSides
region = regionToolset.Region(faces=faces1)
mdb.models[ModelName].EncastreBC(name='FixedBC',
createStepName='Initial', region=region, localCsys=None)
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#Symmetry BC
if not OnePartModel:
#Column symmetry
a = mdb.models[ModelName].rootAssembly
f = a.instances['Column-1'].faces
faces1 = f.getByBoundingBox(xMax = 0.0) #Get all faces that lie on the x=0.0 plane.
region = regionToolset.Region(faces=faces1)
mdb.models[ModelName].XsymmBC(name='ColumnSymmetry', createStepName='Initial',
region=region)
#Foundation symmetry
f = a.instances['Foundation-1'].faces
faces1 = f.getByBoundingBox(xMax = 0.0) #Get all faces that lie on the x=0.0 plane.
region = regionToolset.Region(faces=faces1)
mdb.models[ModelName].XsymmBC(name='ContinuumSymmetry', createStepName='Initial',
region=region)
else:
a = mdb.models[ModelName].rootAssembly
f = a.instances['CombinedPart-1'].faces
faces1 = f.getByBoundingBox(xMax = 0.0) #Get all faces that lie on the x=0.0 plane.
region = regionToolset.Region(faces=faces1)
mdb.models[ModelName].XsymmBC(name='Symmetry', createStepName='Initial',
region=region)
if CohesiveZone:
pass #Will not be affected by presence of cohesive zone when the getByBoundingBox
method is used.
def CreateAppliedLoad():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
a = mdb.models[ModelName].rootAssembly
if not DistLoad:
#Axial and Lateral Load Together
region = a.instances[ColumnPart + '-1'].sets['Set-1']
mdb.models[ModelName].ConcentratedForce(name='Load-1',
createStepName='Load', region=region, cf1=0, cf2=load/2, cf3=-AxialLoad/2,
distributionType=UNIFORM, field='', localCsys=None)
else: #Distributed AKA traction load
#Lateral Load
s1 = a.instances['Column-1'].faces
side1Faces1 = s1.getByBoundingBox(zMin = pL+cmd)
region = regionToolset.Region(side1Faces=side1Faces1)
mdb.models[ModelName].SurfaceTraction(
name='TractionLoad', createStepName='Load', region=region, magnitude=load / SA,
directionVector=((0,0,0),(0,1,0)), distributionType=UNIFORM,
field='', localCsys=None, resultant=OFF)
#Axial Load
if AxialLoad != 0.0:
s1 = a.instances['Column-1'].faces
side1Faces1 = s1.getByBoundingBox(zMin = pL+cmd)
region = regionToolset.Region(side1Faces=side1Faces1)
mdb.models[ModelName].SurfaceTraction(
name='TractionLoad', createStepName='Load', region=region, magnitude=AxialLoad /
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SA,
directionVector=((0,0,0),(0,0,-1)), distributionType=UNIFORM,
field='', localCsys=None, resultant=OFF)
def RigidTop():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
a = mdb.models[ModelName].rootAssembly
e1 = a.instances[ColumnPart+ '-1'].edges
v1 = a.instances[ColumnPart+ '-1'].vertices
print(pL+cmd)
refID = a.ReferencePoint(point=v1.findAt(coordinates=(0.0, 0.0, pL+cmd))).id #This fails
for some reason with one part models now. I'll look into the problem more the next time I
run into the problem. (Presumably soon.) - TAJ 11/18/15
f1 = a.instances[ColumnPart + '-1'].faces
faces1 = f1.getByBoundingBox(zMin = pL+cmd)
region4=regionToolset.Region(faces=faces1)
r1 = a.referencePoints
refPoints1=(r1[refID], )
region1=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)
mdb.models[ModelName].RigidBody(name='FlangeRigidBody',
refPointRegion=region1, tieRegion=region4)
def CreateJob():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
mdb.Job(name=ModelName, model=ModelName, description='',
type=ANALYSIS, atTime=None, waitMinutes=0, waitHours=0, queue='',
memory=90, memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, getMemoryFromAnalysis=True,
explicitPrecision=SINGLE, nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE, echoPrint=OFF,
modelPrint=OFF, contactPrint=OFF, historyPrint=OFF, userSubroutine='',
scratch='', multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT, numCpus=4, numDomains=4)
def HistoryOutputRequest():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
regionDef=mdb.models[ModelName].rootAssembly.instances[ColumnPart + '-1'].sets['Set-1']
mdb.models[ModelName].HistoryOutputRequest(name='H-Output-2',
createStepName='Load', variables=('U1', 'U2'), region=regionDef,
sectionPoints=DEFAULT, rebar=EXCLUDE)
def FindDispAndOutput():
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
from string import upper
#Output algorithm: get node name.
p = mdb.models[ModelName].parts[ColumnPart]
n = p.nodes
if StrongAxis: radius = MeshSize/2 - 0.001
elif not StrongAxis: radius = tw/2 - 0.001
if not OnePartModel:
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nodes = n.getByBoundingSphere((0.0,0.0,cL), radius)
else:
nodes = n.getByBoundingSphere((0.0,0.0,cmd + pL), radius)
print(nodes)
print(DataArray)
loadnode = nodes[0].label
#Create XY data from the output history request.
odb = session.odbs[odbFileName]
session.XYDataFromHistory(name='Displacement at load', odb=odb,
outputVariableName='Spatial displacement: U2 PI: ' + upper(ColumnPart) + '-1 Node ' +
str(loadnode) + ' in NSET SET-1',
steps=('Load', ), )
#Report the XY data to the .output file
x0 = session.xyDataObjects['Displacement at load']
session.writeXYReport(fileName=ModelName+'.output', xyData=(x0, ))
#Enter the .output file and scrape the needed information.
#The number we want will be on the 6th line from the end.
f = open(ModelName+'.output')
lines = f.readlines()
myString = lines[-5]
# TotalDisplacement = float(myString[20:-1])
TotalDisplacement = float(myString[26:-1])
f.close()
TimeStamp = str(__TimeStamp())
kipload = float(load) / 1000.0
# TotalStiffness = kipload/TotalDisplacement
# TotalRotStiffness = TotalStiffness * pL**2
if StrongAxis: ColumnStiffness = 3 * EmbeddedSteelMod/1000 * Ix / pL**3 #in kips
elif not StrongAxis: ColumnStiffness = 3 * EmbeddedSteelMod/1000 * Iy / pL**3 #in kips
# ColumnStiffness = 3 * EmbeddedSteelMod * Ix / pL**3 #or Iy; in kips
ColumnDisplacement = kipload/ColumnStiffness
ConnDisplacement = TotalDisplacement - ColumnDisplacement
ConnStiffness = kipload / ConnDisplacement
ConnRotStiffness = ConnStiffness * pL**2
#Deposit needed information into output file.
with open(outputFile, 'a') as f:
f.write('%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s, %s,\n' %(ModelName, PrimaryParameter, Param1,
SecondaryParameter, Param2, ColumnName, eL, TotalDisplacement, ConnStiffness,
ConnRotStiffness, TimeStamp))
##########################################
#Main pre- and post- processing routines.#
##########################################
def Preprocessing(DataArray_local):
#Initialization
global DataArray
DataArray = DataArray_local
print(DataArray)
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for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
#Assertion lines to make sure crazy things don't happen later in the script.
if OnePartModel == True: assert ModelType == 'RigidTie' or ModelType == 'Rigid'
if BasePlate == False:
assert baseDepth == 0.0
if SquareMesh == True: assert UniformMesh == True
if OnePartModel == True: assert UniformMesh == True
if SquareMesh == True: #All parts should have homogeneous moduli of elasticity - not
programmed to accept different moduli in this case.
assert BadConcreteMod == NormalConcreteMod
assert GroutMod == NormalConcreteMod
assert ProtrudingSteelMod == EmbeddedSteelMod
if BaseplateType <> 'None': assert BasePlate == True
if BaseplateType == 'None': assert BasePlate == False
Mdb() #Exit any open model database file, create a new, blank one.
print(ModelName)
CreateModel()
ColumnCreation()
if SquareMesh == True and ColumnType == 'IBeam': DivideColumn()
CreateSet()
SketchFoundation()
if SquareMesh == True and ColumnType == 'IBeam': DivideFoundation()
CreateMaterials_DefineSections()
SectionAssign_OneMaterial()
CreateLoadStep()
AssemblyInstance()
if OnePartModel:
MergeInstances()
MeshSeedGenerate_Uniform()
else:
Contact()
if UniformMesh:
MeshSeedGenerate_Uniform()
else:
MeshSeedGenerate_NonUniform()
CreateBCs()
RigidTop()
CreateAppliedLoad()
CreateJob()
HistoryOutputRequest()
#Write input file
mdb.jobs[ModelName].writeInput(consistencyChecking=OFF)
#Save the model to open in postprocessing
mdb.saveAs(pathName=DataArray['mdbFileName'])
def Postprocessing(DataArray_local):
#Initialization
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global DataArray
DataArray = DataArray_local
for key in DataArray.keys():
exec('%s = DataArray["%s"]' %(key, key))
if CohesiveZone: DataArray['ColumnPart'] = 'Column' #Patch: I don't know where the bug is,
but this should fix it.
# Open correct .odb file
session.openOdb(name=odbFileName)
#Open correct .mdb file
print(mdbFileName)
openMdb(pathName=mdbFileName)
CreateAndCheckOutputFile()
try:
FindDispAndOutput()
except:
pass
def main():
pass
if __name__ == '__main__':
main()
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